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PREFACE

This book was written under exceedingly

trying circumstances The author had a severe

attack of influenza in November last and passed

through a great crisis, his life ha\ing been des-

paired of for a time. On recovering a little, but

while still bed-ridden, he dictated these lectures

from his sick-bed to one of his sons—as a means

of driving away the feelings of despair and the

gloomy thoughts natural to one suffering from

such a serious illness. The readers will, it is

hoped, excuse the defects and shortcomings that

may have arisen under such circumstances. The

proofs could not be revised by him with care. It

is, however, his duty to acknowledge with thanks

the friendly help he received from Mr. C. 8.

Paterson, M.Sc., who revised some proofs of the

first portion tif the book. But as he left the

city, shortly after the work had been sent to

the press, the author could not avail himself of

his kind and disinterested help for long.

The author has taken great pains in the

preparation ot these lectures. Though most of
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the authorities consulted have been studied by

him from original sources, he has confined his

references chiefly to his Typical Selections from

old Bengali Literature, lie has done so for the

convenience of those readers who may wish to

read the passages for themselves.

This book, it is feared, will not command a

general interest, as the subject lias a limited

outlook. Its interest is restricted to those

students who may wish to acquire a knowledge

of the linguistic features of a particular period of

our literature At the same time it is calculated

to be of some use to those scholars who want to

obtain a thorough knowledge of the ever-changing

forms of our progressive speech, and to such,

however limited the scope of the present work

may be, it may not fail to throw light on

important linguistic points involved. Written

under peculiar difficulties as this book has

been, the achievement of this result was only

possible owing to the constant encouragement

received from the present Vice-Chancellor

of the Calcutta Univeisity to whom the book

is dedicated as a token of gratitude.

The readers will see that the subject, of which

a brief outline only was given in one of the

closing chapters of the author’s History of

Bengali Language and Literature, has been

greatly elaborated by him in the present work,

abundant new materials having been brought to
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bear upon the topic under discussion, and lie

hopes that his labour in performing the task will

be appreciated.

The author is indebted to his esteemed

friend Dr. G. Howells, Principal of the Seram-

pur College, for the picture of Dr Carey and

Pundit Mnttunjay which forms the frontispiece

of this book. It is a facsimile of the painting

belonging to the Serampur College.

7, Bishwakosh Lane,

Bagbazar, Calcutta £• Ptnesit Chandra Sen.

The 1st June
,
1021
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doctrines which you read in your .false Shastras.

You will now be a new born man with the

true knowledge that I am going to give you.’ ”]

The above will not compare unfavourably

with the style of the theological works of Raja

Rammohan Ray, written at least a hundred years

later.

Next we give a passage from the translation

of ‘ Hitopodesa ’ by Pandit

podl
ftkSarmiV8T1,to Golak Nath Sarma published

in 1801 from the Srirampur

press (pp 152-153)

“ ^ to*

'TCTO gift I c*\

TO* 5"$ *[^t vstflC* *rf5$fJR *fTO

fro i to* cTO*froi

Wfa *fal1 TOflR *C* 1 W C^Ft=T cto

<ro TOlfcrt *3#* to! «rfcf TO

TO ^ sTO *fro1 «: TO

*fatTO I (7T *fTO *f** <3 <il TO ^ fa*S?[

*** *fro i

[There lived a washerman named Bilas in

the city of Hastinapur. His ass became aged

and infirm after having carried the loads of his

master for long years. The master of the

ass covered it with a tigei's skin and let it loose

in the corn-fields near the forest. The plough-

men took it for a tiger and fled away. It so

happened one day that one of the cultivators
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covered his body with a blanket and with a

bow in hand guarded his field. The ass having

satisfied its hunger fully by eating the corn

mistook the man with the blanket tor a

she-ass and brayed aloud in a spirit of joy crying
‘ Oh.’ The man was at once convinced that it

was the braying of an ass and aimed his arrow at

the animal. The ass was thus forthwith killed.]

But the language of the colloquies of Dr.

Carey published in 1801 and

mfiu that ot the prose portion of

Kaminl Kumar wiitten towards

the end of the eighteenth century, by Gauri

Kanta Das are even perhaps better specimens

of the Bengali colloquial style of the period.

Gauri Kanta Das was a Vaidya and was a native

of Sutanati, Calcutta Tn his Kammi Kumar
he subscribes himself as Kali Krisrra Das

which was his uom do plume My readers

will find large quotations from Dr. Carey’s

colloquies in my “ Typical Selections from Old

Bengali Literature, Vol II ” and m my “ History

of Bengali Language and Literature.” The

following extract is taken from his “ Itihasa-

mala ” or “ Garland of Stories written eleven

years later in 1812

ft^rc srfti*! wt
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doctrines which you read in your .false Shastras.

You will now be a new born man with the

tiue knowledge that I am going to give you * ”]

The above will not compare unfavourably

with the style of the theological works of Raja

Rammohan Ray, written at least a hundred years

later.

Next we give a passage from the translation

of ‘ Hitopodesa ’ by Pandit

podia
k Sarma 8 H ° Gtolak Nath Sarma published

m 1801 from the Srirampur

press (pp 152-153)

fontn srtOT m ^
^ my states i *h csw vy ?itat mztw crafts <©tsl

f?r^ iwv stfeai firs i ststa c’R^rf^d vstsft*

arfa *fai1 *tstss i cvar

<4*w *tts ®t^r

*fta1 sfe states ^ste*
-

srft vss w
I (7\ «fswl <$t f*m stc*l

ftear s5^ i

[There lived a washerman named Bilas in

the city of Hastinapur. His ass became aged

and infirm after having carried the loads of his

master for long years. The master of the

ass covered it with a tiger's skin and let it loose

in the corn-fields near the forest. The plough-

men took it for a tiger and fled away. It so

happened one day that one of the cultivators
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covered his body with a blanket and with a

bow in hand guarded his lield. The ass having

satisfied its hunger fully by eating the corn

mistook the man with the blanket for a

she-ass and brayed aloud in a spirit of joy crying
c Oh/ The man was at once convinced that it

was the braying of an ass and aimed his arrow at

the animal. The ass was thus forthwith killed.]

But the language of the colloquies of Di.

Ur Carej’s ltilna-

mii 1

1

Carey published in 1801 and

that of the prose portion of

Kamini Kumar wiitten towards

the end of the eighteenth century, by Gauri

TLinta Das are even perhaps better specimens

of the Bengali colloquial style of the period.

Gauri Kanta Das was a Yaidya and was a native

of Sutanati, Calcutta In his Kamini Kumar
he subscribes himself as Kali Krismi Das

which was his now de plume My readers

will find large quotations from Dr. Carey’s

colloquies m my “ Typical Selections from Old

Bengali Literature, Yol II ” and in my “ History

of Bengali Language and Literature.” The

following extract is taken from his “ Itihasa-

mala ” or “ Garland of Stories
99
written eleven

years later in 1812.

mm wt
arpr •fart wm *mf% mw\yzm wl tpt *rfw

fam *farl ^ i



BENGALI PROSE STYLE

1800-57

Introduction

During a little more than a century that

commenced from 1800 A. D., Bengali prose

has made an astonishing progress. The wonder-

ful assimilation of the classical element in

Vidyasagar’s style, perfected by the perennial

flow of his emotional sweetness, the gorgeous

sweep of Bankim’s prose enlivened by a genial

poetic enthusiasm, the superior word-painting

of flavindranath,—his style, setting up a new

ideal of art in our letters,

^writer.
0" b<*t

and, last though not least*

,
Sant Chandra’s rich colloquial

ttyie, full of the charm of the dialect of the
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I shall have to deliver to complete my course

for the last session as Bamtanu Lahiri Kesearch

Fellow. This in brief is the history of the origin

of this work.



CHAPTER I

Bengali Prose before Raja Rammohan Rot

In the year 1801 Dr Carey m his preface to

Kathopakathan classified the

poken forms spoken dialect ot Bengal into

five different forms He refers

to the Bengali spoken by the Khansamas, Ayas,

Vadraloks, and women, as presenting dialectical

varieties in each case with distinctive pecu-

liarities of its own. “ The Khansama or sirkir,”

writes Dr Carey, “ generally intermixes his lan-

guage with words derived from Arabic or Persian

and some few from corrupted English and Portu-

guese words ”—the style of the Vadralogs, he

calls “the grave style.” In the year 1859 Mr.

Marshman wrote in his history of the Sri Ram-

pore Mission (Vol. II, pp. 21-22) that Portuguese

was the lingua franca of all foreign settlements

around the Bay of Bengal and was the ordinary

medium of conversation between the Europeans

and their domestics. The Portuguese had cer-

tainly established their ascendency and at one

time made a great political advance amongst
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the contending mercantile communities in this

country. The nation of Columbus, Vasco deGama
ahd Cortez was once dreaded near the sea-coasts

of Bengal, and the ships of this province were

constantly in fear of being seized by the Portu-

guese pirates who were known in Bengal as

‘Harmads/ This word is a corruption of the

Portuguese word. for a fleet
—‘Armada/ The

influence which Portuguese once so greatly exer-

cised upon our dialect is now to be traced to a few

words only, still current in Bengali such as

^ *f*t, fow,

c*ww, nm, and \

Mr. Halted in the preface to his grammar

published in 1778, says, “ At present those per-

sons are thought to speak the compound idiom

(Bengali) with the most elegance who mix with

the pure Indian verbs, the greatest number of

Persian and Arabic nouns/’

The importation of foreign words into our

vocabulary which the above extracts signify does

not, however, indicate any permanent acquisition

to our language, as this was caused by the ever-

shifting political and social conditions to which

the country has been subjected for several

centuries.

The number of Portuguese words once current

in our dialect has much decreased in course of

time and Arabic and Persian words are also

on the wane. These words are like season-flies of
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our political atmosphere. At one time they swarm

in large numbers—thick as leaves on Vailombrosa

and after the season is over, vanish away,

leaving a mere trace.

But all that has been written above refers

only to spoken dialect with which we are not

concerned. Our subject is ‘The development

of the prose style/ so it is with the various as-

pects of the literary use of our language that we

shall presently deal.

There have been many absurd opinions cur-

rent amongst even some of the highly educated

members of our community. Some of them hold

that Raja Rammohan Ray started the Bengali

prose Others say that it was ‘Alaler Gharer

Dulal ’ which first showed the
Proso of an earlier

epoch. example of writing in the

colloquial style. Not to speak

of others, Bankim Chandra, the prince of our

literati, seemed to favour the current belief,

when he remarked in the introduction to Tek

Chand Thakur’s work in 1892 “It is generally

believed that Bengali prose owed its origin to

Raja Rammohan Ray.”

Recent researches have made it clear that

Bengali prase was extant even in the tenth

century A. D. Though the language of the

Sunyapuran has been much tampered with and

modernised, yet undoubtedly there are some

prose passages in the book at least, which savour
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of the style of a very distant epoch of our litera-

ture. In the fourteenth century Cliandidas wrote

a short treatise in prose expounding the truths of

the Sahajia-cult in a language which has been

recently termed by some scholars Sandhya

Bhasa. In this treatise we constantly meet with

the word “2Tffe.” We have not been able to

make out what the word implies, but we have

come across several old Bengali manuscripts in

the library of the Calcutta University in which

the word “ ” occurs very frequently. These

books belong to the Sahajia-cult Besides these

there are many theological treatises in prose, a

list of which is given in my “ History of Bengali

language and literature.’’ In jurisprudence one

Radha Ballabha Sarma translated some Sanskrit

works into simple Bengali prose, and there are

others who followed his foot-prints and com-

piled translations of the works in this branch of

culture towards the end of the eighteenth cen-

tury. We have found a very old translation

of the ‘ Bhasa Parichhed
9

into Bengali prose

written about this time. The simple language

of this book offers a great contrast to the

pedantic style adopted by the late Pandit

R&jendrachandra Sastri, Rai Bahadur, who also

translated the work into Bengali in quite recent

times.

This brief notice will shew that Bengali

prose was not altogether a novel phenomenon
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. in the field of our literature before the advent

of the English. It must, however, be admitted

that prose was not the general
illustrations. medium in those days. The

development of Bengali prose is certainly due to

the English. They not only stimulated our

intellectual awakening in the various depart-

ments of knowledge but were themselves the

pioneers in the field of Bengali prose, writing

many instructive treatises on a variety of

subjects in our language.

In order to shew that it was neither Tek-

ch&nd Thakur nor Raja Rammohan Ray who
originally set forth the models adopted in their

works, but that they followed the foot-prints of

the previous writers, we shall here take the

liberty of making a few extracts from some of

the Bengali works that had existed before 1815,

when Raja Rammohan Ray wrote his first book
“ Brahma Tattva ” in Bengali.

The following is taken from a Bengali prose

work called the “ i” The MS. of this

work in the library of the Calcutta University

is dated 1158 B.S. or 1750 A. I). It gives an

exposition of the Sahajia-doctrine which seems

to be in open revolt with Hinduism and curi-

ously even with Vaisnabism though the author

JpAnAdi SidhanS.
outwardly professes the latter

religioB, The date of the com-

position of the work inay be half a century

2
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earlier than that of the copy preserved in the

University of Calcutta So the work was

probably written about 1700 A. I).

nca 5»i !nm *ff6»r wre a$ cala to to **l

cat to cTO *f <5 Hsitfa *m fa*rt

mat cat to fast srN ^ftai ^tf^ro® *itw frot <TO1 a*a *v\a

fsRsstfa sto-^to a^\a $\aaatUscro niza

f^1 \5l^1 ap%
i

$tza TO* CTO *tTO ^ *fwrf

$ TOTtf?^ 3**1 to *T$ ca a* a '«rrf? ^a *fti

*itza *1 max 'srffar *f* ^tfro *ftca*i <£$•

tos a*aa a%a c*c*rf caza alt cn ca$ S)tok

a^ta caa a\*a< <stfro <TO *1 i m^fs?®tTO ?*tf*WW
Hot fata ®w-*fro cto aza aza a? a t

«rrf*r *rti to*I max

avs\ fti^lfta ata ^faa\ ^Iza *f max m to aza aza a^\a

c*^ caa fc$l a\ a^ i *m\$l #Tc^ to s?TOfa

amvd to fa ft* a a wa *rti <ro a\ max wr*ft

w&t® to ^aaa fasl aiwfta ala ma ait ca froTO ftrel

ststft* ala vfart stfirc i maa aw ^faTO sTOfa

*a to aza ftm awfta TO a^faai q?TfTO aiza a\ max *w-

to^ fa ft* *^t* c*c*ur *«fma to c* fa sj^pr

TO TO *ft* *fa at ffe^i ^fa* <u*f* ^faro swi-

TO to aaa a^a 3faroOT aza to f&si atza *1 i

*pffasr|TO TOt TOtfir

Hot^ fazaa to w\a oti i

aftw aaafa aza^a <ntfa ^i^r nti aftz% +nz* ai

vftmimiaai aia *faa\ $tfro *ftz* ai max w
maa a$\a at *faz<Q <tt^ ai i wma
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wNt ®fPR at5
! ^fare <*«)ST 'jfn

*m *fou ^ 'jtr fctfo %*m fa i 'swift Star

5R55! ^t?5
! '«!®t% *«R >1? *Hl?m %PH fWT »W 'stRR

tjf5! 3t? <4?? 'SftTR 3t?N "^K «Ttt ^ 4^

5OTW5 ^t5! *tP?R 55*1 «fa 5Rt^ 43! 'SlRR fsRTt^f 'SRW

vr »tt^ stt <a5K 'srtsrt^ srtf»wtP5* 31*13 «ifln

*ffc 31? '*re45! 4*m ’TSJ 4tfa ,

*rer|3t 'SIRR 5tfo

'tww 3fop fom i

^fasstCT5! ^sfaiitfoit5! R^csc^f^ Ikus

c^rff? »fts ^ <?r^ <?nrrfif ifa «rf « 'w# ^pforfcs

c5^ <R«rtf*f it® fa foul 331 ** i

,

*rartft *ft« ’PC?5!W 'srRR

fcffas «ROTW %*P fo«tJl ^tCf5! 4<l5! ^foim Riftff

“ita fom pints 43? df ntiat^ fafont?5! at%*ttfo

«rtf fsj«m 43! f*tf 3t? 'srtfo fo^nrt 43! 'srffo 43!

’®rr*rt^r 3«!ip fom i 433 ^RfJtt't%w 3«n 'sttwr

%3t*l3 ffosl? -sitfa fjctw pt*Tt3 i Jit^f^atPl5! ml 3!3tt33

csrf^ tw <Rw fo*w ?3 st?t w i 'sraffr %3 vis <«j

3!3tm wts *f3ra fol3
!? P3 i fa®tPH ^fo 433

ttfot® fa ’’fast? 'SRI ^ i wtft #lt3 ncp3 'sitf5! 3«Nst3

tf3E33 3t3l 4 iim5* ^t5! 31 3*fat3 Mfaul ’tfotfa I 3t^

3^3 is«r C3t3t3 '*ist5!-^m w ^ 43! *ret3-5tm

*tt3tfo faffa^ i”

(Typical Selections from Old Bengali Liteiature, Volume II

pp, 1635-1636

)

[“ The Sadhu

—

f
If a child after coming to

this earth from his mother’s womb has never

heard a sound owing to his deafness, can he

read the letters ka
9
kha

,
glut

,
etc., when he is
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in his 25th year ? Or can he call his father and

mother by the usual terms ‘ papa 9 and * mamma *?

I also want to know from you whether a man
who is born blind can contemplate the dark blue

colour ascribed to Krisna, which, as they say, is

like that of the newly formed cloud.

“ The inquirer—‘ The man who is born deaf

and has never heard ka
9
kha

,
ga

9
gha

9
etc., as

we have, cannot call his parents ‘ papa * and

‘ mamma 5

as we do ? Nor can one who has never

seen any object of dark-blue colour like that of a

newly-formed cloud, contemplate the dark-blue

colour attributed to Krisna.
5

“ The Sadhu— ‘ How then did you say that

without the help of the senses one could realize

Krisna, the god of the universe ? A man born

deaf cannot read the alphabet nor call his

parents and friends by the terms by which they

are called, and a man born blind cannot contem-

plate the dark-blue colour of Krista like that of a

newformed cloud. 8o one who has not a true

knowledge of the Deity within oneself can not

realize God by one’s mind alone which is the

receptacle of the impressions produced by the

five senses. Now tell me whether you do pos-

sess a knowledge of God or not ?
5

" The enquirer—

‘

I am without any know-

ledge of God. I never heard God speak tp me,

nor ever felt His touch on my person, nor

did I touch the food partaken first by Him. * My
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nose never smelt the sweet scent emanating

from His person. And now I understand that

the existence of Krista is unreal to me/
“ The Sadhu— * You had formerly heard that

the Yedas originated from the mouth of God and

that in them is written what is good and what

is evil. Tell me if you consider the Yedas to be

true/
" The enquirer— 4 As Krisna, the god of the

universe, is now unreal to me, the Yedas which

are said to have emanated from him are neces-

sarily unreal, so are the definitions of vice and

virtue given in them. It is written in the

Shastras of the Brahmans themselves that vice

and virtue are all unreal and so are father,

mother and one’s own self, and all that one

says and does. Now I should be silent and

speak no more. I only want to hear what your

Holiness will be pleased to say/

“The Sadhu—’Tell me when does a man
become silent for ever in this world ?

9

“ The enquirer— 8 When - a man dies he

become silent for ever/

“ The Sadhu— ‘ As you profess yourself to be

silent, tell me whether you are living or dead P
*

“ The enquirer—* I have not been able to

realise God by my five senses, so you may take

me tot dead/

“ The Sadhu—* Now the life of your ignor-

ance is dead, and now forget for ever those false
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doctrines which you read in your,false Shastras.

You will now be a new born man with the

true knowledge that I am going to give you.’ ”]

The above will not compare unfavourably

with the style of the theological works of Raja

Rammohan Ray, written at least a hundred years

later

Next we give a passage from the translation

of
e Hitopodesa 5 by Pandit

Pode°8a
k Sarm5,s H,t° Golak Nath Sarma published

in 1801 from the Srirampur

press (pp 152-153)

wfa Hits

nfam mi suites i <?

t

W 1 5V wfiv $rd

I C»R*tf$Tl

wr to* i *ii cm* c^n iw?

w *tt* **§?! ^f**i $t*

^ ?f**i w
i (?f $ft?d *f*R cq ^ ^ f^m rtw

€fc* i

[There lived a washerman named Bilas in

the city of Hastinapur. His ass became aged

and infirm after having carried the loads of his

master for long years The master of the

ass covered it with a tiger’s skin and let it loose

in the corn-fields near the forest. The plough-

men took it for a tiger and fled away. It so

happened one day that one of the cultivators
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covered his body with a blanket and with a

bow in hand guarded his held. The ass having

satisfied its hunger fully by eating the corn

mistook the man with the blanket for a

she-ass and brayed aloud in a spirit of joy crying
4 Oh/ The man was at once convinced that it

was the braying of an ass and aimed his arrow at

the animal. The ass was thus forthwith killed
]

But the language of the colloquies of Dr.

Carey published in 3 801 and
Careens.

^hat £}ie prose portion of

Kaminl Kumar wntten towards

the end of the eighteenth century, by Gauri

Kanta Das are even perhaps better specimens

of the Bengali colloquial style of the period.

Gauri Kanta Das was a Vaidya and was a native

of Sutanati, Calcutta Tri his lvaminl Kumar
he subscribes himself as Kali Krisrra Das

which was his nom de plume My readers

will find large quotations from Dr. Carey’s

colloquies in my 44 Typical Selections from Old

Bengali Literature, Vol. II ’’and in my 44 History

of Bengali Language and Literature.” The

following extract is taken from his
44
Itihasa-

mala ” or 44 Garland of Stories ” written eleven

years later in 1812

fate ffa nste ^fa <$tetrF wi
wtete wi tpl

sterotfatw vritotf fate *fa1 'stfa ^tfa i
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fffflfOT ItPtOTT C*W 0T TOWHt** ^c»- cw»tl

$¥ TOT <?T TOT aiTOCW WftF! $R <Wf (TI^Rffal

$ y*fowl y*rei <w ^*3^ styftw wWmt wt*w

CTOttW StfTO *!l KJRTCW Wl[*l TO $t*t* ^
ww i •wpn atvrfo w<*i wftsi to sfa*i c* on^rtw ^»ifW i

fc* toi <rc*tf% wrtrow «wi3t w*ifr *tar toi *ft»i c*r *ftar

<*l TOtw ftftw *rffa <a toji ftro wfiitfk on*fw3t

wtett* faro wfasi w? ^ *rfcro wsew fN wtt* toJ,

wfircl c^ sfi it^it^l ^fTOr TO*i j ^ *fsr vfinri

wftH C*t*I I ^ *P?fe*T 5tt»11 *ttf»! ^t^f <3tW <TCt*ffir

prlffa fw*rrfwf*r ften toI tFt* w
toto * fcw* ^tf? wtfipd wtori wrotw fast wtfi *nrfod

fTO f^S1 wf**T $f% (Story No. 112, pp 241-242).

[There was a merchant named Dhanapati

whose wife was Lahana. During their long matri-

monial life they had no issue, so the merchant

married a second time another very beautiful

damsel named Khullana, a daughter of the

merchant Lakshapati, and brought her to his

house. Dhanapati went abroad for trade, and

during his absence Dobalft, the maid-servant of

the house told her mistress, Lahana :
“ You aye

now grown old and your beauty has faded,

Khullana on the other hand is very beautiful,

and jit is but natural that the merchant will be

soon enamoured of her and will be absolutely

under her control^ he will not even.care .to look

at you. So if you will be well *4yfeed,*1$iye

Kfau huiA half meal so that her youthful beauty
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may be destroyed. Laliana eons'dered her advice

to be sound and forthwith wrote a letter as if her

husband Dhanapati had addressed it to her.

The purport of the letter ran thus :

—

“ The girl that I have married is a witch.

I have been put to infinite trouble since this

marriage So henceforward give her half food

destroy her youth and send her to tend the goats

in the fields ” As soon as this letter was read

out to Khullana she flew into a great rage. The

two co-wives began a fierce quarrel in which first

they abused each other and then had a regular

hand-to-hand fight in which one pulled the other

by the hair and both scratched and slapped and

kicked at each other, till by sheer physical force

Lahana took away all the ornaments from

Khullana’s body and sent her to the fields to

tend the goats.]

Here is an extract from Kamini Kumar •—
^ to

to ct ^rrwl f *ft*R i

VtG&t (TO ^f*l TOH TO fa TO TOTOs

sTO *r#rl f^s« to*, TO TO <75t*TO cst*r

<TO TO*1 *1 TOTO $ffa, &V5 ^tf*r cTOt* TO

Ww *tf«TO i wto ‘a toi wt*if?r r

wtwwtw TO* faw

TOTO TOfa TO (TO I
’ STOsre ‘ <7f

’ TOltfl

TOfa. *rrftnd TOrcTOi ^Pnrt TOt*

TOWS TOt* TO fsi^jF *$C*T TO 3FCT 3FCT TOT*

3
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ntfer* sfawcs* sut* »it*sfa <s*s 'qsrfa *t»i a yfaw*
> 4 £

«ref*t C3f«M fit'll .»(Sfa « Oft W? >tf? TOT—

“ «t«f *fa*iT® c*t<m cTOR?”—TOrcam " «rtca sfrfa

i” ’Ft%^ <ffa toi, »l*sfa TfaTOm ‘H’rfsf fs

cr, 'srf^ ”nl nfat® ?s zi, “Ufa”
4

wprcsre ntSft^l \”

[Now, by God, I say you are my god-father,

I accept you as my master. Whatever orders

you may be graciousJy pleased to pass, it will

be my duty as an humble servant to execute

to the best of my power, and even at the risk

of my life. Kamini said, “ What work wijl

you do here ? There is not much to be done;

I would simply place you in charge of my huka

for the present. One word more, how long shall

J address you as ‘thief’? I give you a name;

I shall henceforth call you Ramvallabh. The

merchant said “So be it, Sir.” After such

conversation Kamini said “ Now my Ram-

vallabha, do kindly prepare a silim of tobacco

for me.” Ramvallabh immediately prepared

a silim and bringing the huka
f held the pipe

before Kamini. Ramvallabh being appointed

to the work soon became an expert in the art,

and it became the subject of his constant

thought, so much sq that if Kamini called him

#hile dining or while asleep, saying “ Where
have you gone, my Ramvallabh?” be would

'Immediately answer, “ Sir, I am preparing

tobacco.” Kali Krisna Das (author of the poem
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KSmlnl Kumar) says that Kamvallabh in course

of time became so clever and practised a hand

in the art of preparing tobacco, that he would

not wait till his full name was pronounced. As
soon as “ Ram " came out of Kftminl’s lips, R&m-
vallabh was ready with tobacco.]*

There are several historical treatises written

about the beginning of the

va cimndra chanta nineteenth century,the language

of which is clear and distinctly

free from all Sanskritic or Persian influence.

Chief amongst these is a biography of Raja

Krisna Chandra by Rajib Lochan published in

London in 1805 Here is a specimen of his

style :

—

(l) *
i fe* faro

mm ^ r

fiw imi w faf**

it* *rts faff* i

* Some scholars have held that KSmini Kum4i is a much later

production and was published first in 1837 V D This is quite wrong

One of the later editions which they happened to come acioss might

have, been of that date I hud a much eailiei edition of the book, which

was taken from me by tho hte Mr it Bose the Pei turner, and never

returned Babu Ramanath Sen, Inspector of Police, made a fair cop^

of KSminT Kumflr in 1224 BS (or 1817 A D ) fiom the village' of

Suapur, District Dacca The book was burnt in 1894 as the house

inWhich it was kept caught fire The reputation of Kainnii Kuirffli*

muefc have taken 8o-no,yeais to travel from Calcutta to a distant

village ia -the Dacca District in those day*. From all these circum-

stance* *ft is proved without doubt that Kffnunl Kum#r first
r
saw

the Before 1810 at the latest.
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*f*«r > aw*i c4l*fa faft> c*fR»i

atwpfmi ft?8 R* I »R*I |*t« wt®

fiwwl *fx*j srcrc *ww wftm itn ,

*rrfa qfinrt fa i

<«iWcv ^ «fe fat* *fatfai «t*H c!t< »fa i ^
*Wi«ff wfal *far 3=51 Rtft sfa®

RpWt^l J
t
!R*! C^sfft *fa1 iitTR *** l fifa =O^T

farc w? fi *fcii *f*FR d*re *fa»ra i »fffa

«fts '*tWt«R *fa5 siffal <W fasitWf-

ffatRx sm% <5Wt* jROr fa ct srr gfwcfrtri *r*itw

wfal nt*r esmi ^Wt* ipt i srat* fa«rfatfatFH c*it*

<ii »far »tttrttar <n*ar sfal qtwcflHlw «ffat

Safanttv ^rlffa* i*

(2) !(tfal W? C*lt*fat* »IC»TOT fal wfc I faffa

Wf»l **R ftWT «tf% srfssl *BIW C»ltt<R

*f?lc® « ifft <ih; >iw ®tt? 'stt® 4t?H i *tt$

^T«rt«BprfCTf >iw^ ’tfftc's <st*R *rfal W« Ttsrft fsi*i>

W*^fal ffaw wfa*H *retrt«f '®r^:^ ?fal »jar w
<ibr *t>ri ntspflar c?c«r i

[
“ After his defeat the ]Nawab in the course

of his flight became oppressed with hunger;

for three days he had no meal and when on the

fourth day his boat was passing by the abode

of a fakir, he ordered a man to go to him and

tell him that a certaiu man was very ill and

that he wanted to be served with some food

at his place. The fakir hearing this came

near the boat, and recognised the Nawab,. who

looked extremely pale. He thought “once
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upon a time the Nawab oppressed me and now

the time for retaliation bas come. I shall bring

him up to Mirzafar ” But with joined palms he

said “ I am arranging the dinner quickly, so that

you may continue your journey as soon as possible

after partaking of it.” The Nawab was highly

pleased with the courteous reception thus given

him by the fakir, and went to bis house in great

confidence. The fakir began to make arrange-

ment for the meal but in the meantime he had

sent a secret message to an officer of Mirzafar

reporting that the Nawilb was fleeing and *that

he should lose no time in seizing him As soon

as the officer got this information, he hastened

to the fakir’s abode with a body of men, seized

the Nawab and sent him to Murshidabad.]”

(2) [All the citizens u ere highly delighted

Some time after the Iiaja told his minister “Send

sweets and curd to the houses of all citizens in

baskets.” The minister did as he wTas ordered

and then waited on the Raja and said “Go, Sir,

to the inner apartments and see your new-born

Son, the officers and servants of the palace are

also eagerly wishing to see the prince
]

(Krisnachandra Charita)

.

The most popular Bengali book during 1823-

Nava Babu Bilas,

the moat popular Ben-
gali book of the time

1855 was the “ Navababubilas
”

by Pramath&nath Sarma. In

the year 1855, the Rev. J. Long

wrote of this book "as one of the ablest satires on
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the Calcutta Baba.” He compares the book

with Hogarth’s Rake’s Prayeis. A long review

of this book appeared in the Quarterly Priend of

India in the year 1826. And we learn from the

Rev. J. Long’s account that there were many

editions of the book constantly issuing from the

Press from year to year, and that the whole of

Calcutta was astir with its praise at the time.

Pramathanath wrote another book on the same

lines in which he depicted the vices of the young

women of Bengal as he had exposed those of

the young Babu in his ‘ Navababubilas ’ and the

former was no less severe than the latter. It is

interesting to note here, though it will be a little

digression, that only a few years after the time

when the Rev. J. Long had eulogised this book

as the most popular work of the day, Peary

Chand Mitra wrote his ‘ Alaler Gharer Dulal
’

which cast into shade the * Nava Babu Bilas ’ so

effectively that even its name
Nava Babu Vilns

4 ,

aud Aiaiei dharer was forgotten in a short time.
Dulal

Yet if one reads the two works

together, the conclusion will be inevitable that

the one is the original and the other itsfopy.

‘ Alaler Gharer Dulal ’ is an elaboration of the

tale already told in ‘ Nava Babu Bilas * with a

change in the names of its characters. The

former work is more verbose, sketched with a
lighter touch and though improving upoi\ tike

humour of the original in some passages shaw*4h#
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author's effort to pose as a humorist with a

consciousness of his art ever present in his mind,

—thus offering a contrast to the earlier work, of

which brevity is the soul of wit, and which is

epigrammatic—always to the j)omt and full of

direct home-thrusts. We can well understand

why our people preferred the copy to its original.

Peary Chand Mitra was a scholar, well-versed in

English and some other European languages and

was the leader of the young educated community

at the time. His style of writing was to a cer-

tain extent an imitation of that of descriptive

English romances which very often revel in

minor details. For this or some other reason,

best known to them, the people forgot Pramatha

Sarma, one of the greatest wits amongst our

litterateurs and welcomed a glib-tongued plagiarist,

who won his laurels by his good-humoured

perspecuity of style, scholarship and verbosity. So

the fountain-head 'of
,
the Bengali colloquial style

has'now passed into oblivion and “ Alaier Gharer

DuM” monopolises all the fame We can

very well excuse Oswell, Philips, and P. G.

Cowell for their high-flown eulogium of the work

which they mistook for an original production.

Some of these"scholars compared Peary Chand to

Holier© and others to Fielding or Dickens. But

how can we explain and excuse the fact that

oven .
Bankim ' Chandra called Peary Chand's

work an original production and praised him as
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a pioneer of the colloquial style in Bengali prose P

Peary Chand himself in his English preface to

the work, says that his was an original produc-

tion. This declaration, it must be said for the

sake of fairness, is not true.

Of course the humour in the earlier work is

somewhat coarse and archaic, but in spite of it,

it is high time that the works of Pramatha

Sarnia should be published under the auspices of

the Calcutta University, or some other learned
% 7

body of this province. The ‘NavaBibi Bilas’

is now almost extinct. The only copy that sur-

vives like the Dodo in Madagascar is the one

preserved in the library of Munshi Abdul Karim

of Chittagong, so far as we know. We give an

extract from the ‘ Naba Balm Bilas ’ below,

«icto cm to vfroi TOfts* fawt

mm msftfatr? *rMl « fim *t«i

TlCT fsTOM 5
ft*rra> 1? *|SR ssfTOTO jjiV* jffrfl J(t?f

C«ffmfo fw *ltN I iSTl^

I WR Wife* FtTOl ff»l?t}

CT% «ft* ^tC»W TO ffoTOWW *f*c*iw

vftlv fTOf SfTO f>iWW W'fctrH CTOt%’f* BfTO Oftw to

wtf »ifs?nr to \ fv *it^ *«n m

ftfrom cto to mfes rntww f%fw <*i5T‘ifwT TO*ft «

ftfa mc*w i vm 5i5iTv fsf^t 4*

^*^8* TO1 I fofw CTtfc mtfTOH JItfw fe»IW >4*
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mtfewfr or r *<#n nw %f ^ ftfentft

swert site** ^wfw 5f l«tdt ftfts *tifSfewS

*tti *fs»i ^f*it»isT ct fawnfe <a vfe y$tM* *•#

^finitt* $ntw c»M wfc* <a «f5' 'arm* vt zips i

^#1 fawffl *Wt*1 4 *ITCFOT fa*l> Bl’F’f fe5*1 I

W*! §VtUS <W| «lttS 'ert^ffsf Orf’Wn 61* $ CTJSf I

wftwt tl tl *jftw 8iit c^t* ffiim ’F’S ’vfaus i «m»l

1t»HW CVt”»1tfe 1 C’F’Wt^K «ft?l *F1^ F^w* I

*mr Jttf» ^ «?tt w ’H fw* »f«nw i

•mfrpi ’ifrfa’n *ffir 'srt^f stn 'Nfe <a^

vwt^ an ^fa*)i jprtfa i cwtewsi toi <wnv ’vfasi

*tfe5rn ftfro Ti^n w cel* 1 hot an
CT? c^fe «n»rc fcstdt *t*n »tfeFH celt?

*«t* 'srffl'JSJI, f*RS?R5i, few *ms ^wtfe Nw
wrw* *n* fas 3rr#m c*? vre strife® <nis *1

1

tfl ofa*! *^1 Fftm w.* ia*a* atm* c*ifa *1#rra 51**

VtfapS F5 I *ICV *C** c*tl 6fe»H I”

An Account of the Munshx.

Dharer po, (lit. son of Dhai) the officer,

after a good deal of search found a Munshi

of Jessore and presented him to our Babu.

The Babu said “ Look here Munshi, you are

to instruct my sons in Persian and when they will

Have to go out in tfcfe'* carriage to attend sorite
C7

V

party by invitation, you will have to accompany

them. You will have free boarding and Rs. S'

besides, as pay. The Munshi, as he heard

the conditions of ' the offer, departed frdm
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theplace. ' Then for a period of one or two

months Munshis hailing from Natore, Dacca,

Sylhet, Comiila, Doran and Barisal came as

applicants but the Bahu dismissed all of them

with the remark that their pronunciation was

not correct 'i he Dabu could speak Persian and

Hindi with fluency, —it was no easy task on

the part of th* Munshis to please him with their

pronunciation. After a time a Munshi of Chitta-

gong was appointed. The man had the wonderful

power of pleasing all by bis sweet words. He
showed a certificate from an officer of the dock

in which it was stated that ho had served as

a boatman We have already described the
*

Babu’s knowledge of English
;
he east a glance

at the certificate written in English and said

Yes, it is written here that this man acted

as a teacher of Persian for a long time.” He
looked at the Munshi and asked “ How long

did you serve this European officer?” The

Munshi said “ Sir, see it yourself, it is writ-

ten in the certificate.” The Babu said “ Oh yes,

Ok yes, it is there
;
in what office did you serve ?”

*‘lt is Balabor Company, your honour,”; was

the reply. The Babu was .greatly delighted that

the Munshi had served an English company.

The boat-man agreed to the conditions of the

Babu and was forthwith employed. The young

sons began to be instructed in Persian from

the next day and as they possessed uncommon
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intelligence, they were reportedjto have mastered

Karima and other lessons in less than two years.

When they began Golestha
, the young boys

themselves wished to be taught English. They

were now fairly grown up lads and they paid

visits to the schools set up by Aratun,

Peedroos, D’Cruz, Callos and others
;

but

none of them was found efficient enough to teach

them. When the Babu heard this, he said “ No,

this will not do, we shall have to employ a

European teacher at our house. Dharer po, the

officer, started in quest of one.]

Side by side with the above, [ recommend

you to read the following pas-

sage from the “ Probodh Chan-

drika ” by Pundit Mntyunjaya Sarnia written

in 1818.

Pioboilh Ch.intlrika

“ft *f?»i fa ? tfl 5? t ^5*1 ntt *pl

5t^*i srft *ttf« fagt i fwn

<?pitf% ?l fa?t*i * » * ffcil ?i of fftt?r ?i Of

5TfiSH ’ *f?*l 'ft 91 fa fa|? Of? Off? f?

ffl # fa| sc? tf? fM ? ^ fff f?s1 *rt^f i

^ft-8 ft Ml fjfsr 9 ft? 5fl Ml 'SItil

CTipt Ml nrfftn % fttf ?1 c$jrf? Mk Mi % ?t u

$ ?tMi <tt« sill i

,

*it? c*ifaor? ’pw *itfcl

fffajf '5C? «ftf?C3 i" ( lltslon/ of the Bengali Language

and Literature, p. 921.)

[*• The mistress of the house said ‘ Is treacle

the only thing required for cooking? There
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if Bo oil, no salt, no rice, no vegetable of any

kind : the fuel is wet. What about the spices ?

¥y. son’s wife is not well And cannot work.

Who will grind the spices and prepare the vege-

tables ?* Her lord said, “ Look closely ; is nothing

available in fchq house ? See, woman, if you can

find out some refuse rice and make cakes with it.

We shall take them with treacle/’ The mis-

tress said “ Indeed, is the preparation of cakes so

simple then? They say that the making of

cakes is like putting gum in the hands, if once it

sticks, it takes a good deal of time to clean it off.

Cake-preparation takes much time and is full of

trouble. You never cooked any thing in your

life, husband, therefore you speak so foolishly,

Had you had an ordinary woman for your wife,

you would by this time, no doubt, have had bitter

experience/!] (History of Bengali Language and

Literature^ 1880.)

All this will give a fair idea of the origin of

the style followed not only in Al&Jer Gharer

Dulftl but also Hutum Plchar Naksa

We need not multiply examples of the sort

given above. They are too numerous. We do

not say that the passages cited above are like

modern Bengali prose in every respect. On the

other hand there are many archaic forms and

unusual expressions which would at onee remind

$$te readers that these specimens of proscholong

tar h different and earlier epoch of mrUtmm
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history. For instance, in the first extract the

words
“

tuo archmo «
- n0 longer find a

place in decent literature, and the letter 3 as in

“
scares,”

“ kvcsz ”
“f

and is evidently an earlier form of the

modern “ In the second extract the expres-

sion “
<Pf?C*r ” in modern prose would be

“ ” The use of the learned word “C*H'»

99
in the place of the simple “ 99

or
“

sfal
v

is apparently inapt and heavy. The form
“ is also now passing away “ ^f<«i

”

in modern prose will be “$*511 though we
cannot adduce any rhyme or reason for thi*

change in the phraseology In the third passage

the syntax in “ faffera *fC* 3t%srT c^tcn &
*0 CWWl ^ ” is jargon,

nonsensical according to modern rules and no

less so is the half-poetic construction in “fiN

\5tcir 5^1 c^r sr> In

the extract from KaminI Kumar the words
* " Wf," * have, as

we have already stated, grown quaint and archaic,

and the word ‘ though coUoquially we still

use it, is untenable in written literature. The

colophon towards the end of this extract is a

tery ourious specimen shewing the mannerism

In the prose-writing of those days on the lines

of it* poetical composition. Nor is R&jib

Jjfcjtotfa lees free from archaic forms than ** the
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rest. He also uses ,€
etc,

*
<jft *t*T «tt«! dtaflr (flfa*

*Rrt * sounds like poetry

and closes abruptly. In the 4 Bftbu Bilfis * the

forms “C5^F,” **1,” are of course

no longer used in writing. The word “ crifa
"

is a corruption of C5f&5. In the passage from

Mrityunjay’s Probodh Chandnka, though tlie

colloquial terms are full of humour and to

the point, we are yet reminded of the age in

which it was written, by the use of such

expressions as “ and ”

Thus we see that the passages quoted are ail

indelibly stamped with the signs of the age in

which they were written but nevertheless it must

be stated for the sake of truth that our quota-

tions are all genuine Bengali
The exofcio influences ’

» « n
prose They are free from all

foreign influences which latterly gave an out-

landish and grotesque air to our written prose

style. Had Bengali continued to be written in

the style of the aforesaid works, with modifica-

tions and improvements inevitably brought on

by the progress of time, its natural growth

would have remained unimpaired. But at the

stage of which we are speaking, a strange

influence came over its spirit thwarting its

normal development and leading it through

uncouth forms of which we shall present-

ly furnish examples, But these influences,

i
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though they disfigured our prose for the

time being, proved wholesome in the end; as

it gradually shook off its borrowed feathers

acquired fioni other language and assimi-

lated such foreign elements as could be best

adapted to our language. This has latterly

quickened its advancement towards its modern

forms.

Now in the grip of European sponsors who

patronised it, next receiving attention from the

over-fastidious Moulavi and then led to the

complications of Sanskrit Poetics and its unwieldy

lexicon—our language tor a quarter of a century

lay hopelessly entangled in the figures of foreign

rhetoiic and their involved syntactical construc-

tions. When tins period of transition was over,

we find our prose )e-assertmg itself in a new

garb with a fresh vigour which it derived from

English and with a new standard of purity which

the culture of Sanskrit gave it. Led by the

capricious sv^ay of the Moulavi, the Pundit and

the English scholar, which acted as a centrifugal

force, the course that the Bengali prose took

was/ar from its own natural path of progress.

We will presently furnish examples of the

grotesque mannerisms, involved syntactical con-

structions, and lavish rhetorical excesses which

our literature presented at this stage of its

dependence upon exotic sources. We shall first

of all for a little while review the influence of the
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Vaimavas who, for a time bad made the Bengali

language a medium of their theological ex-

positions.

The Influence of Vaisnava

Writers.

The influence of the Vaisnavas, may be traced

in a few points, which are rather of a minor im-

portance. But still we take the liberty of refer-

ring to them.

The forms

fax
eti

(1) The forms were

introduced by the Vaisnavas.

Some of these are of Hindi and

others of a mixed extraction,

showing a kindred element to

BrajabulL These words were common amongst

the Vaisnavas even from the time of the

“Chaitanya Cliaritamrita ” in the sixteenth cen-

tury, as for instance “ 0?$ *Pt$Tl M W W* Wl ”

We find the use of fift, fit sometimes with and

at others without the nasal sign in many of our

early prose writings. See ‘Jnanadi Sadhana ’

(pi, 1030, Typical Selections, Vol. II) andean old

document quoted in the same work (p. 1041).

But these forms do not seem to have been
*» i

r

generally adopted outside the pale of orthodox

Vaisnava writers. The forms foft, are in

much more use in non-Vaisnava literatureof
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c
) In the phraseology of the Vaisnavas

we find all convention, distin-

gioriflj

S

lmate obj0Cts
guishing animate from inani-

mate objects, completely upset.

It is a common thing in the Vaisnava prose-

works to meet with verbs denoting respect for

inanimate objects. In the Jnanadi Sadhana

(p. 1631) the word has for its verb

In the Hitopodesh by Goloknath Pundit (1802

A.D.) we find such lines as “ ^£<£3 c*r

ftftl *\H*\ TOR.” '! he form *
*ffar

” has been a very familiar one since the time

of Raja Rammohan Roy in whose writings it

occurs in abundance. I believe that this form of

glorifying inanimate things was first introduced

by the Vaisnava theological leaders while giving

exposition of the doctrines of their sect.

3. The rather lavish use of the lucky

sign ‘<§r characterises all Vaisnava writings.

The Vaisnavas will not only
The use of

speak of their shrines and holy

images with the letter “<i|
w

before them, but

many other things of less importance are given

the same glory in their books. It seems the use

of *<H|” in such profusion is restricted to the

writings of the orthodox Vaisnavas only,

though the use of as a lucky sign is perhaps

tb be traced to a still earlier source. We findW
ftpp, (adorned with five Sree$) used in respect

Ofthe Tippers Rajahs from a very early age.

*
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Tub influence of Persian and Arabic.

Bengali vocabulary was no doubt largely

enriched by Persian and Arabic words. The*

Muhammadans held the su-
Lftnyuagp of the

Court and of fashion- preme power in this country
able Ponetc

. .

for long centuries, and it is

but natural that Arabic and Persian should

gain favour in the court as well as in the

fashionable literature of the day

It is no wonder therefore that the word

was replaced by the word

or by and by fcfm and

Besides these, hundreds of words come

swarming like bees from Persian and Arabic

works of jurisprudence and completely freed

the literature of administration from the supre-

macy of Sanskritic words. In our early years

it was a common thing to hear words like

etc., most of which will

not be understood by laymen now-a-days. Then

in fashionable society the names of all articles

of luxury had become, likewise, of Arabic

and Persian extraction. *rf?, OTfaftf%
became current amongst the

people of ordinary ranks. In the country-side

i^h*ve Moslem administration came in touch with

tfe&pepple, the vocabulary changed in favour of

Persia*) and. Arabic. There or TJtW
5*

’ was

supplanted by SfWt by by W&,
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by cmfc, by mfa, and *<tum by

vilCS^t or ^rtf#. Judging from the number of

words that made aggression upon the dialects

of Sanskrit and of Prakrit extraction in the

department of administration, the extent of the

conquest it must be admitted, was, enormous.

But these could not have a permanent hold

upon the vernacular of the
dociidencc of

*

the Mahomedan in- province. Within half a con-
fluence

turyall those spheres, in which

Persian and Arabic words once reigned

supieme, have been cleared of them by the

aggression of the English vocabubary.

1 he remnants of Moslem classical words are

everyday being driven from the field of our

letters even in the sphere of administration

and of fashionable life The moral is simple. These

words were brought by people who conquered

by physical force and when others gained that

position of authority, the Muhammadan element,

as a matter of course, had to yield to the

superior power Anything to have a claim on

permanence must have some
Foreign word* add

. .

mg force to our inn intrinsic merit of its own. Bet
guage

us sefc if there was anything yi

Persian and Arabic which really supplied a

desideratum and was found to be an acquisition to

our language. We quot • below a letter written by

Maharaja Nandakumar to Radbakrisna Ray in

August 1756.
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fcft**ftOT itr«^
m &* *i5%*i*t* xt* c*itn *fcn fa ***** ***** *tfr*i

nt^nw e*i wur $«twv cttw? *rcw angvtrttv* wswtro

*wfW <*nrt c*fts $1*1 *firai, <$ faror 4* ^ iff

wfirw atfhn
*

We need not wait to comment on tlie archaic

use of ‘ f*W *ref?F5 sf*^.’ What we beg to draw

attention to, is the use of a few Moslem words

such as H^RRRT, WC"te, CStSJFfr, etc. It appears

without doubt that these words have added

strength to the sentences. They are apt and

happy expressions and it would be difficult to

replace them with the same effect by any

Sanskritic words. We, find, however, that though

undoubtedly there are many Arabic and Persian

words which give a real

element.

con86rvatlve
strength to our sentences and

may be with advantage given a

permanent place in our vocabulary, the con-

servative element so greatly prevails in our

country as to shut the gate against all foreign

intrusion.

Here is a list of some of the words of Arabic,

Persian and Urdu extraction, which are quite

familiar in Hindu homes. Yet most of tliese do

not find a place in our decent literature, Hie
poet Alewal shows even a greater zeal than

Hindu writers in making iho largest import

pt words of Sanskritic origin. The, Brahra§ttiC

influence still pervades our literature

fs a tendency to avoid words of a fa
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written literature and to replace them by their

Sanskritic equivalents. In the colloquial speech,

however, this process is also found to work,

though not as palpably as in written compositions.

Some of the words given below are extensively

used in Eastern Bengal. And though they may
not be very familiar to other parts of this

province, the list gives nothing which is not

current among the Hindus of this province

taken as a whole.

> CTtWtV, * « CVtWtC^n, 8 srf^S, 4 wap,

* wow, i *nrtv, v ft?, * ^
'$*SF5, >0 cmtv, >8 w, >4 ^ $tfH

>i ^rtwtwtw, *twi, o *rfor,

** jwto, *o wtw, *8 fcn*, *4 smK
fi*faf ** ** fiprrw, «• o> wim, o* *fw*t

oo 08 tMytt, o* oo 0*1 wffor,

oir m, o& 8 • s* cvtafo

80 TOf*PT, 88 fcwft, 84 8fc ^?I, 81 CTt^FfW,

8b* wwr, 8«> ntfir, 4 o n ftitroffl, 4*

40 48 OTglj 44 4^ 41
»

« ***, «» CWfoT, *» 8f*6, ni n* 5IW, *9 CffBl,

M £lff8t¥, *« «* « fcl, *1 *rcwfo, <*> «¥(*,

n» ftffc, i*«ft*r, i> ¥8*1, t< 5?t«, wWi
i« ¥t«n, i« jrt¥t*i, in $f*rai, ii ft'en, iv

15 Sfb, 4*lt*1, V* WfB, V* 0Wt»,

M «tn, « *rfi#, * CTWt*. I ¥«n, Mr ¥twrl,

>9 C»Wt¥11, »• C8¥, 51«1>r, ***«tl.
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a 8 c*W, s>i vmfl,

***1*1*, catwtsi

The genius of every language frames certain

whimsical rules, sometimes in conformity with

philological laws and often violating them, to

which every word of an alien origin must

submit before it is allowed a place in

the literature of that language. The Greeks

and the Chinese have distorted words of our

country quite obviously, as will be observed

from the accounts their travellers have left

of India. In fact, in the accounts of travel

left by Megasthenes, Hiuen Tsang and Fa

Hien the Indian names are often so greatly

distorted that they become a puzzle to us in

our attempts at identification. Even now

the English do the same thing in regard to

Indian names. They hear recited before them

Indian names night and day, yet they will

call 'SThS as All my European friends

call me In ” and some

early Bengali works we find a process of

Indian ising Arabic and Persian words which

made them acceptable in literature. For instance,

the word derived from Arabic passed

current in literary compositions after having

been metamorphosed into an Indian word. I

tbink the Moulvis of the latter day in Bengal

rather fastidiously observed the correctness of

the pronunciation of Arabic and Persian wdrcb

$ven in their vernacular speech. But however
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praiseworthy their zeal might have been in the

cause of linguistic purity, the Hindu community

could not find their way to accept the words with

all their exotic peculiarities in their literature.

I find some of the Muhammadan scholars of the

present day are trying their level best to carry

on the same process of correction and introduce

words in their pure Arabic and Persian garb

in Bengali compositions. I do not know how

far their attempts will be successful in this

direction. All alien words must submit to the

whims of a language before they are admitted

a place m it
,

this seems to be the law in all

countries.

The most typical work in the field of our

early prose which introduced the greatest

amount of Arabic and Persian element is

” by Ram Ram Basu He uses

exotic words, most of which are no longer

understood. But it is certain that at one time

they were quite familiar. The meaning of the

word is perhaps death, but only the Arabic

and Persian scholars will be able to illuminate

us on and similar

words that lie strewn over the pages of

As speqimens of composition we beg to

quote one or two short passages.

c$$f1* fttv utort wi wr *
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ofpis^ ftPtitot swnfc tutor *t*mr **P

wM wf fpwsfctf itrol tKstKs p$Rfsr *TSH w
SWISS Sftftt# I

(t) StStStT® frsi fJIOttPr fiw SS*fto?5 *TftSm
vfs^firs i

In an article in the “ Calcutta Review/’ 1850,

the style of this book was condemned. The

writer says “ its style a kind of Mosaic, half

Persian, half Bengali, indicates the pernicious

influence which the Mahomedans had exercised

over the Sanskrit-derived languages.” The Rev.

J. Long also condemns the style of ‘SfaWtftoSJ
*

as corrupted by an admixture of Persian words.

We cannot, however,, subscribe to these contem-

porary opinions. Neither is Bengali a Sanskrit-

derived language, nor is "gfaWtffST &f?F5, ’ a

hotchpotch or jargon in which the Persian

element has been allowed to preponderate, though

there are certainly many Persian words in the

book. As the subject which Ram Ram Basu

took up was one which mainly dealt with the

political conditions of the country and with

martial operations, it was inevitable that there

should be some Persian and Arabic elements in

its language ; but inspite of these, the sketch

drawn by the author is graphic, lively and

pleasant to read. One reads the whole work

with a sustained interest and one1

# curiosity

does not flag, though one occasionally tumhfei
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ovftr words of an exotic origin. The account
*

is characterised by brevity and is so interesting

that it reads like a romance. Occasionally when
tragic events are described a pathetic situation

is created by a few well-chosen forcible words.

Inspite of the charge that Ram Basu has

imported a large number of Persian words

in his work, we must, for the sake of justice,

say that when domestic episodes are described,

there is an absolute absence of the Persian

element. We beg to give an extract from one

of such passages.

cvi* Hi i

^ ft* ii fctro sfa*

ftrl* i vftupw ^nniapCT

?pftm srfa TfRwsr <st*t*rrfar*j i

id vtuprfsi ^1
irnilzn *ft srfo *s*^tt*i f^rtm

wara wiro^ vt w
fttfaf I

(Typical Selections, Vol. II, p. 1696 )

Ram Basu states in the preliminary part

of his book that one of the sources of historical

information to which he was indebted for his

£|<$f*ttfww was a Persian memoir of the hero

of the tale. The influence of that Persian work

must account for the lavish use of the words of

that language in the sfm
The Moslem influence mainly resulted in the

6
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Importation of some Arabic, Persian and Urdu

words into the Bengali Vocabulary ; but a whole-

sale change was brought on by the advent

of the English. The Bengali style flowed for a

time into an altogether new channel. The

style of this transition-period presents uncouth

forms of expression—it is sometimes abnormally

pedantic and sometimes unintelligible But

before dealing with this epoch of Bengali prose,

we shall again take a little time in indicating the

genius of our old prose-construction. We shall

see that certain mannerisms and characteristics

of the old prose style were latterly given up on

account of the influence of English and Sanskrit.

There is a tendency of the present prose-style

to revert to its pristine simplicity, but we are

not sure, if some of the old forms, given up for

nearly half a century, can be again revived.
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(c
i) Omission of Verbs

.

(6) Poeticalforms in

prose^construeHon. (c) Suffixes . (d) Adjectives

and pronouns.
(e) Adverbs

. (f) Verbal pecu-

liarities.

(a) Omission of Verbs

.

One of the most striking peculiarities of our

old prose is omission of verbs in sentences.

In the back-woods of Bengal even now when

old women tell nursery tales to young children,

they still cling to the old ways, and seldom use

a verb, when they can avoid it. For instance,

it is common to hear a story from the gran-

dams of an old village in the following style :

—

“ <n* c* tw i $ft ^ it i mil wti *ft fft

COT I COT&t I

OT OT^ I

w

We can cite innumerab’e instances of this sort

of omission of verbs from the old prose works, we

have already referred to. The sentences are com-

plete in themselves without verbs. For instance in

the Frat&padityacharit(p. 1688), C?fttft5
w

is a complete sentence, the verb being

understood. In Kri^achandra charit (History

of Bengali Language, p. 895) “^ *ftft

is also a complete sentence
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without a verb. “HOff NC*<T 5 Wfl
Babubilfts (Typical Selections, Voi. II,

p. 1739) here the word “im” signifies 3WFT

CWR. “ 3fW3 viW ’rf'fa f^R,”—
Itihasmala by Carey (Ed. 1812, p. 32) this is

a complete sentence without any verb. ‘C’WlCT

<if f»IOTit *#<£3 's •itCT

Hitopodesh ( Ed. 1812, p. 82) by Goloknath

Sarma. “ wt ItCT ^ f'Q <5tet?S Offit vtf?

C^5 (Typical Selections, Vol. II, p. 1671).

In the theological works of the Vaisnavas, we
come across instances of this sort of omission of

verbs very frequently; as— ififspf fCW 5S
C
I |

*ptr W, ’TO «*l, ?*T 'Q‘1, "*K '9% 4$ ’ftE

^*11 *r*r <3*1 Wf, m 5TWC®, Vi W CTC3,

W *1 'SPO, "»KW ’3CV I *N»

iSiftj ( History of Bengali Language and Litera-

ture, pp. 837-38). Prom old genealogical works

also, we can cite many instances “
'stff^Rr ?fWl

^ <2T5t*lfg5 utwi i W elites *w» ^Tm*!

c^i'W *tftar ^Ui,
(History of Bengali Language and Literature,

p. 836). Even in the Sunyapuran, the original

composition of which is traced to the .tenth

century A. D., we find this characteristic of the

prose style, as in “
*rfie*f 0$ nfc'S | c»raftr

CT Btf? "W. I

” In our conversational language

oupission of verbs is even now a characteristic

,

feature. Though the *TO1 'Stql is incompreheq^

#1« to us, yet the omission of verb*i» sefttetMjep;'
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iiq the prose Writings of Chandrd&s, written

more than five centuries ago, forms a striking

feature about which no one can have any doubt

while reading the following extract.

" toss? fw *1 & *it% i *1 *rrfs i

5 C53R *rtft I 5 I ^1 »Itf? I

m *f% i mn w\ » »rtfa *rt3ft"f r

A verb is an almost inevitable factor in the

syntax of the English language and there is

scarcely any sentence in English without a verb.

It was Raja Rammohan Ray who first felt that

a sentence without a verb becomes somewhat weak

and halting and should not be tolerated in

decent literature. I do not know how this idea

seized him, for lie must have been familiar with

the conversational language around, though

probably he had not an adequate knowledge of

the old prose-literature of his country. This sense

of so-oalled want was probably created in him by

his familiarity with English. The profuse use

of verbs in that tongue produced this feeling of

want which actually did not exist
;

just as a

bare-headed man feels the need of a hat when

he sees a man with it. Whatever may be the

reason, we find that in the preliminary chapter

of his ftjpR’ he remarks “4

’twrc® -ffar fcwi r
(fShe Bengali prose has not jet been used for the

QOmposition of any scriptural or secular work.)

[Ebon he makes the important pronouncement
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farcd stf ^ ^j? c*w

*<f cw>i 5?) *tr$FR (As long

as the reader will not find a verb, he must not

take a sentence as complete and he should not

make any effort to make out its sense). By way
of illustration, he forms a sentence which

looks very queer owing to his attempt to

borrow from the English syntax. This is his

illustration “ gsff

Hft* WTO ^f?TCt Viy&H

SOTfi” and then comments that

though the word “ ” is the first word of the

sentence and * * is the last, far removed from

it, yet the reader must know that the former is

the nominative and the latter its verb, the inter-

mediate sentence, however long it may be, is an

adjectival clause and should not puzzle the

reader as to the inevitable connection which the

nominative has with its verb. The Raja had

certainly a misgiving that this sort of importa-

tion of a verb into a sentence would sound

unfamiliar and strange to the Bengali ear, so he

gives an assurance that though the ordinary

reader may find it difficult to understand

the construction of the sentence, he will certainly

become accustomed to this method of prose style

by taking help from scholars.

It is thus seen that the profuse use of verbs

in the later Bengali prose is mainly derived from

one of the fountain-heads of Bengali letters who*
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no doubt, introduced this innovation by imitating

the English syntax.

(b) Poetical Forms in Prose - Construction .

Under this head, we do not merely refer

to the use of poetical words in prose such as

fiFBTOR for fwf*n TOR, for ^
(Jnanadi-sadhana, Typical Selections, Vol. II,

p. 1752), for c^s\m for C^TC

(Brindaban-parikrama, Typical Selections, Vol. II,

pp. 1674-75) for £|\5JN*R (Pratapa-

dityacharit, T.'S., Vol II) but also to poetical

mannerisms introduced in prose The prose

literature of this early English period is

interspersed with poetical forms which sound

strange to our ears. We shall here illustrate o ;r

remarks by a few examples.

1 .

“
-stffajn fftun i”

(Pratapadityacharit, T. S., Vol. II, p. 1685).

2. “ ^tt r—
(Pratapadityacharit, T. S., Vol. II, p. 1692).

3. “ fa 5RT5 ^fa fa W i”—(Pratapaditya-

charit, T. S., Vol. II).

4,. “lilt l” (Pratapadityacharit,

T. S., Vol. II).

5. foifa? i”—(Pratapadityaoharit, T, 8.,

Vol. II). pTO theuse of for TO
is very common in old Bengali poetry. In
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Kriitivas's BftmSyan, we find “ *fW

Wfff (Lanka-kanda).

6. finite wtew ( Pratapaditya-

charit, T. S., Vol. II, p. 1685).

This line reminds us of ono in our popular

nursery-song, which runs thus:

C5C*T **fi>*T l”

7. (Prajtapaditya-

charit, T. S., Vol. II, p. 1688).

8. ^JtW for fi*TW—(Pratapaditya cliari t).

9. for —(Pratapadityacharit, T.
#
S.,

Vol. II).

10. fllWItCTJ C*TW <iR$ fiift %l
<®ft| (Babubilas, T. S

,
Vol. II, p. 1738).

11. f*m nfatc4
! i (W c^ftfw® )

^rrn nfiaroi— (T. 8 ., Vol. II, p. 1674).

12. i (Carey’s Kathopokathan,

T. S., Vol. II, p 1677).

13. few? wre *rtft n%—
(Golok Pundit’s Hitopodesh, p. 26),

One may suppose that on account of our

whole literary atmosphere being charged with

poetry, the poetical element showed itself in our

early prose, so that there is nothing curious in it.

T0V a certain extent this view may be correct,

but? I would request ray reader to consider the

matter carefully and say, if the adverbial clarise

does riot even now foHow the verb in ourconversa-

tiottal language. .In modern Bengali prpse

ad^bial clauses and participles always > precede
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the verb, unless very rarely this order is reversed

for emphasising anypart of a sentence. Why and

how the position of the adverbial adjunct and

participle was first altered cannot be ascertained,

but that which does not strike as unfamiliar in

the conversational language becomes unfamiliar

and queer in written literature. And the modes

of expression that might have been adopted quite

in a natural way after the conversational model,

are now attributed to the influence of the

poetical literature. We do not assert our views

in this respect one way or the other dogmatically,

but only state the case and ask you to come to

your own conclusion after considering the

question carefully. It is certain that the

innovation was not the result of imitating the

English syntax, for the simple reason that

the adverbial adjunct generally follows the verb

in that language.

In quite modern times, a class of writers

have begun to put adverbial and participle

adjuncts after the verb In conversation this

is tolerated but see how un-Bengali-like it looks

in written literature 1 Babu Abanindranath

Tagore, so far as I remember, has started this

innovation, but the following is quoted from the

writings of one of his imitators

—

{a) wm ctfro *rf*(ro1,

cottar t
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(t) trf«w c«y ?t«it OTtf* *t«w« '•rf-w

m f'M-sptf?®* faprtfr otpt

ccrPr c«c*i c*m c’tstffa fc*U i

(e) ofe CfW 01 foffr CT«t1 ft*I—'*fP5*

*fftS ftn I
Bharati, p. 708, 44th year,

No 9, Poush, 1327.

(c) Suffire#.

The case-endings in our early prose present an

interesting variety. We have referred to f%t

used in the third person singular, imported to

the orthodox Yaisnab literature from Hindi.

The whole range of Bengali prose in the

first quarter of the nineteenth century

presents an extensive use of such forms as

cvtvtwca, ^W?fgc^, sfcrtora,

in the genitive case. It is difficult

to say how the intervening letter *?’ came

into existence. In the colloquial dialect this

‘^T’hasno place in any part of the province,

so far as we know. In some parts of the country

however, the forms are

used in the colloquial language. I believe those

people who began to write Bengali-prpse early

in the nineteenth century belonged to such

districts, and these scholars, prejudiced in favour

of the peculiarities of their spoken dialect, re-

tained the forms in their prose composition after

having softeh&t them ai little by changing ‘C*Tff
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into * TOT?*
;
the double ff is softened by importing

^ ;?* in the middle. Thus we find srfafqjft

changed into into

and so on. It should be noted that this form, in

the genitive case had been unknown in th,p

earlier prose works, and was allowed to pervade

the decent prose literature of Bengal in later

times for a quarter of a century till the middle

of the 19th, after which this was given

up. We find this ‘ ? ’ in most of the works

written between 1800 and 1825. We find
f

'*

it in the works of Carey and Marshman and in

* Pratapadityacharit,’ e Probodhcbandrika ’
« and

other standard works of the period. Ram Basu,

however, sometimes uses instead of

oeWMtH*, though the latter form is also a familiar

one in his works (T. S
,
Vol. II).

’ as a suffix denoting the nominative case

is a very old sign. It is most probably deriyed

from the affix
‘ 9

of the Sanskrit instrumental

nominative. In Prakrit, we find
4

v£R
5

reduced to

‘
<i)

* and Bengali derived it from the latter source.

It shows that originally Bengali sentences were

oj ra passive form. facSJff in Sanskrit, is

f*TC3J in Bengali (Jnanadi-sadhane,, T.

II, p. 175?). This as denoting the

nominative ca$e is familiar in the pfope:

literature of ^period under review.

tratapaditya^hari^ we „ find Stefp®
,

meaning '5t*1 qlWlW (T. 8., Vol. II). It should
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be stated that although, we have been successful

in removing this * <4 * from the nominative case in

our modern prose, in the spoken dialect of this

country— especially in Eastern Bengal—this

holds the supreme sway, OSCTO,

and hundreds of such expressions

indicate that this indelible sign of the original

passive construction of our sentences will ever

attest the truth on this point, though we are trying

our best to do away with passive forms altogether

in our construction in our written prose. The

accusative sign * (&’ was not stereotyped in Bengali

in those days. We find in the Jnanadi-sadhana,

the word for srfatre (T. S., Vol. II), so

the form current in western Bengal was not

yet so far recognised in prose as to be able to

override or reject the claims of the forms in use

in other parts of this province In the third

person singular Carey uses, f*rf& for and

for (T. S., Vol. II). It appears

that the letter fi>, now generally affixed to such

words, for the sake of emphasising them
*

such as afiyiliJ, was originally f% as wre

find in Carey’s writings.

We have the accusative form \5fa for

The student of old Bengali poetry will certainly

be reminded that this and its slightly

modified form in the genitive is very

commonly met with in Vaisnava poems (T. S,#

Voh XI, 1014), Sometimes we find the
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ablative form used for the accusative as in :

—

WX fa ^RtU3 (
Goloknath’s

Hitopodesh, Ed. 1801, p. 73).

(d) Adjectives and pronouns.

There seems to be now a difference between

the use of * J\
9 and 4 4^’ which is purely of the

nature of idiom. We cannot explain why in

the line in the Pratapadityacharit, the expression
4
<4 ’ the adjective pronoun 4 4 * is faulty.

It should be 4 4^ We can not say that ‘<4
1

is to be

applied only to animate beings and 44§ 5

to

inanimate objects—though in some cases the

rule seems to apply. We use 4 4 c«Tfa

*!tfor
’ and ‘4 TO Jfl* and such

instances may be multiplied. The use of 4
<4 ’ in

old prose is, however, not like what we find

in the modern, as will appear from the line

quoted from the Pratapadityacharit. Many
words were taken from the colloquial dialect

which have not only disappeared from prose

but from colloquial speech, for, the written

prose always exercises an influence on the

colloquial language. To this, we shall refer in

due course. The words

fafTte, and adjectives of this sort are

to be found in many of the works written in

the early nineteenth century. In the modern

prose and are replaced by
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Even "fa coJfapfal dialect ‘the older word's are

dbiiWete. The Word {.Wlfak is hot in fauoh ftte

now-a-days, it is sufesfttuWl fey %%, yet
f;

is as much a Sanskrit word as ^ and is not

at all a less dignified expression* as we find

the Word in an anfrnated verse of Chandi

syfejirHw 1” The fAshion-

ahfe literature accents some words and rejects

others often by a freak without Any rhyme or

reason. The Word >fSJl4 which is hoW associated

with good breeding and high status fa life, was
not, however, used in that sense in the early

prose literature It always meant ‘ ’
or

rewarded. We cannot here discuss tits various

derivative meanings and their connection with

the foot verb, but in classical Sanskrit the

word *l5te meant what the word means
now-a-days, as in JfSte ^wcwtwfws, etc. (RamSyan,
Ardhya Kanda, Chap. 64, Verse 38,

and frsil*t#t9 are certainly the corrupt colloquial

forms of the words and add
modern prose has only corrected the wonts,

ijfegw= or
; The

Word W’WHg was often used in an altogether

different sense from its use now. It meant <$5#, A
European Writer writes ‘ ft faelfeh

that the pleader remained incognito 6f

Bam Vasu uses the word fa a somewhat similar

sense.' Me speaks of a man who ffa(l awAy and
teimtM Concealed . as „„
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is even now in use in the colloquial speech

of Eastern women. It is a corrupt form of

or falR^. Dasarachi Ray corrects this colloquial

word and puts it as f^tw in his celebrated

abuse of the Yaisnavas “^ ^ f^j

TOR fiwl faffa, ?rf*rn TOR I

” The

word fwte may be explained as implying, “the

end or summit of learning,” but I think it more

probably to be a corrupt form of “ fwfa§.” faffs

is a corruption of faf\5.
r

\ he word is frequently

Used in this corrupt form by Ram Ram Yasu

is one of the most queer expressions

in the writings of this age ; this word in the

colloquial language of the rustics and women
means quite the contrary of what it really

implies—^fa?F$ means fa*F$, and Ram Yasu uses

it in this sense, just as the word is

often used for We find in ‘ Prachin patra’

the word now obsolete. It was a very

comnion expression denoting arrears, in the

sixteenth century. We find this word very

often in Kavikankan Chandi. Such as in ‘ uKc*??

«rti% OF? The spelling of the

word TOW was ^£W. The word we find

used by Mrityunjaya Sarma where we use

5^'<?ltjw = flf *fTOV{Prayodhohandrika, Typical,

Selegtiops, Volume II, ,p. 1703). We find Carey ..

writing <3pt«f ” was,

used* to
n
denote redaction in the PratapSditya-

chant, as m
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In the Babuvilas we find the word 4
for

*lf and 4 <#* * for t®rf^5 }

(*?) Adverbs.

The word in old prose used to be

written as ^(| ;
for c*R is also commonly

met with* This in a still earlier age was

CS# as in Mukundaram’s line, '3rf%*rfCT Wtffi
^ is written as stfCl in

the Pratapadityacharit. The word Ram
Yasu uses m the place of He uses

the expression 3OT for ^tC?

and 3PR for *Tte5t3PW The word WS
as part of an adverbial clause sometimes

means 4
like * as in like a slave

;

but the word also means pretext as in

C*tf*T?fa — on the pretext of hunting. The

word is always used by Ram Basu as

*PTO5 ;
we find the word for modern

in Mirtyunjaya’s Prabodh Chandrika. He some-

time uses slang while reproducing the colloquial

language. The word in
4

CW * is a

corrupt form of ItR and largely finds a

place in the colloquial dialect of East Bengal

Marshman writes for in his

mftwt (T. s., Voi* ii, pp* 1741-ssji,

We find Raja Rammohan Roy putting the

suffix *V after the word making the

compound word fafafrsl.
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(f) Verbal peculiarities.

The suffix
4 ^' was generally put after a verb

when the nominative was in the third person sin-

gular. Thus our old prose abounds with instances

of etc. We have already

referred to the poetical forms fSreatFH,

etc., which are now obsolete Ram Ram
Basu uses the colloquial forms now current in

East Bengal of and

etc., and the forms, very familiar in poetry, of

CW5, 'WS, etc., are found profusely in

and other books. The word was generally

used in the sense of for instance in the lines

44
frwfotfj ^rxt^r ” (p 171 ,

by Carey, Ed. 1812) and 4

«rcc«tr

(p. 171, by Golak Pundit, Ed.

1801). The word 4

sjft/F
* does not mean as

may appear to many. Read the context and the

meaning %T will be apparent. Thus often

indicates the past tense whereas the instances

of the use of and indicating present

tense are numerous (see pp 62, 7 2, 100, 1 05,

112, 148, 149, 150, 152, *t by Golak

Pundit, Ed. 1801). The form in the sense of

(past tense) is also to be found on p. 205,

Golak Pundit’s Hitopodesha, Ed. 1801. The

familiar expressions etc., were

largely used in our old prose 44
CS *tWl *tfir CSfttl

Vtm vflpTft ” by Carey, p. 245, Ed.

8
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1812). *3 *f«i ertftw st*1 Srt%!

*rMt? <Ri *Tfa” (Carey’s

WWW*, T. S., Yol. II, p 1679). There are

slight variations in the idioms and phrases

from those c urrent now. Tor instance

mark C*J CSfa ” in Carey's TOffWR
(T. 8., Yol. II, p. 1680). In modern prose this

would be c*t *Tf^. Sometimes there is a

curious blending of words such as (see

it is used in the sense of ?«Tl ^f^Tj).

We also find nouns occasionally metamorphosed

into participle verbs, the phrase

in the means “remained

watching,” the word meaning “ in the

act of watching
J? Ham Basu uses the

word very often m a peculiar way. He
finishes a sentence and then begins another

with the word w.v which is equivalent to ^1
(on this being done). The word in

such instances may be parsed as a participle

verb. We ha\e got the line “*NN
” where means “making a pretext of.”

Here also the word lias the sense of the present

participle. We need not increase the length of

this chapter by citing more instances. It is

quite possible that as there was no fixed

Bengali Grammar, the simpler form of prose

style was formed in literature by a free loan

of colloquial words current in various localities;

so that provincialisms entered profusely in to our
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prose, and the standard could not he the

same everywhere. Bam Basu, a native of

Nimta, used words which m some cases could

not be understood by the writers of other

districts of Bengal But we shall presently see

that unification in verbal inflections soon came

over the spirit of our prose literature owing to

a change in the social and political conditions

of the country We have seen that in the

earliest stages of Bengali poetry provincialisms

and local uses were a verv marked feature in
t

the poem s written in different parts of Bengal

It was the influence of the Vaisnavas that

gradually brought this heterogeneous literature

to conform to one standard in the matter of

suffixes, case-endings and \erbal inflections
,

so that the more ancient these manuscripts

recovered from various parts of Bengal, are, the

greater is the variance of forms marked in them

But the later manuscripts, upon which the in-

fluence of the Vaisnavas is apparent, shew an

unmistakable process of progressive advance

towards unification, which in the eighteenth

century was so complete that the suffixes and

case-endings m the MSS. from Sylhet and

Tippera very often present forms similar to

those used in the written language of Western

Bengal. Just in the same way a great influence

came over the spirit of our modern prose in the

subsequent epoch marked by British influence
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bringing all divergent elements under the

banner of a common* standard, and in the next

lecture I shall proceed to deal with this remark-

able change in written Bengali.



CHAPTER III

(/) The advent of the English as Riders of the

country . (2) Dr. Carey and Fort William

College.

It has been observed that whenever the life

of people giew stagnant in this country owing to

the prevalance of stereotyped customs for long

ages, influences have come from outside to turn

topsy-turvy our long-standing conventions and

awaken our intellectual consciousness to the

realisation of truths of an opposite nature,

completely lost sight of, in our zeal to follow the

foot-prints of our fore-fathers.

Such an influence in the bye-gone age had come

from the Moslem world. Bengali, hated as patois

in the Hindu courts where Sanskrit scholarship

reigned supreme, would perhaps never have

assumed such a developed form in such a short

time, had not the Muhammadan Emperors

appointed Pundits and poets to translate Sanskrit

works into the Vernacular. An intellectual

awakening was perceptible in social and religious

institutions of the people as well. The people,

steeped in pantheistic faith and religious specu-

lations of a subtle nature, struggling after wilo -

the-wisp vague-shining theories of different

schools of spiritual philosophy, had abandoned the
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ways of faith and moral virtues for long ages.

Contact with Islam resulted in an intellectual

awakening, which led the people to lay more

stress on faith and moral virtues than they had

done hitherto, and many reformers began to

preach the cult of faith and ethical laws, openly

declaring the pantheistic views to be mere

intellectual reveries which scarcely had the

power to redeem a fallen race
;

and thus the

country passed through a great evolution

The advent of the English, at the next epoch of

the annals of our progress, has brought on a similar,

nay a far greater, change in the intellectual life of

our people, and we shall try to discuss the lesult

of this change chiefly so far as our literarj history

is concerned with ii.

The membeis of the sen ice of the East

India Company found the need of a knowledge

of the Vernacular of this province to he

essential for the purposes of administiation. In

those days the help of interpreters was hardly

available Hence the administrators of the

country had to acquire a knowledge of Bengali

in order to understand intimately the people whom
they ruled. This sense of need stimulated them

to undertake three kinds of literary ventures.

(1) In 1778 Mr. Nathaniel Halhed published

a Bengali Grammar from Chinshura. “ He was

so well acquainted with Bengali,” writes Long,
“ as some time to pass in disguise as a native/*
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In the preface to his Grammar he complains that

the language of Bengal was a mixed one in which

the Arabic and Persian elements preponderated.

This Grammar was evidently meant to give an

idea of the Bengali Language to the country-

men of the writer.

(2) For acquainting the Bengali people with

the legal codes it was necessary to publish u

translation of the Code of Regulations by Sir

Elija Irnpey, and Mr. Forster published a transla-

tion of the work compiled by himself in 1793

(3) The next thing that European scholars

lound it necessary for the acquisition of the

Vernacular of the province was to compile a dic-

tionary for their use Natives of a country are

always prone to overlook many important points

in compiling dictionaries for their own use

The colloquial words are so common and easy

to them that the writers do not at all feel the

need of explaining them It is alwavs the

pompous words of classic origin which engage

their attention. Hence our modern dic-

tionaries, compiled by Bengali scholars, contain

a very small element of the local dialect in

them. We find that these

(iictionauM

01 Sanskut
writers oftentimes copy Sanskrit

vocabularies, and these they

publish as Bengali dictionaries. A European

scholar scarcely finds any help from such compi-

lations. As he has to acquire his knowledge of the
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language mostly through books, he feels puz-

zled as regards the meanings of colloquial words

in our literature The Bengali dictionaries

compiled by European scholars have this strik-

ing feature that a greater stress is put upon the

colloquial words than upon those derived from

classical sources. The European scholars may
easily find out the meanings of the latter class of

words from classical dictionaries. It is the

colloquial element to which they find no guide.

Mr. Maughton, a civilian, has done yeoman’s

service by collecting many hundreds of collo-

quial words in his Bengali to English dictionary

and in his glossary, published in 1825 and

1833 respectively. The price of the former

work was Rs. 80. It is a volume of a res-

pectable size, and it would be well if Bengali

scholars, instead of clinging to the model of

Bachaspatya Abhidhan would consult Haughton

in their lexiecographic attempts. But Haughton

is now out of print, and other works written

more or less on the same lines, such as Froster’s

dictionary published in 1772 and Miller’s

Bengali Dictionary, published in 1801, have also

shared the same fate. These are, however, real

and genuine Bengali dictionaries and it is a pity

that Bengali writers have so far lost the spirit of

originality at the present day, that instead of

collecting materials from the soil of their birth,

they make their labour light by filling the
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pages of their works with classical words,

chiefly culled from Sanskrit dictionaries. In

fact the characteristic of this period of our

prose-literature is that they weie written with

commendable care, as the workers had for

their object dissemination of really useful

knowledge amongst the people Compared to our

present-day prose works, however sparkling they

may be, the prose written in those days evidently

shows a far greater assiduity and application on

the part of the authors. In the department of

grammar also, we find the writers of early prose

attempting to grasp the real philological laws

which govern our dialect differentiating it from

the classical language with which it is now

inevitably linked together by grammarians.

The Gauriya bhasar Byakaran written by Raja

Ram Mohan Ray in 1833 will show the truth

of this remark. The Raja writes that in

Bengali the difference of pronunciation between

*t, 3, is not observed but there are certain

exceptions to this rule. When *[, is joined

with % <1, it is pronounced as *f? as in osrttf,

Similarly when is joined with

*1
, •*, % if retains its Sanskritic sound of as

in ’Sft, ere and In all other places, it

is pronounced as *f.” Then he proceeds to dis-

cover peculiar laws of the Bengali language in

respect of the cases. “ In the dative case,” says

the Sftja, “ those words which have the sound of

9
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the Jong vowel ^ in the last letter adopt 0$, ^
and V as suffix. But those words which have %

<i), J}
9 % ^ in their last letters adopt

C$ to denote the locative form. Instances of the

former are to be found in the forms and

and and etc.,

and of the latter in etc.

Regarding the forms of Bengali words in

singular and plural, the learned author gives

curious rules which, however humorous, testify to

his accurate observations. The suffixes ^f*T,

etc., are generally adopted to indicate the plural

number ; in the case of men and higher beings,

the suffix is often used, and it is, generally

speaking, restricted to them only When, how-

ever, the suffix ^1 is used in the case of lower

animals it is implied that such words do no

longer signify them “ For instance *^ J

means cows, but ?RRl is used to imply those

men who are stupid as cows How many gram-

m rians in Bengal of this agie would care to

observe the laws of the Bengali language so

scrupulously. They would rather copy rules

from the Mugdhabodh, whether they apply to

Bengali or not, and give a dignified classical

position to Bengali without much labour.

Another scholarly member of the East Indian

Civil Service Mr. Wilkins (afterwards decorated

with Knighthood), did a great service to Bengali

1 See H. B L. L,, p. 975
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prose by establishing a press for which he cut

punches with his own hands and trained Paneha-

nan Karmakar in the art. This scholar tried his

utmost to spread education in Bengal by publish*

mg Vernacular works from his press

»

(2) Dr. Caret/ and Fort Willuut College.

When the members of East Indian Civil

Service thus felt the necessity of encouraging

a study of the Vernacular and compiled diction-

aries and grammars and established a Press for

publication of vernacular works, there came a

young missionary to Bengal in 1793, who was

impelled by no other motive than a great love for

all human beings irrespective of creed and colour,

leading him to exert his utmost power in the

cause of Vernacular literature. Political neces-

sities and unlimited pecuniary resources no

doubt produced satisfactory results supported by

public finance, but nothing is to be compared

with genuine love which breathes inspiration

to others and produces results of a far-reaching

nature. Carey died in the year 1834, so his

stay altogether in Bengal was for a period of

41 years. Bengali prose really made great

strides owing to the impetus given by Dr.

Carey. He was a cobbler by birth and in his

native country might be ’ seen with a wallet

of shoes on his shoulders walking ten or twenty

miles to Northampton, but the fire of genius
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which is another name for life-long, devotion

.was in him. He passed through unspeakable

difficulties and great sacrifices in order to further

the cause of our early prose. Jn the year 1709

he established a Press at Serampur, in which a

fount of punches was prepared by Panchanan

Karmakar and his nephew Monohar. Prom this

press was issued a part of his translation of

the Bible in 1800.

Just at the time when Carey was eagerly

looking forward to finding adequate means for

the promotion of the cause of the Vernacular

prose, an opportunity presented itself which

opened enormous resources to our scholar who

was wishing with all the ardour of his heart

for a field in which he could employ all his

whole-hearted energy in the cause of Vernacular

culture. In the year 1800 Wellesley established

the Port William College in
^ortW,Jham College

0alcutta The objeot which

this great statesman had in

view was really a noble one. He saw that

only a few European administrators were

entrusted with the task of the administration

of a large province like Bengal. He there-

fore thought it indispensable to make the

members of the Civil Service thorough scholars in

the Vernaculars of this province. He conceived a

great plan by which arrangements should be

mtfde'to give the Members of the Civil Service a
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thorough up-to-date education in European litera-

ture and science. But that each member, before

he entered his career as an administrator should

pass examinations in the Vernacular of a most

difficult and complicated liatuie. He would not

only be required to read the standard Vernacular

works with thoroughness but before he obtained

a degree entitling him to a promotion in the

service, he should hold learned disputations m
the Vernacular of the province before an assem-

bly of Indian Scholars, Rajas and noblemen.

On the recommendation of the Fort William

College authorities testifying to a civilian’s effi-

ciency in the Vernacular literature in such a

comprehensive manner he would be entitled to

the gain promotion in service.

Dr. Carey was placed in charge of the Verna-

cular department of this college, and his chief

colleagues were Pundit Mirtyunjaya Tarkalankar,

Ram Basu, Rajivalochan Mukhopadhyay and

Chandi Charan.

From the year 1800 when the Fort William

College was established and the devoted services

of Carey and his colleagues were

ftuenST
7 a great m

‘ secured, we find prose works

issuing- forth in. considerable

numbers from the Serampore Press, mostly the

result of Carey’s indefatigable labour and the en-

couragement which be gave to Bengali writers.

Wc find that Ram Basu compiled his Pratapaditya
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Charit, and Rajivaloehan wrote his Krishna-

chandra Charit being inspired by the same

devoted sponsor Mirtyunjaya wrote his

Probodhchandrika under Carey’s inspiration and

many European scholars such as Marshman,

Felix Carey, Yates and other scholars under-

took to contribute Bengali works on various

historical and scientific subjects, because they

were great admirers of Carey and shared his

enthusiasm in the cause of Bengali culture.

Now we must comment on the sort of style

which characterised the writers under the influ-

Tbc affected &tvle of

the Pundits

ence of the Fort William

College Mirtyunjaya was one

of the greatest Sanskrit

scholars of the age Marshman in his history

of Serampore Mission says that Care} sat under

the instruction of the Pundit 3 or d< hours

every day and thus acquired a great proficiency in

the Bengali language Marshman calls Mirtyun-

jaya a scholar of stupendous learning and

compares him to Dr. Johnson not only in the

vastness of his erudition but in his rough

and unwieldy features as well. Elsewhere he

says that Mirtyunjaya was one of the greatest

scholars of the age. Carey says of Ram Basu

that he was a scholar of uncommon attainments

in Persian and Sanskrit. So we see that he

secured the services of scholars of extraordinary

merit and scholarship for the department of
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Vernacular literature. The European friends of

Mirtyunjaya must have been struck with his

wonderful scholarship displayed in the exposition

of the Six schools of philosophy and of the new

School of Logic in his Piobodh Chandrika. The

subtilties of speculative philosophy, hoAvever

congenial to the oriental temperament, proved

to be extremely abstruse—nay appalling to the

matter-of-fact intellectual calibre of European

scholars, and though Carey greatly admired

the philosophical portion of the Probodh-

chandrika written in a grandiloquent prose, he

saw that the style would not fulfil the purposes of

spreading culture. For popularising scientific,

historical, literary and such other studies amongst

the Bengalees, the style must be simple, direct

and intelligible So he directed the Pundits to

come down from their Olympian heights to the

plain of ordinary business life. He induced even

the great Mirtyunjaya who ‘talked like a whale 9

to

write in a simple colloquial style This, we can

easily surmise, was a very uncongenial task for

the pundits, for they were burning with en-

thusiasm to shew their pedantry and vast erudi-

tion while writing treatises in the Vernacular

Their subsequent efforts to write the colloquial

style and even slang in order to please their

sponsor will remind one of the dance of the

elephant in the Garden of Eden described by

Milton to please Adam and Ere. ‘The unwieldy
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elephant, to make them mirth, wreathed his

lithe proboscis” So the Probodhchandrika writing

in one page such lines as “ CT

c*rtY <2ff»rair^3R sffirai fcf :#tFi jfl
”

(T. S., Yol. II, p. 1716) had to adopt the language

of slang in the next, such as “^ cCt^tC^

$*rtfa fan fotfa 1 fa
tSffa tt CTfa 4$ CSl ^ Rl

c^f 'srw? ^pF
Pedantry and slanf?

|

<rar?t? *ffa «i?rf Rtf’! ?l f*rar f*&l

sR^tl ftf&Rl.” (T. 8., Vol. II, p. 1712)

Carey could excuse the slang as we find himself

guilty of this charge in his colloquies, but

he wanted that the people’s language should be

popularised in literature for the purpose of the

spread of knowledge in the province. He was,

therefore, very unwilling to encourage the

grandiloquent style, and nowhere through his

extensive vernacnlar compositions is one difficult

word to be found on which the average Bengali

scholar would halt. The Pundits, though

compelled to write in a language which they had

hitherto despised as patois
, were not very much

contented with this state of things for, as I

have already stated, they had come forward on

a call from the Fort William College evidently,

it had seemed to them, to shew their vast

erudition through the medium of Bengali,

There are innumerable instances in this
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period of our literature of the absurdities

which characterised the compositions of these

writers, full of pedantry and of a foolish lack of

common sense. We subjoin below extracts from

the writings of several Bengali scholars who had

tried to give our language a ridiculous an* of

so-called dignity by imitating Sanskrit phrases

and idioms and importing them into our

vernacular.

E«m ple, Of poilan-
^ WIxftlCT C^tfe Wife «Wfr

rry
«rcfWH3f-3sral stf’Pi a^ts

fe'S'ftftw nfs's Its RTO

SlsratH-pM ’ifrK «t®j* om
gW wc*ih 5HS ist'ifs w aMtH

Sfl’WtPR hm wr CH’tffa’lfo ?R5

sitrUM f1 ^Ww*t JRW ft*( srt=r w Wh «iw ^
^)ai *tt#fj Ts «rt «rar *t3 ^if% sfe fasts

•tts irt® faai fm ftsfa Hfa-w Hfa-nrofa mfasaR-

HPMtWfffo® ftfa ^SHI fttfipt-

vt*w «i5'a Hits «trff fljfm fros ” (T> t»cai

Selections, Vol II, pp IC77-1G78)

(/,)
“ TOFFS' H'fi «flfarf<3 Hfal <2r«W1 CTO

<otHl I H<Ht3!l TOft HtW

^tHl faffol CTO <stttf Htfaftw HfFRt% I TOfarSFF

wrtfad «W cto yptili? fyfymr fi$

10
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i srf^jvt siptpnrt »w*i *!iawi ftfaq ®rf=

<st*rf*w surf^M <3tqi cra*» «pn

^5*f 3sw wt^rfaF ’ffaw* Unit's* arc* aprts

(Sf^jrtsrt 5^jf s|*t ®w «rwiftro *t*t wf*t

tftftmw ^fesf ®«rtf»t <3j#5i *w ’iwft j|«fR)

l” (Typical Selections, Vol. II,

pp. 1700-1701.)

(e) “ ’TtWff ’iM’Wt’PI siPPT-

’wteW’ift's

f^rstw fafwprcwiww^ ^»R5-

«rtft*ffa?$ *N*\fam* wpFfsrcw fathTRKfwn
jpSNtswrtr*

<5<W^ aR‘PRS«W 'Stfafa?, af’ft'sf’Pltaj

sp’WftWMJI’K Wtf%fw «Mf% ftfofcftfc TO#
6tW ^t*ra^ fsiCTR r (Histon

of Begah Language and Liteiatme, pp 9 1 0-9 J 7 )

Whenever the services of a Sanskrit scholar

were required for composition of Vernaeula*

prose, they showed their inefficiency and lack

of common sense in this way. Even before

Mirtyunjaya, wre find that court Pundits were

employed by the Hindu Itaj&s to compose model

addresses for the use of the court And we find

even there, their foolish attempt to bewilder

people by their classical nonsense in the

Vernacular prose. In the court of Tippers, the

usual form, composed by some Pundit centuries
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ago and which is still current, of addressing

the king runs thus :
—

“ fwr
etc. Any man that seeks a

favour from the Tippera Raja must follow

this model address even now In the court of

Kuchbihar, when one Raja had to address

another, he had to conform to this model

address.

(d)
“ f^f% ^*1

Tffipf

(Typical Selections, Vol II, p 1672.)

In the Lipimala by Ram Ram Vasu, we find,

the following model —
(e)

“
i qt*1 ?^ i

arc i ifero far i srstfa i

fcrfa^TC f)5r|?T 'jjw snrftfs? Tfartft

*t»Ewfar *rfeftT ftfa (flistoiy of the

Bengali Language and Liteiatme, p. 920 )

Alliteration

It is curious to observe that these Pundits

were eager to display their knowledge of

rhetoric by indenting passages
Ailitoiatiou .. „ ... . . ,

full of alliteration even m the

Bengali manuals meant for children. That this

class of writers had scarcely any common sense

will be apparent by perusing the Sishubodhak,—

a
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book meant for little children in which model

letter-writing forms one of the subjects. A
husband writes to his wife in the following style

in which not only we come across stupid attempts

at alliteration, but an extremely vulgar taste.

The reply of the husband is no less notorious for

similar prolific alliterations and gross humour.

Both the letters are quoted below.

“ ^ firctftpr *rr*rc tftft SltoiimH
c*r?f «wqj srtwft fsiwirwfcfft Shwifa*

ircwaf^ wfircfo i w «rctf%®itw *iwf ft**t*i

c* 4?t^k *twr tot wm
^PnrfnR, ot *1*1 w fWh*tc»w

^SP5<itf WtW ^ ffarai

I
* * * v&JR ^t5t^ »KHfl TOW

•ifrorw %^raji*r w* 'StotK ^ ftwwfafe r

(Bauga Bliasa O Saint va, p 552 )

The husband’s reply —
“ ftnwii tfMtfswi wJr«tfe«Tff*rcfi JtM Jwft

c<fft wfifswfit i”

firsts awstfst® aN^wt^ ctw$*i: =rt>f% ^15® =rtfrst«:-

fiwfRttort §Wft Sftiwtfrsw *i<Jt *i)S'5 arfar

'wftrw i fsnr^fir <srpi

<st*fra ^ fcwtsfwi *i»wm

^fiirsfi i tour >?h snra <2tt«fti w jr%i «R^rf*pfa

?wm sim ^jrwfr_

*tfir^f i tfnrtn Sfottti «tw«( fi'SfrimK %strs f*rat»
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TCWffa7 *t*Ht*R ^Tpjsf’Rl (fWtfl

% frit* l ssWftfo |

”

fBanga Bhasa O Sahit\ a, pp 532-583
)

Eut even this could be borne, for there is

at least some sense m the passages. When,

however, we come across the following jargon by

a writer and his mad effoi ts at alliteration from

which no sense can be made out, it really vindi-

cates the poor estimation in which the Sanskrit

scholar of the old school is held by the people.

They still believe that these Pundits are little

better than fools, and many fables are current in

rural Bengal showing their lack of common sense

in all other matters except intellectual specula-

tion and theological subtl ties No one will be

able to make head or tail out of the following

which nevertheless bristles with alliteration

“c^ *11^3 HQ cut sffl© ^tQ c*rftRl Q «(gr

h^tq *q shi ®q

^\Q 5Tl ?” (Banga Bhasa O

Sahitya, p 533

)

Instances of this nature are plentiful in this

period of our literature, and when one reads the

Bengali prose style as in this specimen and the

literature of the subsequent period, one cannot

but come to the conclusion that the Bengali

prose style has made a marvellous march to-

wards simplicity and grace. But we assure our
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readers that this was quite an artificial style

with huge and grotesque accretions, attempted

to be engrafted on our prose literature, which in

its primitive stages, as we have seen, had been

quite unlike any such pedantic nonsense.

One word here should be said in regard to

alliteration which has so often been condemned

in our old poems. Sir Rabindra Nath Tagore,

referring to a passage from ICrisna Kamal’s

poems in which there was a display of allitera-

tion, wrote with a sneer, “ My friend Dinesh

Babu is a great admirer of this

iation

deftince °f alllt°' Krisna Kamal * ” But allitera-

tion, though often carried to

ridiculous excesses for which it is justly con-

demned in prose, is not always a fault in

Bengali poems. It often strikes one with superb

beauty, displaying as it does, the great resources

of our language. I do not know if there exists

any other language which can vie with ours

in this respect. In the lines of Krisna Kamal
“ ^1 fa we find two

kishorls strung together conveying different

senses. In the same poem “

” produces a great phonetic effect by

the repetition of the word ftCT, and then

in the next sentences * sifaW—fas
(M —fap*ft#t f*11 TOI we find three

rhyming with one another each conveying a

different sense, and after these lines we find
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3W3 SltPf <R1 ^51 ^ I”

we find the three basis rhyming with one another

each conveying a different sense. We quote

only some short lines to show how alliteration

was used to heighten the effect of musical songs

in a single line and at the same time exhibit

great poetic cleverness. If we ransack the whole

treasure of the Bengali literature of the

eighteenth and nineteenth centuries we shall

see how in many poems alliteration shows the

innate resources of the Bengali language Take,

for instance, any passage from Dasarathi Ray’s

writings. I think no other writer has shown

the wonderful resources of our language with

such marvellous effect. There are so many
words in our colloquial speech from which bits

may be gathered and strung together with

fine phonetic effect, that when our poets first

discovered this point of strength in our dia-

lect, they literally fell in love with this figure

of speech, and it is no wonder that some of

them did follow it with a bad grace carrying

it to absurd excesses. I think critical schools

should arise to give analysis of the hidden mean-

ings and suggestions conveyed by non-Sanskritic

bits in Bengali words derived chiefly from

apabhrangsa bhasa
; these bits not only command

a variety of suggestive meanings, but often please

by their jingle. In alliteration they produce

a marvellous effect by wonderfully changing
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shapes, as they are suffixed from one word to

another. The sweep and the march of words

strung together in alliteration which characterise

Uasarathi’s poems are really an achievement

from a linguistic point of view, and it is not

always literary beauty that should be the

concern of scholars Sometimes words in

alliteration in our vernacular poems are so

smoothly manipulated that they have not at all

the look of a pompous classical figure of speech

but seem to lie quite natural. This shews the

distinction between Bengali and classical forms

of alliteration We have got such a large

number of Prakrit suffixes with phonetic jingle

that any number of poetical lines with allitera-

tion may be composed by one who has a command

over the language In the old Vaisnab song

I ” no one w ill

apparently suspect the existence of any figure of

speech, but alliteration here has come with an

easy grace—not at all m its gorgeous classical

dress. Mark the different words to which

has been suffixed. Bengali in this respect has

an advantage over Sanskrit

It must however, be said that alliteration in

prose is often a failure, and even such a gifted

writer as Iswarchandra Gupta who flourished in

the middle of the nineteenth century shows him-

self awkward in his “Prabhakar” while trying to

introduce in his prose this figure of speech. Just
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see the ridiculous way in which he puts his prose

in a poetic form

*R i wrajraro «rw«i <rc*

m sr i

,

sR a—sr-c^—c*rRpr—cft^-c* , 's arc t ^-c*—

,
* fire » *rtarte ws

-a—*rK
s-rc

,

C<m<R (Tf^-C^—5t^-a, sit^-C^—W^C^r

,

'S SR ! I”

(A Discourse on the Bengali Language and Literature

by Ramgati Nyaiatna, Third Edition, p. 226).

But naturally endowed with poetical powers

as he was, sometimes his alliteration in prose

produces an effect of humour which is not

grotesque like the above, as for instance ^57tt*t?

*#5t $C%tm *rt*r«. StsfCS and nfstre tft*W JRCW
\5pTfcst *TC*t? »TCCTff (Typical Selections, Volume II,

pp. 1811-1812).

I have already said that Carey and his

European colleagues made Bengali prose flow

once more into the channel of easy colloquial

form understood by the people His 4 Itihasmala
’

and 4 Kathopokathan J show how far he was able

to master the colloquial dialect If the Verna-

cular department of the Fort
Emopeau wnten William College would not have

of Bengali proeo
“

been controlled by Dr. Carey,

it was quite possible that the great Mirtyunjaya

Pundit would have continued to write in a strain

which would make Bengali prose more difficult

and abstruse than Kadamban and Harshacharit

11
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have ever been in Sanskrit. The writers of

Sanskrit had a common sense by which the

dignity of their composition was preserved, but

Bengali prose in the hands of Pundits was

a fantastic thing, unintelligible, foolish and full

of unmeaning vain pedantry.

In order to learn the dialect of Bengal Carey

mixed with the people in the most intimate

manner. He began the habit of chewing betel-

leaves and in 1798 we find him singing Bengali

songs near a Shiva temple. Many extracts from

his prose writings have been given in my “ Typical

Selections from Bengali Literature,” Vol. II, and

T need not give more here. Carey was not only

the perfect master of Bengali language but also

taught the Hindusthani and Marathi languages

in the Fort William College. His perfect com-

mand over the dialect of this country gave him

really an elevated notion of its wealth and

resources. He writes “This language current

through an extent of country nearly equal to

Great Britain when properly cultivated, will be

inferior to none in elegance and perspecuity.”

The works written by the Bengali colleagues

of Carey are more or less dominated over by the

Sanskrit element. But Ram Ram Vasu's

Pratapftdity&charit, as has already been stated,

was permeated by the influence of Persian. The

Pundits of the Fort William College were

therefore not very favourably disposed towards
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the style of this book and we have already

referred to hostile criticisms. Marshman praises

the erudition of this Bengali writer but says that

he was a whimsical and revengeful man. The

fact is that Ram Vasu found it uncongenial to

work in the Fort William College and resigned

his post. Probably some wrong was done to

him and he could not bear it. Marshman says

that he never excused anybody if he did him

wrong Ram \asu had shown the MS. of

Prat&padityacharit to his friend, the famous

Raja Rammohan Roy, who approved the book

inspite of the predominance of Persian element

in it. If the Persian element is allowed to

prevail in excess, Bengali prose turns into a form

like the following :

—

" *rwwrfir c*rfat* w •tort

Wnrartfppj Ntfa* •tort toct*

U orftto tPn toui w csfatt tfPto fmi

** * orwhrt ftMl* stre i

”

Index to Sakhishona by Mabamad Korbanali

So we have seen that there were dangers in

regard to our language placed in the hands cf

Sanskrit scholar, and no less when the Moulavi

becomes its sponsor. For a brief period, the

Pundit and Moulavi swayed its destiny and if

European scholars like Carey and Marshman

had not come forward to guide them, this

elegant prose of ours would have been some
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thing very different from that found in the

present-day literature

Carey and his Euiopean colleagues wrote

manuals and treatises on various subjects in

Bengali and these served to create an awakening

in our national consciousness, giving extra-

ordinary stimulus to the development of

Bengali prose

Another aspect of this matter is that if these

European scholars had not showed the way,

the prose literature of Bengal like her poetry

would have been confined to religious and

domestic subjects and never attained its present

many-sidedness These scholars wrote manuals

of Geography, Arithmetic, Annals of Rome
and Greece and History of the World on their

own scientific lines. They were altogether novel

subjects to the Bengali readers who applied

themselves to the culture of these with enthu-

siastic eagerness, From geographical catechisms

to arithmetical tables, there is no subject on

which European scholars did not write books in

the Vernacular of this province The list given

by the Rev. J. Long comprises historical, biogra-

phical, ethical, moral and agricultural subjects,

besides it deals with arithmetic, lexicography,

grammar, geography, mensuration, natural phi-

losophy, art of teaching, model letter-writers,

and books on other subjects such as law, idioms,

translations from works like Virgil's JSneid*
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Shakspeare’s Tempest, Robinson Crusoe, Pilgrim’s

Progress, Gladwin’s pleasant stones,—all written

by Europeans. The list furnished by the Rev.

J. Long mentions 44 European writers of

Bengali and about 00 books written by

them in the Vernacular of Bengal

Chief amongst these writers were of course

Carey, Yates, Pearson, Felix Carey, Weanger,

Haughton, Forster, and the Rev. J. Long him-

self. Dr. Carey was, of course, an indefatigable

worker. There was no subject that did not

interest him, and curiously, we find him writing

a work on anatomy in Bengali—a stout volume

of six hundred and thirty-eight pages. It was

called ‘ Harabalividya * and was published from

Serampore Press in 1820. May-Ganit written by

Mr. May published in 1817 remained a standard

book for long for the use of Vernacular schools.

‘ Bhugal ebam Jyotish ’ by Pearson published in

1824, dealt with Geography and Astronomy and

fwl or natural philosophy by Yates supple-

mented ‘Bhugal and Jyotish
9

in the same year,

t. e. 1824. And all these were taught in our

Vernacular schools. The Europeans were

therefore disseminating all this useful knowledge

to our countrymen in their own Vernacular, till

Bengali writers, instructed in the art, came

forward to supplement their labour on the same

lines. These subjects were latterly taken up and

improved upon by Bengali writers, not so much*
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in respect of the subject matter as in regard to

style, till this stupendous work of European

writers undertaken for the purpose of spreading

education in this country was forgotten, and now
all these books are out of print and are to be

rarely found. The Rev. J. Long’s catalogue is

now practically the sole refuge for us to fall

back upon for gathering information on the

subject.

Thus we see three kinds of influences upon

our Vernacular prose up to the middle of the

nineteenth century. The Pun-
The Pundit, the *

Mouiovi and the Euro- dit and the Moulovi by tbeir
pean scholar , . , , ,

hf»avy classical lexicography

encumbered and vitiated the prose style practi-

cally rendering it beyond the grasp of common

people. The European scholars tried to make

our vernacular style simple, direct and to the

point, so that the masses could be enlightened

in modern science and literature. But un-

fortunately their ignorance of the idioms of

our tongue and their inability to free their

mind from the fetters of the syntactical forms of

the English language made their Bengali so

abstruse and difficult to understand, that though

they confined themselves to simple words and

short sentences, yet the peculiarities of English

style imported into Bengali sounded strange to

Bengali ears and became unintelligible to them

in another way. The feeling of odd humourwhich
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their defective idiom gives rise to, may be

excused in a pious manner, but
The defect ot the

i10Wever greatly we may praise
Kiitflisn writers ° J * r

their devotion and philanthropy,

their Bengali prose composition cannot always be

admired by us. We beg to quote extracts from

various European writers to show the sort of style

they introduced imitating English syntax in

Bengali prose. We are afraid, many of us will

not be able to understand the original Bengali,

but it is sure their English translation, which we

subjoin to each passage, will greatly help in

comprehending the original

1. firortlfS (Typical

Selections, Vol. II, j> 1 722) [First told by Gold-

smith, the scholar].

2. '5RJ Sffa®

f’S §t*f

i *R (Typical Selections, p. 1722)

[Translated into Bengali by another illustrious

scholar, Felix Carey, and printed at the Seram*

pore Press in 1819 A.D.]

3. W? OT*fm
<2f«w®s nw urn c*r

SHOT ftfSt fti?R 9NW >2W?
i

(Typical Selections, Volume II, p. 1723)

[The man who occupied a really high position

after the conquest, was one Thomas a Becket.
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This celebrated man was the son of an ordinary

citizen of London.]

4. d? qjf%»

<str^t cffR witctfw w-
ffa iUfir 5TfPf(^R i” (Typical Selections,

Vol. II, p. 1723.) [This man who now occupied

a place next in rank to that of the permanent

sovereign, began to pose as a saint in order to

hide the acts of his former low condition.]

5.
4

y*\ m (X & *1*0 (71 TO1 4^3
<5tfl 5R«tft«f

TO I faj «Sf^CTF? l” (Typical

Selections, Yol II, p. 1724.) [It is understood that

the meetings which were called tlien, had for their

object the self-aggrandisement of the king, and

not the welfare of the future generation.]

6. “ SNOT® W fe?R (71 <71OT> fflCT

l” [Becket who had been a little

hostile in the beginning, now also signed ]

7. ^53 (TtfCTO 3FT31 tfal Ofttt Sfell

^5 4TO c? jfH& ^B»IJ l”

(T.S., Yol. II, p. 1725.) [He thought that he

was equal to Christ, who was crucified because

the vulgar people condemned him as a criminal.]

8. vfflFSR 4* SfETO «MCIT

(71 ®ltCTO ^ ?rff$ dh?J TOC«I

ftTO l (T.s., Vol. II, p. 1725.) [But one

did not like to approach the other first fearing

that it would lower his prestige, so the much*

desired truce was delayed.]
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9 QT C^tfk5? ^firai fTOT

555t*lWlflW Sfcl CT -if *tSt«(’frt6t% C?^ <2ff%

C55?% ST5FS OFW <£f«tf»re I (T 8., Vol. IT,

p. 1720). [The Archbishop Becket who
had ever annoyed Henry by violating his orders,

now kindled a spirit of rev enge in tlis Majesty ]

10 *•
*ff%i ntij-g *ctw**i r

(T. S, Vol II, p 1727.) [To lulfil their bloody

desire to the utmost of their power ]

ii. sr fmtt *t*§fr5 f-iftfirsi

l” (T. 8 ,
Vol, II p 1727 ) [The pulpit was

spotted by his blood and marrow ]

12 JT5 qWfsfa CT

fsft *rt»rfc«fa Intfstca '-firs I” (Anecdotes of

Virtue and Valour, Part I, p. 5, Ed. 1829.)

[He was equitable in all things hence he was

honouied with the surname of “the just”]

13. -sttftfgvStTTC ftqcn T5

<2tw srtf^sn” (P 7) [One

of them repeated all the injurious language which

his adversary had used respecting Aristides] (p. G.)

14. cq*

^ ?FP?1 C5«Tftltl

frcs f*mf% l” (p. 9). [A poet having a

case before Aristides entreated him to stretch

a point m his favour. ] (p. 8).

15. 4$ *!^3T ^

WttCtf (7! *PF«T 51® CV*1
1”

(p. 22-23). [“He visited the markets and

inspected the weights and measures”] (pp. 21-22)

U
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\ 16. “ CSHfC3*l CTCSfa UllHWSCT?

f* f^C5 fiR cgif*| ^rf%cs-

fe«R i” (p. 51). [“General Madows, who was

renowned for his valour, being out on a recon-

noitring party near Seringapatam ”] (p. 50).

17. “ CT Wt’Rt?f-IN?
?EW fcift l” (p 187). [ He replied with

a smiling countenance, that he was paying the

penalty for his unfortunate countenance] (p. 186).

is. “ srifroM ^tan

fow TOR r (Bharat

Barsher Itilias by John Marshman Ed. 1831,

p. 8). [Lord Cornwallis determined to travel up

to the very central part of Tipu’s jurisdiction.]

19. “ TstWRfOT fto fmrtr
I (p. 85) [Owing to their great unwill-

ingness they stopped all work.]

20. c* TCfys* CfltC*TOR fC’f ffo OT
<4* HI 0$*R f 3*3 *RC3 SIM'S H*t I

( Bharat Barsher Itihas, Ed. 1831, p. 85. )

[Brave people display their valour m the field

but they preserve a perfect equanimity of mind

at the time of peace. Both these qualities prove

his greatness.]

21. “ fora

TOR* WS* WlH? l” (p 103). [Lord

Cornwallis introduced a great reformation, while

organising the Police.]

22. “ 4$ toi hwi ritora? fora? fTON £R3t?T I

’ *

(Bharat Barsher Itihas, Ed. in 1831, p. 358.)
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[Now it is time to give an account of Appa
Saheb.J

So we see that none of these three influences,

viz., of the Pundit, the Moulavi and of the

European, on the formation of the Bengali style,

was faultless or above blame, inspite of the whole-

hearted devotion and assiduity with which the

writers worked in the field.

The influence of the Moulavi is now on the

wane and we need not comment on decaying

culture.

The Pundit’s labours in the field of Bengali

letters, however uncouth they might have been in

the earlier stages, were gradually toned down,

and became latterly productive of a superbly

beautiful though simple classic style. In this the

Sanskrit element manifested itself in the purity

of diction and its elegant expressions without

affecting the graceful original frame-work of

Prakrit speech from which the modern Bengali

has evolved. Vidyasagar has shewn us how the

Bengali language may retain its Prakrit simpli-

city and form and yet so perfectly assimilate

the Sanskritic element that the relation between

Sanskrit and a Sanskritic language could be

rightly established to the great advantage of the

latter.

To English writers our debt is immense inspite

of the many defects in their writings which will

be apparent from a perusal of the passages quoted
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by me. The influence of the English tongue

on our prose became gradually manifest in its

vigorous and racy style. But this influence is

not now too obvious, though we certainly owe to

English influence a good deal of the vigour of

our modern prose. Occasionally it gives an

exotic flavour to our style which heightens its

charm by many a poetical turn of expressions.

Though we find the Bengali style of some of

the English writers defective and full of humor-

ous instances of failures, yet it must be admitted

that there were many exceptions to the rule.

As we have already shewn, Carey’s colloquies

and stories in Bengali were almost faultless,

judging by the standard of the contemporary

Bengali prose of Bengali writers themselves Tt

is true that on account of the great advantage

that he derived from his constant intercourse

with some of the great Bengali scholars of the

Port William College, he could get his composi-

tions revised and corrected bv them, vet

it is a great credit that his Bengali idioms,

generally speaking, did not savour of those of

English. He had certainly mastered Bengali

in a wonderful degree. The Bengali prose of

Marshman does him a great credit We cannot

expect that at this distance of time his style

would fully answer the modern standard.

There was certainly a currency of those words

and idioms in our tongue which have grown
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obsolete at the present day. But overlooking

such peculiarities and antiquated forms, we should

admit that the style of Marshman shows a vigour

and racy sweep which are really remarkable

fora scholar acquiring a foreign tongue. He
writes a simple style but he is never undignified.

In his writings there are no outlandish

mannerisms. The construction of the style has

almost a classical dignity which latterly developed

in such a marvellous manner in Vidyasagar’s

prose, though the graceful simplicity remained

still the chief feature of that style, Here is an

extract from Marshman’s History of India

published from Serampore in the year 1831.

All the moie credit is due to the writer for his

retaining a Bengali tone m his style as this

book is a translation from English

f*t% iwi

c'thtflpre i toui ^ Tfa

cetera ftfi*

5^5 fcCTTt«l CSRtt^ W?f| »T5

srcttretft *wf%*rt*T* f*rei carattro f4i^Pi*rMr

*PrN l” (Marshman

V

History of India, p 31] )

[General Monro, having arrived at Solapore,

found that the remaining foot soldiers of Baji

Rao had encamped there with eleven guns. The
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Arabian soldiers he found engaged in defending

the Solapore Fort. A short while after Monro

had besieged the Fort, the foot-soldiers of the

enemies tried to remove themselves elsewhere

very privately. But Monro sent General Prit-

saler with a cavalry seven hundred strong in

order to overtake and annihilate them.]

The prose literature on historical and scien-

tific subjects, in the composition of which

European writers had played
Tne intellectual

r "

activities of the the pioneer’s part, aroused
Bengalis roused .... .

great literary activities amongst

the Bengalis. And men like the Rev K. M.

Banerjee and Dr. Rajendralal Mitra latterly

achieved celebrity in this field. In the year 1851

Rajendralal Mitra published his “ Bibidhartha

Sangraha ” and the Rev K. M. Banerjee started

his “ Vidyakalpadruma ” (Encyclopaedia Benga-

lances). These two works popularised scientific

and historical knowledge amongst our country-

men and their style was characterised by the

faults and merits of the European writers

whose example they followed. Innumerable

writers in Bengal now came forward to write

books on various subjects and we need not deal

with their writings here. They have all shown,

more or less, the turns of phrases and idioms,

the inflections of verb and the syntax, peculiar

to this age and on which we have already

commented, B&mkamal Sen, the grandfather
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of the illustrious Kesab chandra Sen compiled

a dictionary of 1534 pages in which he gave

meanings of 5300 English words. There

were many historical treatises amongst which,

‘Banglar Itihas’ by Iswarchandra should be spe-

cially mentioned. This book was written in 1819

and in the same rear the book was translated into
*

English by Major G. T. Marshall. In this year

alsolshwarcliandra published his “Jibana-charit
”

in which he gave short sketches of Coper-

nicus Galileo, Newton, Herscliell, Grotius,

Linnoeus, Duval, Thomas Jenkins and Sir William

Jones He introduced a more refined style than

hitherto in vogue and at once brought himself

to a place of eminence. The prose of this period

was considerably developed by the enthusiastic

zeal of the contending parties in the field of

social reformation. They wrote many books

forcibly preaching their propaganda often with

vollies of abuses flung against each other. The

language of these books, though occasionally full

of slang and flat humour, was sometimes wonder-

fully racy and vigorous, and this gave a great

impetus to the public who took part in the

animated discussions all round. Prose literature

spread amongst the masses in this way. We
find one Gourmohan Dey publishing a work in

Bengali called “ Stri Siksabisaok
,5

as early as

1818. The language is simple and the tone quite

calm. He defends female education quoting
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a large number of examples not only from

pre-histone India but also from modern history

and mentions Vidyalankara who gave lectures

at Benares in the eighteenth century in Sanskrit

on the Hindu scriptures, oneSundan of Faridpur

whose knowledge of Logic was much admired,

and Ahallyabai who could converse in Sanskrit

as fluently as in her mother tongue In 1840,

came a fierce attack upon this treatise in the

language of unrestrained ire from an anonymous

writer in a work called “ Stndur&ch&r.” In

184G was published the “Kayastha kiran ” m wdiich

the w'riter advances claims on the authority of

the scriptures to a higher social status for the

Kayasthas. This was opposed by “ Muktabali,”

a pamphlet written by Kalikanta Bhattacharya,

who wrrote it at the instigation of Baja Narayan of

Andul, himself a Kayastha, and in this book, the

w:riter proved that the claims of the Kayasthas

were mere pretensions. From the 4

4

Dikdarsan,”

published by the Serampore Missionaries in 1818,

and the ‘Kaumadi* by Baja

toutro
0
verayafd

U

ab„Se

f Rammohan Roy (1819) to

‘Timirdarsan ’ by Krisnamohan

Bay published in 1823, a large though ephimeral

literature came to existence, propounding

revolutionary ideas in social and religious

matters. The advocates of liberal ideas shewred

an extraordinary enthusiasm in denouncing

orthodoxy. This coupled with the drastic
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measures which the young Bengal were taking

to upset the cherished ideals of the country,

and the daily growing tendency amongst

them to abandon their faith in Hinduism and

adopt Christianity, aroused a hostile atmosphere

all around inspiring the orthodox community td

take up the task of opposing the movement

of reformation as it were with a vengeance.

Many magazines and journals wore started

by the members of the orthodox community

and there were acrimonious attacks on the

reforms in them in a language which was

mostly of a colloquial nature though occasionally

encumbered by the classical element. The most

noteworthy of these in the first quarter of the

nineteenth century was the ‘Chandrika ’ started

in 1821 The Rev. *T. Long calls this paper the

‘ Times of Calcutta ‘ which exercised great

influence on the Hindu community fot many

years, and Marshman in his history of Serampore

calls it ‘The great bulwork of the current super-

stitions/ He is, however, enamoured of the

charm of “ Chandrika’s pure and simple style/’

Bhabanicharan, the editor, was a great pro-

suttee champion and became so famous as a

leader of public opinion in Bengal that his

biography, written a short w hile before his death,

became a very popular tieatise The “Durjan

Daman Nabami ” by Thakur Das Bose (18J6),

“ Hindu Dbarma Chandrodov ” (1847) and ' Rasa

13
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Mudgsra’ by Kshefcramohan Banerjee were

also the, organs of the orthodox society remarkable

at the time for the brilliancy of their style

But these were all outshone by the * Sambad

Pravakara’ started in March, 1830 by Iswar-

chandra Gupta who, about this time, was the

most. conspicuous amongst Bengali writers The

serio-comic w ritings of Isw archandra and his

Scathing attacks on Gaur Sankar Bhattacharya,

editor of the ‘ Kasai a j
’ were at one time enjoyed

most by our people, though the attacks and

vollies of abuses levelled by the twro writers

against one another were characterised by a style

full of the grossest scurrilities. They were

of such a revolting type that the Kev. Long

found it necessary to move the government to

8top such WTitings by enacting law. We have

already noticed that Iswar Gupta’s prose is full

of conceits and alliterations His prose some-

times verges on the poetical. It is on such

occasions neither prose nor poetry but a hybrid

and medley of a curious kind—much like the

figure of the god Ganesh whose human body

.and elephant’s head shewr a grotesque combina-

tion. _We. have aheady cited an example of

gtfch Style on p 81. We wonder how this prose

(Sonld be accepted as the standard of composi-

tion in those days r Occasionally Iswar Gupta

bursts into exclamations in which also he retains

thr consciousness of excelling by conceits and
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imitations of Sanskrit rhetoric. While praising

the old Bengali poems in a passage, he tries to be

eloquent and expresses himself in this strain
“
TOT? 1 fa ffiWfr I

to? fa j t

<3rte*ft$srl i”

The reader will see that he was more
actuated by a motive to repeat the compound
letter in as many words as he could,

than by any adulatory spirit for his subject

which seems apparently to inspire him.

His prose style once greatly influenced the

speeches of the heroes of the old Yatras. Here

is an extract which will remind the reader of

the familiar speechifyings of the Yatra-heroes

tfiat now supply a source of inexhaustible

mirth and humour to most of us “ ^
*rtet*ri fa$ *qpi c*\$

»!?«. ?TO? CTO? 3Jt? ft?Jj |”

Iswar Gupta's style, at one time held as model

which even Bankim Chandra admired and tried

to imitate in his younger days, has non grown

thoroughly antiquated

In the controversial literature where abuses

went on without any regard for decency, we
find Radhakanta Deb of Sobha Bazar standing

as the champion of Hinduism and not only

financing the organs of the or-
& IWdhSkanta Dev 5

thodox community but helping

the C’ause by his literary contributions. He
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compiled the great Sanskrit Encyclopaedia, the

Sabdakalpadruma, and was the pivot around

which the writers of the Hindu society of

that age moved, holding up the banner of

orthodoxy. One of the young poets of great

promise, Dwarkanath Adhikari, who was cut off

by premature death, wrote the following eulogium

of the Raja in the ‘ Sambad Prabhakar.’

“ «rf*R wh to, cq cTOos <u orfN fa*?* nto i

*1TO fwff to, to jtouto, faro ctoIw i*'

I
One who by his noble \ irtues is the undis-

puted leader of the Hindu society and one whom
the country has honoured by conferring on him

the title of ‘Devaraj,’ in acknowledgment of

his great scholarship.] The Rev K. M. Banerjee

called this illustrious social leader “ Gadhakanta.”
—“the Prince of asses.” This was the way in

which the two contending parties used to abuse

each other in those days.



CHAPTER I

V

Raja Rammohan and his School

Par above this turmoil and atmosphere of

vilification and abuses was heard the quiet but

commanding voice of Raja Rammohan Roy.

He too was a propagandist, and his love for the

doctrines he preached was not a whit less than

that of the party-lead .*r$ who abused each other.

Look at the contrast. His prose writings which

commenced from 1815, wrhen he wrote his

“ Vedantasftr,” comprising a considerable litera-

ture on a variety of subjects, are all characterised

by a sobriety and calmness which marked a new'

school of sound culture and wholesome spirit

Of literary and religious discussion in which a

perfect equanimity of temper was preserved at

least on one side. But he had to meet vulgar

attacks also. He, however, listened to the great

abuse flung against him from all sides by half-

lettered members of the orthodox community,

and was supiemely indifferent. Just as a

father persists in his beneficent course to bring

the erring child round inspite of his frettings,

so did the Raja deal with his abusers. He did

not abuse in return Of the abuse he received,
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but noted every point of it and tried to bring

conviction to the mind of the abuser by gentle

persuations in which reason played the essential

part: If any one of the opposite party said.,

“Was not there any other man as wise as

the Raja to know all this P Is he the wisest

man?” The Raja would reply “Even long

before me, Sanatkumar, Veda Yyas and

Janaka had preached this, no—T am not the

first ?” Even the most frivolous thing spoken

which any other man would meet with an

indignant retort or at best pass ov rwith a

sneer, elicited a quiet reply from him in which

his anxiety to convince was the most prominent

feature He was a man of stupendous learning

—one who was perhaps unrivalled in the world

of his times as a linguist, but the most wonderful

thing about him was that though his reasoning

ran through all his discourses, he seemed to

attach even a greater importance to authority

;

so that when the leader of a party held disputa-

tions with him, he oyerpowered him by quota-

tions from and interpretations of the original

texts of his opponent’s scriptures The Moulavi

was surprised to find him a superior inter-

preter of the original texts of the Koran

and the Christian missionary found it hard

to defend himself when the Raja pointed out

his errors by citing the original Hebrew or

Greek texts. To the masses of Bengal he came
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as an ideal teacher whose temper was never

lost—as a saintly philanthropist who cared

only for the good of the ignorant men and

women of this country and tried to convince

them by quiet persuasion and love The prose

style of this remarkable man, though slightly

affected by the influence of English, was

curiously very similar to that of
* Jnanadi sa-

dliana
5

of the Bahajia writer If the reader will

see pp. 1631 and pp. 1 753 of my Typical Selections

Vol. II, he will be able to judge for himself the

truth of my remarks I quote an extract from

-the Raja’s Brahmavidya to show the sort of style

that the Raja adopted for explaining the scrip-

tures. It is not at all pedantic, and the classical

element, though the Raja was a superior Sanskrit

scholar, is altogether absent He never puts a

word which he may avoid, and his epigrammatic

sentences always prove his points to satisfaction.

This style of expounding religious and social

views—without enthusiasm, without abuse and

without any affectation or mannerism—character-

ises the school founded by him. And the * Tattwa-

bodhini patrika ’the organ of the Adisamaj, tried

to conform to the style of the master’s writings,

While dealing with social and religious problems,

i do not say that Raj& Rammohan Roy is the

father of the modern Bengali prose, as some

people have said, nor do I take him to have

written in a style which by its literary excellence
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and intrinsic merit ranks him as the foremost of

the writers of Bengal in the modern times. Bat I

must admit that he was greater than a literary

man , he was an ideal teacher and saint. He
used language as a vehicle ol thought and did

not care to decorate it ; for the decorating of

style often diverts the mind from the subject to

literary beauty. He was charged with a mission

which he was to communicate to the world with

the utmost haste and he delivered the same in a

style most suited for his purpose. His writings

are pure and blameless, and in this respect he

stands superior to Care\ . The literary at-

mos pliere around him, charged with abuses, and

imitations of the classic or poetic mannerisms did

not at all influence him. Hjs position is a

unique one in the annals of our literature for he

conveys his message to our countrymen— much

as the prophet does his Gospel. He follow s close

reasons with a brevity, eoobheadedness and

perspecuity and a quiet persuasive appeal which

are almost irresistible by reason of their

simplicity and candour. He w rote a style the

echo of which we find in “ Debendranath’s

Atmachant ” in a later age. The words chosen

by him are generally those w hich are daily

spoken even by our illiterate people. And wrhen

explaining the most abstruse and philosophical

portion of the scripture, he seldom takes recourse

to pompous classical expressions.
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Rammohan Ray’s Pkose Style.

"ctoi croi ^ *flc$ tor

CT CTOR faw *Tf*f |

ycm 4 *lt^ ?9 I SteTffatT ftfSTfal 3^3J cq

wi'W a*ft *5f% %©1 OT®i ^srtfir *rt$

*fti $*rc st*t3l 3*f3*r< qftc^R fa art

<ti^ fawc* fV art *f$sf

C3*r *rt3 *rW* affttf ^n *rfa WK c*rfa *r^*r *fc?3 fapfr

*ttfr TOR fasfl 43? ^t3 ^ *JK3* 33TR fa^fl I ^3t 'S

C3f cwrtc^ 43? ffa^R *f3**i3 •srfaWre ^farcrt *ttro

fTOl *Tf3 afftitffas *j£5 <$ *TTO ^33 3*£3^ 1% art
I 3fa

4^3f*f 3#f! 3*%1 3tt3^^ C3?tre3 4 TO<3 f3333 WtFS

3*fa3tre C*Fft33 %CSN fa3C*t 3*f3re <TfcR I

[“ There are some who try to damp our spirit

in our attempts to disseminate a knowledge of

scriptures amongst the masses, by declaring that

it is a sin to translate the Vedic lore into Bengali

and make it accessible to lower castes. They

assert that the Sudras become great sinners by

hearing the sacred lore We have some ques-

tions to ask to these men. Do they not explain

the Upanishads, the Gita, the theology of

Jaimini and other scriptures in Bengali to their

students ? Do not the students listen to these

explanations given m Bengali with all attention ?

The Mahabharata is known as the fifth Veda,—it

is surely the very essence of the Vedic lore.

Do not these pundits recite the slokas of the

U
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Mahabharata before the Sudras ? And do they

not also explain these slokas to the Sudras in

Bengali ? Do not the Sudras talk amongst them-

selves about the meanings of the Yedic slokas

as explained to them and about the history of

their origin ? Do not the learned pundits read

aloud scriptures and recite sacred mantras before

the Sudras during the srad ceremonies ?

“ If these pundits can do all these things, with

what consistency can they find fault with me
for explaining the Upanishads in Bengali ?”]

It is seen from the above extract that the

Raja was anxious to prove the inconsistency of

action on the part of the Pundits by direct home-

thrusts. Any other man would have urged that

there should be no difference between man and

manand that the Brahmins and the Sudras were all

children of God and as such all invidious distinc-

tions observed by society were mere superstitions.

But the Raja did not urge upon points which

were hackneyed and commonplace. He shewed on

the other hand that the Brahmins as a matter of

fact did not themselves observe the rules which

they wanted others to follow, and therefore had no

justification for abusing others who trod the path

already trodden by them. The language of the

above extract is clear, simple and forcible though

archaic, its chief feature being that it is not at all

influenced by Sanskrit, though Sanskrit and Vedio

scriptures are the subject of the Raja’s treatment.
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The resuscitation of the model which charac-

terised the prose of pre-English days,—and the

characteristics of which we find in the works of

Radhavallav Sarnia, who had at a previous period

translated works of Hindu Jurisprudence, and in

the writings of e Sahajia Vaisnavas,’—was brought

about by the Raja with a vigour of expression

which marked his prose with a stamp of his

superior genius. This style, as I have said, was

imitated by the Tattabodhini patnka

But the Adi-samaj was not the only place

where the Raja’s style found favour. In 1836

Laksmmarfiyan Nyayalankar, one of the foremost

Sanskrit scholars of the day, and a son of Gadha-

dhar Tarkabagis Bhattacharya, compiled a work

of Jurisprudence called the ‘ Byabastha Ratna-

mala’ (Lit., a garland of the
Luksininarayan’s . .

“Byabastha Ratua- jewels of Jurisprudence). The
ma Ja ^

compiler of this book states

that he consulted all the works of Jurisprudence

which were found in the library of the East

India Company and that he brought also a

large number of classical works on the subject

from the Mukti-mondap of Puri and consulted

various other sources for compiling his work.

He besides says that he showed his MS. to all

the Pundits of the Sanskrit College and also

to “ The Hon’ble Dr, Wilson, versed in all the

scriptures and peerless as a scholar.” Laksmi-

narayan was the Librarian of the Sanskrit
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College and had, previous to this work, written a

compendium from Yajnavalkya. This was pub-

lished in 1824. He had about this time also

translated the Hitopodesh into Bengali. The style

of ‘ Byabastha Ratnamala * is a close imitation

of that of the old Bengali prose to which we

have already made a reference In purity and

perspecuity it will not suffer by a comparison with

the Baja's writings. This author states that the

book was so highly appreciated by the professors

of the Sanskrit college that they gave him a

certificate testifying to his superior literary

powers, signed by all of them. 1 give below an

extract from the preface to ‘ Byabastha Ratnamala’

which will shew the unassuming and simple

grace of Laksmmarayan’s prose •

—

“ g

<2ttqf"F5 ^ G G faf G G

qt®TOJ g §*R1 g g vq g g

G VQ nrH’T 'G 3Jt*f G G G

G _

«fti G *1% G fe H *11$ Wl

*rcf^5l i*

* The use of “
'Q

"
aftez tho name of each of the saints mentioned m

lines 3—6 may appear somewhat queer But m those days when

punctuation-signs were not yet introduced m Bengali, this “
'Q
” was

found indispensible If tho names of gamts were not separated by this

**
they would look as one long sentence strung together by sandht.
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“ st^tre reft w\ *ire^ fafwsi «hoe

<sW ct cs <nfrr Wfa cs 3t*H <2ffe*ft*R ^ftqtapf

ftw * « cq ^ferffa c3^
Q1$ ^ ^W I

“ «t*H c*ft wr ^stfstfr ^tfe»R st*t*i

^ 7f<pj <15* £|arf«t fall «RT *W ^ TOFFT ^wtft

*fai ^ tw* ife ^fatfe*rc i oft *r*»i *tt$

^\3tff% *W* Wfo^ft Ufa TOJ fetFl’fafafaj-

fss *t«w *rcfafa ^tNti fafaRl c^ to *ft3r c*^

spjrsq »pfer fajrfar srftranpt fa ^recs i

“^fafa
-

*fa ^Wt tfaTfa^l JRfal ^ *[C?f<1faTfa ^1-

ffe»rc f%fa *mw «»1TO <4* *sf$-*R5te *fatt5* 3fafa

c£»^POT»r JffaW 3?t^ 4 C?t*r ^fa *ft 9*l1 ?fa 5TI I

“3T^fe c£it rfa^N %fal -srefa c^tm ^^Hfa
<s\n OTfa *ffa =3rfa CStfetCT^r *fa 'Q farfa

tifaffi ^sfafafa^ *ffw f%fa ^p ^ <5rfa *oo 5^ -f3

capfaf 'srfa *r%«lt^FT *ftfw *& capH >«* *rtre

*W*!l CH I

“ ^fa tot *rt& 's c*tte « wh r?«f

OSlfWtTO ^551 fa 4TO*J WfPfa IflTO

<Sf fffa^fa! St^fa <W & fafafa *lfa CT C^

3faTfa^ ^T OfFt'S 5C*T I

“ $fafa *fa *lfa ^fa9^ <5fc«l

WW ffrl qwi* f??i «tflw

^s f^fl %tt ^ti

c^t?? ^ ?rl ^r<t^ ^w
^1 fare *ittw i
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“ $ attfff afPre « '«[tstBfii'5 ^5

wn 'jw 5J?at? .stwm <*w*i *(«w &« ^t^i-

IWHtsil JltOT 4? St? <S|W5 *%tf* <8t?t? <4 '5OT <2ft«

Jicsfi wj ct c? Ttw fewiim '®T«r $ifwt?pr? to?

toWT <?& ^Tffl? <2fcTO <?& C^ *tfm ^tWlOM '®Ttt? I*#*#**#***
“ 4$ m ^tWS Wl *1^*! »®WW

<w «rfif¥ <w*i fafes c*f*ttPre <rfrlt*rfa to

*rcfroi ft*i $W **tfa orfaitfrnfa <w c*

srft vw fcwi OTc-r njpc^i

<4 »fTO| cgfsrfC^^ *T%5 <Sfrj *w ^Pra
5-

’ft^tft <w

qfa? <^ret *itc* c*i$

Wicro *np[fft *fir»rfo «3f ifero cn to sfj •rfen

WtWlj W*ft orf^ww **& fro *tcf Tfrwrtfo

farift to c^t* mifaw srtft <®W

*rti»ft»rhi *!foro*fow <w *wtito »ictft*rcl-

c^t-nr *iftfTO owtSfol f§T$

^prtror triroim **»> yd faPratft i”

This preface has been written twice, and

there is a slight difference between the two

versions.

[“For the guidance of the daily lifeand perform-

ance of penances of the four castes headed by

the Brahmins and of the sub-castes, the IjUshis of

old—Manu, Vishnu, Harit, Yajnabalkya, Usana,

Angira, Jama, Apasthamba, Sambartha, Kat&yan,

Brihaspati, Parasara, Vyfts, Sankha, Llkhita,

Daksa, Gautam, Satstap, Basistha, Marichi
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Devala and Narada bave left us works on

Jurisprudence.

“There are differences on certain points

amongst the views of these sages. The adherents

of each sect have followed the laws laid

down by the Risi who had founded the sect,

and transmitted his particular instructions

through their disciples to posterity. So each

particular school has been maintained up to

this time. Then the great scholars who

were born in a particular line professing the

doctrines of a Risi compiled works in which

their own laws were collected together with the

views of the sages of different schools. But the

scholars always tried to interpret these views

in such a way as to support their own doctrines.

These compilations were made the basis

of the laws of a country by the help of the

Raja who ruled there. Amongst these the

“ Mitaksara ” which embodies and interprets

the Jurisprudence called the “Yajnavalkya Sam-

hita ” got currency over the whole of India

land was considered to be the standard work.

The ‘ Mitaksara ’ was compiled by Vijnan-

acharya.

“ Next a great scholar was born in this country

named Jimut Bahan. He compiled a work on

Jurisprudence called the “Dharma samhita.
,,

Of this work a part only, the Daibtiag, is to be

found here, the rest is not available.
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“ At the present day the Daibhag governs the

country to the east of Behar and Orissa, west of

Assam and Mekhli (Tippara) south of the Bhutan

and a little north of the sea The tract of land

bounded in the aforesaid way comprises about

four hundred miles to the east and west, and

three hundred miles to north and south

Roughly speaking this is the boundary of

Bengal.

“ There are many divisions in this country

such as the Radhadesh, Gaura, Paundra, and

Barendra. But all of these are comprised in

Bengal where the Daibhag is held to be the

standard work Of course it should be said that

the laws of this authority, where they conform

to those laid down in the Mitaksara, are

respected m other countries also.

“ In later times many scholars came forward

to compile catechisms of law by borrowing

largely from the aforesaid two standard works.

But these treatises being written in Sanskrit

are inaccessible to laymen, and the rulers of the

country also do not derive any benefit from them. *

For no one who is not a Sanskrit scholar is able

to interpret the law as laid down in these smaller

treatises of Jurisprudence.

“ So I have compiled all the noteworthy laws

and rules contained in the two works giving

their purport by way of queries and answers and

called it ‘Byabastha ratnamala.’ The special
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feature of this work is that on those points where

I find a difference between the Daibhasr and

Mitakshara, I have referred mv readers to the

original slokas from both the authorities

“ When this book was in the process of prepa-

ration I consulted all the works on Jurispru-

dence preserved in the library of the East India

Company in order to find further authority for

the confirmation of the conclusions at which I

have arrived, and also for getting a further light

on the subjects treated by me. With this object

in view, I got a loan of all works of Jurispru-

dence to be found in the Mukti Mandap of Puri.

From these works T have collected such evi-

dences as I could not get before and which have

thrown a flood of light on the texts translated

by me. The verse, m question, said to be written

by Parasar I tried to find out in these works

but did not get. Then in the commentary on

Parasara by Madhabacharya I found it clearly

mentioned that Parasara had only three verses

relating to the duties of a king and not one

more on any other point. I showed the sloka to

the Pundits of the Sanskrit College and to the

Hon’ble Dr. Wilson of incomparable fame and

versed in all scriptures. This I have mentioned

on page 27 of the Daibhag printed at the

Education Press ”].

It appears from the above that this great

scholar Laksminarayan was appointed by the East

15
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India Company to compile an authenticated

work on Jurisprudence based primarily on

the Daibhag and the Mitaksara. A manuscript

of this book dated Saka 1773 (1851 A. D.) is

in the library of the Calcutta University. It

was collected last year at my directions by

Abinashchandra Datta of Patrashaer, Dt.

Birbhum.



CHAPTER V

Vocabulary and Grammar

Before we enter upon the closing part of the

epoch of our prose up to 1857 ,
1 shall here deal

with the meanings of some words and phrases

that have undergone a change since the begin-

ning of the nineteenth century. It will be

apparent that a process of correction has since

been going on in our written Vernacular

according to Sanskrit grammar and orthography.

In the Prachinpatra (Typical Selections, Vol.

II, p. 1673 ), (corres-

pondence). In Carey’s colloquies (T. S ,
Vol. II,

p. 1679), we find use of in the place

of also the word used in the

sense of and signifying

i . e speedily. In Pratapaditya Charit we find

for^#5 (besides) ;
the word few

in the sense of ‘ virtue =

their special virtues) (all)

;

f
fafas in

= (in the company of)

3*31, as in

(reward);

(wholehearted devotion) ; 3FfOT5=

^ STfa (justly) ;
3p8F=TO*IW (aided

by, dr in co-operation with)
; ; 4
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CTftTOstefo *rfw 4 ft??

(What an insignificant thing is he, when

compared with the Emperor ?) ; fsr?fa=f

(lonely)
;

<fWH ^*T=<7r ^r,

^5=^gfs or (This word is used as

a conjunction joining a sentence when completed

with another, and signifies the effect deduced

from a cause. It is often used in the sen«e of

* We have once noticed the various uses of

the word in a previous lecture;

*rf®r

5PT, ft’fBF ?f*TC*R = C’lWCT

#K?rc (told privately)
, ,

3T^*Tft=

(suddenly)
,

?f*R1=
the rest

;
^T(1w==^1 .

fist?

<1tf% 3RR=^t$*1 C*CT, wwt-*rcira
(rumour) ^Hr=^fafoFF ^T, here the word
*
*HPfj ” is used as an adjective and not as an

adverb; 3jpp ,
*tf%

,
the meaning of this phrase has since

changed. It now means the performance of

funeral rites when one is dead ;

(the place where one lands and puts up on

coming to a different country)
; I

In Krisnachandra Chari t w'e find

=c^ faw ;
em ^%i==W3i Trt*R ; *m

| In the Prabodhchandrika by

Mirtunjaya Tarkalankar we have
;
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as in C*fl (his own cow), the word C’fi

is used forW in Bengali
; 9

apjfSRs:

£ff%ffa ;
J=W$ ;

(Prime

Minister
) (from p. 217) ;

fsi^s=t5wiF5 (conclusion) = fos? ffvSl.

Baja Bammohan Bay, as we have already

noticed, used MsptfSl for faflie, i The vowel
“

'S
” is joined with the last letter of the word.

He uses (consideration) in the sense

of (discussion). The word ^ and

W are used in the sense m v hich we now

use and as
4

f?d? ^ 9 4

would in modern Bengali he

W* or affl* In the

Itihasmala by Carey, we find
4 1%? f?^?? jfe?

*

(Itihasmala by Carey, p. 239, Ed, 1812) in

modern prose only one * f?*$?
’ would be allow-

able
; sprUrej (as in p. 239, Itihasmala, Ed.

1812) ‘4^ C5fa C*l$ feW? ' is used

in the sense of report

;

*fWf. Occasionally queer forms of adjective

is used in imitation of Sanskrit as in (Itihasmala

p. 238, Ed. 1812). ‘ C3 iJlOTt* ’
I

The word is used in the sense of

(praise-worthy) as in Itihasmala by Carey,

p. 242— “C? (Wre? ^ T The

European missionary who wrote ‘Sadgoon 0
Birjaya Itihas ’ (Anecdotes of virtue and valour)

published in 1829 from the Serampore Press

puts in the place of
4 upright ’ as in f^f?
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spftf 4$ VS (p. 5)
‘ <2pHT

sitfaFR (p. J)=?<^ ^f?C3 srffstP’H I £tt*K?ni CTfS

(p. i3)=*ttt?t? csrte i

Instances of such peculiar use of words and

phrases that are now obsolete will be found

profusely throughout the vast literature,

produced mainly under the influence of European

writers. I have only indicated a very few of

them. My object is to direct the attention of

students to this important source from which they

can find considerable materials to build up a

right Vocabulary and Grammar of the Bengali

language and I can by no means undertake to

give an exhaustive and complete list Such a

list alone would form a bigger volume than this

treatise.

To another thing I beg to draw your attention.

It is curious to observe that though most of these

Bengali writers were great Sanskrit scholars,

instances of spelling and grammatical errors lie

strewn over the pages of their compositions.

It is evident that they did not follow the

standard of Sanskrit grammar too closely. In

that case they could not commit so many bad

mistakes which even a school-boy now would be

ashamed of commiting in his daily exercise.

« Ram Ram Vasa/’ writes Dr. Carey, “ before his

sixteenth year became a perfect master of

Persian and Arabic. His knowledge of Sanskrit

was not less worthy of note.” So this writer
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was a great Sanskrit scholar. How can wo

The grammatical account for the fact that he
errors wrote for 3^f*f

,

for
;

for
; (faj for fa • ftraptfa for

^!Jfor (prefflx of

the first word is a gross mistake) fwf$ for fafo
;

for for
, f^f%

for f*Pf\5 ;
for ? The whole book

abounds with such instances of very common
erors, and it is really difficult to understand

how a man even with a smattering knowledge

of Sanskrit could be charged with these If

Ram Yasu’s works would have come down to us

in the form of an old MS we would have doubtless

fixed the blame of these grammatical and ortho-

graphical mistakes on the copyist, but in the

present case we find no opportunity of saving

the author from infamy and blame, for his

works were published when he was living and

the proofs were certainly corrected by him.

Besides it is well-known that he had shewn the

MS. of his book to the illustrious scholar Raja

Rammohon Ray before publication. Carey, him-

self a Sanskrit scholar, writes for and

the great Pundit Mirfcunjaya himself in the same

breath writes ‘ c*H
’ and * to Wft the

adjective does not change though the second

adjectival clause does to indicate the feminine

form. We may, of course, excuse Pelix Carey

when he uses £f$f% in the sense of as in
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' *Wc*r? £f^f% ^sf^T * Pramathanath, the writer

of BabubilAs, writes “ (T. S.,

Yol. II, p. J 739).

So we find that not only the writer of Pra-

tapaditya Charit, who perhaps makes the greatest

transgression in this respect, but all other

writers of the age more or less commit gramma-

tical and orthographical errors, though they were

all great Sanskrit scholars and used the mostpom-

pous classical expressions as a proof of the same.

It will certainly look anomalous. For in the

writings of Bharatchandra Roy and even earlier

writers such as Brindaban Das and Krisnadas

Kaviraj, such mistakes are scarcely found. So

we cannot say because a writer happens to take

up Bengali for his composition, he becomes free

from all fetters and is privileged to write

any way he likes. We have the precedent of

standard poetical works written in a much earlier

period when the writers were careful and followed

the canons of Sanskrit grammar as precisely as

they could. The solution of this problem which

we beg to offer is that, Bengali poetry, after

Sanskrit Renaissance, was a field in which culture

had begun as early as the middle of the fourteenth

century. As most of the scholars wrote poetry,

they all had to conform to the same standard

rules, and deviation from them was not excused.

Besides the Vaisnava writers had in their control

almost the whole field of Bengali poetry at one
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time, and one common standard was followed by

I

all the writers under their influence. When,
however, the developement of our prose-

literature began early in the nineteenth

century, it was almost an original soil un-

trodden by scholars, and the writers had no

standard work before them for their guidance

in composition Under the new European

influence they had given up the study of old

poems. So while writing prose they followed the

directions of the European sponsors and paid

attention to the colloquial dialect, importing

words from it without caring for their gramma-

tical purity. Nor would the old poems, even if

they had cared to read them, prove competent

guides to them in their Vernacular writings,

as they were mainly restricted to religious and

domestic subjects Here before the modern

prose writers, however, was a vast field of

varied literature, historical, scientific, theological,

medical, and what not 1 The writers had to com

words for technical purposes and take help from

the dialect current around at every step
,
and

in doing so, they had little time to judge whether

the words they used conformed to the rules of

Sanskrit Grammar. They accepted them as they

found them in the current language For instance

when a writer heard the word 4 ' spoken a

hundred times by his own people, he did not wait

to remember that it was a corrupt form of

16
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Sanskrit
‘ ’ He trusted his ears and

accepted the spoken speech as his guide. Even

now we write many words which are faulty

according to Sanskrit grammar, and which on

account of familiarity, do not often strike

us as corruptions of Sanskrit. But almost

every year a large number of such words is

being corrected by the purists, and if one

takes a bird’s eye view of our progressive

prose literature that has developed within the

last quarter of a century, one will be surprised

to find how we are eliminating the Persian

element gradually from written literature and

correcting the corrupt forms of Sanskritic words

which in an earlier age were profusely in

use. The purists of the present day have

questioned the propriety of using the words

fro,

and and the position

of these words of established status in our

literature seems to be staggering

The Sankritisation of Bengali has not stopped,

but is continuing up to the present day, though

Sanskntisation of a class 0<? writers seems to be
Bengtth determined to use simple words

of Prakrit origin in preference to high-sounding

Sanskrit words. Colloquial forms are being

thus preferred in some quarters, but it is

curious to observe that when these very writers

use Sanskrit or Sanskritic words, they do not
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venture to give their spoken forms but follow

the rules of Sanskrit grammar. No advocate

of Prakitic forms would dare to use for

4 ' and 4

erf®
9

for
4

nffa
9

and 4 5

for
4 ’ as we find Pam Vasu doing, though in

many cases these words are even now used m
their loose way m the spoken dialect

So though some of our best writers are now

advocates of simplicity, they are not being able

to restore Bengali words to their pristine

Prakrit forms They dispense with the high-

sounding Sanskrit words, but m their plain and

simple prose the authority of Sanskrit Grammar

has an undisputed sway. This process cannot

be always condemned and it is not always to

our disadvantage. If we had encouraged the

continuity of the current words at every step

the various forms current in different localities

wTould stand m the way of the homogeneity

of our language in its literary compositions.

It must be also admitted that the Sanskritisa-

tion of Bengali establishes its superiority

over all other Indian Vernaculars. The

Pundits of different provinces of India would

be able to comprehend a Bengali composition

with far greater ease than any other Indian

language, next to their own, if they simply

mastered its alphabets. The very considerable

number of Sanskrit words that have been

imported into our literature within the last 600
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years have given it a high status amongst Indian

Vernaculars, and this struck even Dr Carey in the

beginning of the nineteenth century when he

eulogised this tongue (p. 78). Even Mirtunjay in

his pompous and grandiloquent style praises our

Vernacular in 1813, and calls it superior to all

other Indian Vernaculars because of its being

enriched by importation of Sanskrit words. He
writes in the preface to his Prabodh Chandrika,

“traits cw% c’fte 'sffl ^531

*1^531—3^5 *5t3l l”

[The language of Gaur (Bengal) is better

than all other languages because m it predomi-

nates the element of Sanskrit which is the very

best and peerless amongst the languages of the

world.]

The plain and simple style of the writers of

theologyand Jurisprudence, characterised by close

reasoning and intellectuality, could not alone

satisfy the enlightened people of Benga], who,

now acquainted with the treasures of English

literature, nanted to introduce in our prose

literary beauties after the models of Johnson^
> i « V. -

Rambler and Addison’s Spectator. They now set

themselves right earnestly to the task of decorat-

ing the style. We have observed that the efforts

of the Pundits to embellish the Bengali style had

become abortive; their high-sounding jargon

disfigured the Bengali language rather than
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producing any aesthetic effect. Those who

imitated the English style and tried to imitate

the syntactical forms and idioms of English

wrote ridiculous Bengali which was hardly

intelligible.

This was the state of things about 1840

—

1850. The simple style of the old school was

there
; the pompous Sanskrit imitations displaying

the follies of the pedantic writers, rather than

showing their learning, was there
,
the syntactical

forms of English rendered Bengali style compli-

cated and unintelligible. But none of these

satisfied the growing literary taste of the

Bengali youth who wanted to import classical

dignity into Bengali on the one hand and the

vigour of the English piose on the other. The

attempts, however, continued and we shall

presently see that exhortations and poetical out-

bursts after the manner of English soon became

the craze of the Bengali literary aspirants.

Iswar Gupta’s prose style shows some of the

characteristics of this epoch of our literature.

^ l?f*H CWl-Wft ft

<3 sfat* *ri tot

*rtcira

I (Typical Selections, Vol. IIA p. ISIS.)
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How very strained and queer do his attempts

appear to us, though at the time the passage

was written it elicited admiration from his

contemporaries ! Let me take another extract *

—

^ *rtqt*mwiw vwt«f«rrfo tfitt

jf»f stfosrt *tw sfcn atffefsnrBfc fe*»rfw**

t>t*Rl l” (Typical Selections, Vol. II, p. ] 809.)

We have seen that Iswar Gupta’s prose failed

equally in its attempts to reproduce the grandeur

of Sanskrit and became almost rabid m attempt-

ing to introduce alliteration in many of his prose-

passages. We shall cite another example from

a contemporary writer who had achieved some

distinction at the time. It is Babu Mahendranath

Roy. His was the first attempt to write a brief

sketch of the Bengali literature. It was a small

treatise and does not show any research He did

not take adequate pains like the great pioneer

in the field—his contemporary Iswarchandra

Gupta,—in collecting materials for his task. The

historical sketch written by him is verbose and

scarcely throws any light on the topics dealt

with. His prose, though occasionally simpler

and less complicated than Iswar Gupta’s, often

shows the poetic fervour (now lost on us) of

the style of the Prabhakar.

4*t*m few* *3* ^ <w* arfhwi* «ri*f c*

c*tWJ i vwwfe* tostfw
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‘3 «l«*ICTtsitfo fa&ff 9

cot sifts i ttrW CTt«( =kot itm csot srt*i*spil-

*«rft^ ^iotpi , <ot? wtH faOT

?«Sl ?W «tl**, OT* Wefts 1% yi«1 «en , 3<OTft <a *rt5T

SWOT Sri c*f?: I fo$ 4^iSTt sifafspOT^ Si1*|fg ^faul

la’OT’tFI OTtf VfOTttSf si'Slt? ’OTl, <Wt8 ^faWSCJ

JWW SRCTtCOT 3W I simffm <W sifaatt* ^c? Cl

VWftaft* t'SJF’rf’WtOTT 913 fsrtN <Jlfwm l”

The above is taken from the preface to

Mohendra Babu’s Selections from Bengali Poets

published in 1852



CHAPTER VI

VlDYASAGAK, AKSHAY DlJTT AND OTHER

Writers

Two men arose at this stage of Bengali prose

who rendered conspicuous service to its cause by

their superior and talented writings The first

of these, was Pundit Iswarchandra Vidyasagar

who had already risen to fame as a writer and a

Sanskrit scholar of the Port William College

His ‘ History of Bengal * and ‘ Batris Sinhasan
9

was in course of preparation These books at

once showed how Sanskrit culture could be

utilised in giving a higher merit and elegance to

Bengali style Vidyasagar ’s style effectually

contradicted the comment made in certain

quarters that there was no field in Bengali

prose for importation of Sanskrit words. These

critics were just in their remarks so far as

they could judge from the conceited style

of the Sanskritists of the old school whose

ridiculous failures would naturally lead to

such a conclusion. Vidyasagar gave to the

Bengali prose a new status and a classic

dignity. The wealtli of the literary beauty

of the classical style is prominent in his

prose but the atmosphere was not clouded by

vain pedantry. In the case of former writers

big-sounding Sanskrit words impeded the course
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of natural expressions, like huge and unwieldy

blocks obstructing a stream. But Vidyilsagar’s

style with well-chosen Sanskritic words—with

similes and metaphors culled from the classic

field—presents a unique model of refined literary

taste and purity of expression The flow of the

style which produces every now and then un-

common pathos, is not impeded, hut becomes

heightened by the classical element that pervades

the passages , and we read some of his best

works today, as we read them forty years ago,

with our eyes full of tears and hearts beating

with emotion. This unique success was won by

Vidyasagar, and no other writer in Bengal can

approach him in this respect Ban kirn Babu’s

novels once created a tempest of admiration

amongst Bengali readers, but as other writers

began to imitate him, his style became gradually

somewhat commonplace and stale Surely we do

not enjoy it as we did in our early days. I

remember that when for the first time I read his

Durges-nandini (then only seven years old) I

was at once carried into a region of romance,

the great charm of the Dbabaleswar temple

heightened by the presence of the youthful

horseman, the hero of the talc,—captivating

my fancy with indescribable sweetness. But

the poetic situation since the publication of

Durges-nandini has undergone a change.

So many horsemen have since travelled by tfce

17

*
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way-side, riding noble steeds in quest of their

lady-love, and so many temples and secluded

resorts have since served as their meeting places,

that the great charm of the original no longer

strikes a reader. Imitations from all sides and

assimilation of the chosen words and phrases

by a host of imitators that followed, have

made Bankim Babu’s style bereft of much
of the charm which had made a great impression

at the time of its first appearance
;
and Vidya-

sagar, though the nearest approach to his style

was made by the writer of

Specimens of Vidya- the Kadamvari, remains un-
sftgar s style 3

approachable and inimitable.

I give below a few specimens of Vidyasagar’s

style from Sakuntala.

(i) ’ifsRii fafa* in* *f3rai Tt^i crfaro

feriS «mwfi

i*rr«ptPi i tw i*p|*

rtcfs ntfltPR, ‘ ^t*l 'srtS’rctf’tft }

fctti cwt, ^ i sfarR, Rtfa

fotsml c^rtrew wrsft faFi> i’ <i& *f*ral

f'SWR ^5t 'SWfolPF

*ItftPRI

“ -t^sqi, « fimwi =ttfr $ wfhf

$»1 RftTCtPI «f’lW5S JFfvps »ltftPH I *ff5*Pr

*fN ’FfoiR, ‘ nfa *^spi i c=rt<f *fir, f*M

C5R1 WPW« RtaR*ltir*tfT^ ®mtPRl c<r<r, SR-

^ff|4 l^-CWtVHl <s«rtf-f CSWCV Wt»KtPl «f*K’15tH f%5*
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i' «Tf«ni *feqq
ff
qfa i

ftol <*rm #nr& sf*rcro srrfottfe

<*tfq ^ ; «rfatTO ^flor* c^rfipT w ^r|T^ i”

(2)
“4$ qfq?d qcrfoH *fq*t ^%qs?, 4

c^

<5**M | fifq C^Wfe^f $f*TCTO qj *%l ^npft5 Sfq

•ffa ql, ftf^ ipwfettl s^rt® cto*P®: ^*Pt5 cspftorc

*fsre^ ^fareq ql, to $T3t* ^rt^rfar*

3M <rrfa® *rt, cq$ qf^qi *rf%^ c$mi q*tq

^^srf% ^r i"

[ (1)
“ The Raja advancing a few steps saw

three young maidens of the hermitage coming

with small water-pots to water the plants. He
was struck with the beauty and grace of the

maidens and thought within himself “They

undoubtedly belong te the hermitage, but such

rare beauties I have none in my palace. I

feel now that the woodland creepers far excel

those of the royal garden.” Thinking in this

strain he took his stand behind a tree and watched

them.

“ Sakuntala by this time arrived with her two

attending maids Anasuya and Pnaymbada, and

began to water the plants. Anasuya humorously

told Sakuntala : “Dear friend, it appears that

father Kanva loves there plants of the hermitage

even better than you. You are delicate as a

jasmine just bloomed, yet he has appointed

you to water the plants.” Sakuntala sweetly
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replied with a smile, “It is not merely because my
father has wished it that I do this task, I too have

a brotherly affection for these flower-plants.”]

[ (2) “ He addressed the trees of the hermit-

age and said “Oh ye trees—she who never drank

a drop to quench her thirst before watei ing

you,—who, though fond of wearing wreaths,

never had the heart even to pluck new shoots, and

whose joy knew no bounds when the plants first

flowered—bhe—your dear Sakuntala—is going to

her husband’s house ! Ho you nod your silent

approval.”j

The book Sakuntala from which the above

quotations are made was written in 1856

More than 64 years have elapsed since, but the

Bengali style has lost nothing of its naive charm.

Its elegant flowr and easy grace, no less than its

rigid classic purity are appreciated to-day, as

they were when the book first appeared before

the public.

This style came upon the pundits as a

surprise, They wondered that one of them could

write such a simple style, though acquainted

with Sanskrit as wrell as they, while writing

on classical subjects. One scholar is said

to have exclaimed when perusing a book written

in a simple style “What is this ? The style

is an imitation of Vidyasagar ! It may be under-

stood by all I”—implying that if a style were

easily understood, it would not be worthy of a
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Pundit ! For a Pundit, to keep up his dignity

as an author, must write a style which would be

beyond the comprehension of ordinary readers.

The other man of whom I have already

spoken, is Babu Akshayakumar Dutta. He
does not always write a simple style. There are

works in which he tries to be elegant and classical

like a Pundit. In this lespect he does not attain

the perfection of Vidyasagar, for his writings do

not possess the same amount of elegance and

emotional fervour, and his style is, after all,

heavier than Vidyasagar’s The latter’s writings,

though the classical model is not lost sight of,

have the light speed of a stream with the

musical sound of its ripples Akshaya Dutta

is always dignified and never void of a

sense of proportion as the school of Pundits

are, but in his writings we miss the life that

still beats m Vuhasagar’s prose Here is a

specimen —

t

^ ^rt^rc 's

fafim faw cst&t wfaqtsri ^ sftssR

fawRl *ftc*&* fatt*

^1 $ fwt $$ f%R #3*1

<swr 1 ^ ^
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cn wfiar <at$ *$c*r Tffs «tfl% *firat

ftvif JM qWm I «WT fwiwiw 'srottq’r

rrfqrs '*rwq cqfq «wr Jrajnt 'wr ?^st 'atfro, mq?

c5rw apCT arc? « ftfffqs ^5) 'situ fiiW'i
. _ V-,
«»r i

cqfq 'srffq JRJfl ifW fa?<5 CTrtW rfift TOW-TOT

atqnjqfa nq qsftre qtfmtq i «tFW *ft»i fe^fro1 cwte
q'fqnl cqfq,^ ^6E ‘'oqfqw’ at nr^ m toto

ftfq® q%ft? I ^ TOMjq TO ^tw CT TO ^tq ffeq «

TOhftfs *m 3t?t TOW 5F%) cro toI TO w i cqt

fqqq Ttw ntTO ?55i TOfto TOroq? fro.ro « qfroH ^ifro

1 eft? njrq qTfet « TOffro fare qr® nr?

q$qi t$ro: qtqro qtirecq i 'srrft wri toto >sf^ cqh^qr

5f«fiT qsfare qrfqre TOtTO TO#5 qqt»ltTO*rt#f eptr?

,®it?ni §qfro q$TO i toi ?^re fro for fro to roq® qtsi

tocto «ftw TOjqfro cqfrotq i t?#35 Tftfro njra

cnt* nroi farvtc«r qtsi fro qqtwtff Bftire

*itfimi £ >pf»i to to?» *rtrs frotis rot ifairo^

ql cTOTO wh qrfqpsts, qrtqtq TOrotfq toto^ qrfatq

*m cq>Vjro dqfro ^»n TOro -a«fCT^ cq qrq $*t-

*TKeJT->»"pm toisto fqftl *m ^to fw « gjrft-n«i toh

rffirrafen, c5^ toi #rqtwq rofaqrtqtft ^ «Hft« roi

qrfqre atjig ^srfjf 1 d|?tm to "*rtPrfir’

orfnrft <nr ^tctwr t^wtwri

«rtfrojT>? «t<rt*i <a,
f? »icn ’ifw 1 ca^ $b\ n*r

^fara%n, <ir* ca^t^* cati^f ^ ^1

wt^-'ssff « ^aSl 'aTOfTO ^51 ^rt*rt?r

^t’tl »m»i ^fSBr sic?!? 1 frftfc »i»rt«rtsrr«f
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4^ar JiJrt'st®
i 'otft

OT nwt ?^5l sfare sfare <4^ 'spj^ ipfa
l

VS’Wf*) cmvt 5fo5TO ^ *PF*[

<sr«nr qtfl »rc* fail fafas fctvs strict fa

i sfafaw^ fa wfaw fafas

'site? ? sfafaorc «fa ftfai ^fasi ?t»

wtfa ^ ^fal « to®* >w *rf%^rhr

*fal 'STtfattf <4*< *fafaPf* ’KU fat fafaR fcst#

«wftwr effa *fal ’ifa't7! « fro*t **fafa Htt*5 9 ”

[“ It is true that those ideas and thoughts

that work in our minds in a fully conscious state

sometimes appear to us in our dreams when asleep,

in more or less altered form. Yesterday after a
V

whole-day’s labour I was quite fatigued, and

when night came on I yielded to various

reflections about the different features of human

characters and their temperaments ‘ Every one

works here,’ I thought, ‘being led by some

passion or lust, and it is the passion of the

flesh that generally guides all human action.

It is, however, also true that if a person be

a right-minded one, these propensities transform

themselves into impetus for noble action.’

While thinking in this strain a laziness came

over me and my body became inert—while my

eyes drooped low yielding to the summons of

sleep.

“It appeared to me that I was suddenly usher-

ed into a dense and unlimited forest-tract where
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I began to wander about with unmeaning

footsteps. On entering the forest as I looked

up I saw the word “ The world—a forest
” engraved

on a wooden placard fixed over the gate-way

In that forest 1 found an endless complication

of crowded path-ways Jn that dangerous

place hundreds of human beings lost their

head and were led astray. Almost all of them

moved about in different directions with looks

of embarrassment I met with many curious

objects and reached a spacious place where I

found a large crowd gathered. I found three

main roads starting from that central place

and running towards their ends in three different

directions. The crowd divided themselves into

three divisions, each of which marched by one

or the other of the three main roads I felt a

great curiosity to know as to where these people

would be going and where the roads would end.

I first went in company of those young men and

women who, decked with fine costumes and proud

of their handsome features, were walking in a

jovial spirit by one of these roads. Each of

these persons had the word * Pleasure ’ inscribed

on their dress, and when I enquired as to

Who they were, I was informed that they

were travellers in the path of pleasure. They

were walking in groups, and from their

features and varieties of dress I was convinced

that they did not belong to one nationality.
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They seemed to have assembled there in order

to take part in some particular festivity. I

became their companion, and after having

journeyed some distance met with a very

curious spectacle. I found m the company of

these young and gay persons souk; very old men
who with their slackened slan and toothless

gum created a feeling of humour and pity,

becoming objects of ridicule to alt Could it be

possible that these old men had any chance of

mixing with the young gay people in the

natural course of things ? All marked and point-

ed them out and passed sneering remarks I

learnt on enquiry that they had eschewed the

company of old men—who would be naturally

their meet companions—in order to mix with

these young men. But those old men whose

company they had left, and the young men

whose company they now joined both treated

them with well-merited contempt/’]

This is Akshay Dutta’s classical style T do

not say that the passage is smooth and faultless

in every portion of it, but it is evident that the

Sanskrit model has been followed here with a

happy effect

The second sort of style in which Akshay

Dutta made himself equally successful is that in

which he has imported the vigour and enthusiasm

of English without vitiating his Bengali prose.

He has not followed too closely the idioms and

18
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syntax of English so as to produce an exotic or

grotesque effect Here is an example from

Akshaykumar Dutta’s Bengali prose m which

we find all the vigour that inspires an animated

English speech imported with a commendable

amount of success.

On the Death of Baja Bam Moiian Boy

at Bristol.

1 'srfal-

c*rl fa ftsrt fasten i

frto i <71* fa* <©tTO-

^tC«rBT 35W3 » <4 *3JWW I

fa* c$t*rl f**W « f*:**T* »pT f*W

«(^!9 *ifa$ i ffaltfw i cv wv <&m*

i

Wt «to ®*T <3^5 fto

$ ftoasp *Vt* *ffa aft, c**

faf* *ffasfa CSffiW* *^3 Wf to
3?*t fat*

-

* ^ ffifa Tfam

faifal ftonH *«*, c*$ fa* csm

C*fa ffa* *T(<5 3^5 fc*fat** *Jn25 *fa$

^*ts r ( **w ) i

[
“Bristol ! Bristol ! what a dire calamity

hast thou hurled upon our head ! Thou hast
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made us completely helpless and benumbed
all our energies 1 Thou hast, so to speak,

laid axe to the very root of a tree

that has hitherto borne rare ambrosial fruits

for us !

“ Oh what a terrible day it was ! The national

mourning observed on that day is still going on

and will go on for ever f Verily a thunder-bolt

was thrown on the head of our national bliss on

that day ! Oh you—the rising generation of our

countrymen, you lost your leader on that day

and have become helpless like the Sikh army

without Ranjit Singh ! And ye that plough jour

lands—the unfortunate peasants of India, you

are scaicely aware of the extent of the loss that

you have sustained At a time when producing

profuse quantities of rice for consumption here

and abroad, you could scarcely secuic enough

food even of the worst quality to keep your body

and soul together, and spent your days in the

utmost unhappiness shedding tears over your

wretchedness, at that hour of great peril he

spared no pains to alleviate your miseries by

representing your case to the authorities—staying

all the while in the capital of the Empire- —and

writing with his own hands to each one of the

high officials applications which bore evidence

of his greatest sympathy and good will ;
on that

day you lost that one refuge whose kindness for

you was unbounded !”]
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But this is not all. Akshay Dufcta shows a

remarkable hand in another sort of style also It

is that in which he has successfully imitated

the style of simple English scientific treatises

It does not shew the classical element in the

least degree, nor does it attempt at infusing a

new life into our tongue by inspired speeches.

But simple and unassuming it is the style of

oommon European text-books and primers, the

avowed object of which is to disseminate a

knowledge of science and natural geography

amongst the masses. The second part of

Charupath is written in this easy and graceful

style.

Thus we see that this great writer employed

his fine literary powers in three different ways

He achieved a moderate amount of success in

giving his countrymen (
I ) a specimen of fault-

less classical Bengali, (2) vigorous imitation

of English exclamatory utterances and eloquent

exhortations, without vitiating the pure Bengali

element which must be the main stand-point of

every Bengali-writer and (3) last though not

least that style which adapted itself to the

understanding of the masses and taught them

the elementary lessons of science. In the field

of classical Bengali, Vidyasagar beat him as

he did every other Bengali writer. In the

sphere of animated and anglicised romantic

style Bankim excelled him and revolutionised
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our literature in a later age But m the field

of a pure scientific style his was the model

which remained almost unrivalled till only lately

Rameudra Sund.ir Trivedi and his colleague

Jagadananda improved upon it by coining

Bengali technical words from classical sources,

so needed for the development of our scienti-

fic literature Akshyakumar Dutta in the

field did the pioneer’s spade-work which must

be gratefully acknowledged by all With

Charupath, Pt. II, I presume, most of my
readers are quite familiar The book reminds

me irresistibly of lie free use of eane on

my back received daily from my quondam

Gum, Bishwamvar Saha, lame of one leg, for

my neglecting the lessons So Akshay Dutfca’s

scientific primer bears to me many painful

associations of early days having been at one

time a source of my constant tears in a far truer

sense than any work of fiction has ever been to

me in my after life I give an extract from

this book which was familiar to all Bengali

children of the past generation

i to 3R <stf

i

wt*rfrT feres sffosff i
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<4 fm tfrtrfe i ^ 1^

<ro* to «r«ffa *f^ m& ?ro wt*

TfCT 'TO I£)^fe $$ <8tffa$K5 I ^TOw 's

TOT CTO ^tCT ^tf^t ?$I r Cliai npath, Part II,

Ed 1855

[“It is impossible to tell you the exact num-

ber of planets Up to now If 7 planets have been

discovered in all Mercury is nearest to the sun

amongst these Next to Mercury in distance

from the Sun, are Venus, Earth, Mars, Jupiter,

Saturn, ITerscliel and Neptune successively.

They all move round the Sun A rough pictorial

illustration of the Solar system has been given on

the foregoing page You will have a clear idea

of the situation of the planets from it A long

time after the above sketch of the Solar system
V

had been drawn, another planet named Vulcan

was discovered in March, 185! It moves round

the Sun—its position being somew here between

the Sun and the Earth ”]

Before I conclude 1 my lectures I shouldBefore I conclude 1 my lectures I should

mention another style which

m Ben gal?
1 dianw was forming towards the middle

of the nineteenth century—

a

medley of the grandiloquent classical style and

vulgar colloquies, used first by Ramnarayan

Sarma in his “ Kulinkula-sarvaswa natak,” the

first Bengali drama published in 1854. The author

was born in 1822 A. D. in the village of Ran-

nabhi, south of Calcutta His father Ramdhan
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Siromom was known for his scholarship in

Sanskrit “ Kulmkiila sarvaswa” was written for

the prize of Rs 50 offered by Halm Kalichandra

Chaudhury, a Zenunder of Rangpur, to tlie best

treatise pointing out the evils of Kuhn pohgarny

This treatise took the shape of a drama opening

with the usual speeches of the sufracJhar and

vati m the fashion of a Sanskrit drama The

style of this portion is naturally pompous, full

of high sounding classical words such as —

fe*i ?
”

00 * yffitsmT fm 8ftf%^

sirfa fasfa fw% S* I

”

[(l) “Oh my charming one, look there, the

abode of sweet conjugal union—that reputed

general of Cupid—Spring has ]iist arrived.

During this festive occasion which pleases every

soul, where have you been loitering like one

indifferent to one’s surroundings

(2) “The learning which has not been

examined at some social gathering, like gold not

properly tested, cannot be always trusted
”

But close upon these high sounding words

follows the stream ol a very light colloquial

style, such as —
($) ^Tffsi fa V fa W! $T*I1

fa C’rcWR ftW Sfa ? fa ^ ^
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? 511 <sm TO, CTO^ CSC*? <4 *!TO #T,

<§tTO ‘0*/ cfa nfafa I C»ltC* TO " «i | f? ffTO
"

«rprfa orcro* ^*ltc*T vstt drifts \

”

You will observe the forms CTOtftr? and

$f£TO in the above extract These are very

interesting. I have already pointed out that the

intermediate ‘ ? ’ in the genitive c^WtTOS, WTO*
etc., which characterises the writings of the early

part of the nineteenth century, owed its origin to

- the softening of the double letter into “TO/*

Another hook which enjoyed a great

popularity in those days was the “ Nava nan ”

or lives of nine eminent Hindu

oth^books
n and women, Sita, Sabitn, Sakuntala,

Damayanti, Draupadi, Lilavati,

Khana, Arundhati and Ahalya Bai This book

was written by Nilmani Basak and published

in 1852. The style of tins book possesses the

easy grace but not the c) issic beauty of that

of Vidyasagar

Yasava Dutta by Madamnohan Tarkalankar
r

published in 1837 was also written in the above

style But the nearest approach to Vidyasagar’s

style was made in the works Telemachus and

Kadamvari. These books while imitating Vidya-

sagar’s mode of writing with considerable amount

of success, certainly shew a more pompous style

than that of their model.
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“ HISTORV OF THE BENGALI LANGUAGE AND
LITERATURE ” (IN ENGLISH)

BY

RAI SAHIB DINESH CHANDRA SEN, B,A,

Published by

CALCUTTA UNIVERSITY

Price—Bs 12 Demy 8vo, pp 1030,

with illustrations

Bis Excellency Lord Hardinge of Penshurst m ins Con.

vocation Address, dated the I6th March, 1912, as Charicelloi of the

Calcutta University —
“During the last four years also the University has, from time to

time, appointed Readers on special subjects to foster investigation of

important branches of learning amongst our ad\ anced students One

of these Readers, Mr Sen, has embodied his lectures on the History

of Bengali Language and Literatme fiom the earliest times to the

middle of the 19th century in a volume of considerable merit, which

he is about to supplement by another original contribution to the

history of one of the most important vernaculars in this country

May I express the hope that this example will be followed elsewhere,

and that critical schools may be established for the vernacular lan*

guages of India which have not as yet received the attention that

they deserve."

Hi* Excellency Lord Carmichael, Governor of Bengal,

in his address on the occasion of his laying the Foundation stone of the

Romeah Chandra Saraswat Bhawan, dated the 20th November,

1916 1

—

“For long Rotnesh Chandra Dntt’s History of the Literature ol

Bengal was the only work of its kmd available to the general reader
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The results of further study m this field have been made available to

us by the publication of the learned and luminous lectures of Rai

Sahib Dmeschandra Sen In the direction of the History

of the Language and the Literatuie, Rai Sahib Dmeschandra Sen has

created the necessary interest by his Typical Selections. It remains

for the members of the Panshad to follow this lead and to carry on

the work m the same spint of patient accurate research ”

Sir Arutosh Mookexjee, m his Convocation Address, dated the

13th March, 1909, as Vice-Chancellor of the Calcntta University —
“ We have had a long senes of lummons lectures from one of our

own graduates, Babu Dmeschandra Sen, on the fascinating subject of

the History of the Bengali Language and Literature These lectures

take a comprehensive view of the development of our vernacular, and

their publication will unquestionably facilitate the historical investi-

gation of the origin of the vernacular literature of this country, the

study of which is avowedly one of the foremost objects of the New

Regulations to promote ”

Sylvain Levi (Parts)
—

“ I cannot give you praises enough—your

work is a Chmtamani—a Ratnalata No hook about India would I

compare with yours Never did I find such a realistic sense of htern

ture Pandit and Peasant, Yogi and Raja mix together in a Shakos

peanan way on the stage you have built up ”

Barth (Pans)—-“I can approach your book as a learner, not

as a judge
”

C X Tawnay—“ Your work shows vest rescan h and much

general culture
'*

Vincent Smith—“ A work of profound learning and high value ”

W, Thomaa— “ Characterised by extensive erudition and inde-

pendent research
”

IS J Bapson— “I looked through it with great interest and

great admiration for the knowledge and lesearch to which it bears

witness
”

T X Shrine—“ Monumental work— I have been revelling in the

book which taught me much of which I was ignorant
”

S B Xavall—“ Most valuable book which every Anglo-Indian

should read I congratulate you most heartily on your very admirable

English and perfect lucidity of style
”

D. 0. Bhillot—“ l can well understand the enthusiasm with

which the work was received by scholars, for even to men unacquainted

with your language, it cannot fail to be a source of great interest and

profit.”
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L D Barnett—“ I congratulate yon on having accomplished

such an admirable work ”

0 Hultznh “ Mr Sen’s valuable work on Bengali literature, a

subject hitherto unfamiliar to me, which L am now leading with great

interest
”

J P Blmnh&rdt—*“ An extremely well-written and scholarly pro-

d notion, exhaustive in its wealth of materials and of immense value ”

T W Rhys Davids It is a most interesting and important

work and reflects great credit on youi industry and leseorch
”

Jules BlOCh (Paris)—*' Youi book I find an admirable one and

which is the only one of its kind m the whole of India ”

William Rothcnstdin—“ I found the book surprisingly full of

suggestive information It hold mo bonnd trom beginning to end,

in spite of my absolute ignorance of the language of which you wnte

with obviously profound scholarship
”

Emile Sonart (Pan * )—“ T have gone through yoni book with

Inelv interest and it appeals to me to do the highest ci edit to ) oiu

learning and method of working ”

Henry Van Dyke—(U S A)—“Yom instructive pages vi hit h

are full of new suggestions in regard to the richness and interest of tin

Bengali Language and Liteiature ”

C. T Winchester »S A ) ‘A work of profound leaimng

on a theme which demands the attention of all Western scholars
"

F»om a long lovnw m the Times Literary Supplement,
London, June 20, 1012—“ In his nanation, as becomes one who is

the soul of scholarly candour, he tells those, who can read him with

sympathy and imagination more about the Hindu mind and its attitude

towards life than we can gather from 50 volumes of impressions of

travel by Europeans Loti’s pictmesque account of the rites practised

in Travancore temples, and even M Chevrillon’s synthesis of much

browsing m Hindu Scriptures, seem tamt lecords by the side of this

unassuming tale of Hindu literature—Mr Sen may well be proud of the

lasting monument he has erected to the literature of his native Bengal
”

Prom a long review m the AthCUIBUm, Maich, 16, 1912—“Mi

Sen may justly congratulate himself on the fact that m the middle age

he has done more for the history of his national language and literature

than any other writer of his own or indeed any time ”

Prom a long review in the Spcot&toif, June 12, 1912—“A book of

extraordinary interest to those who would make an impartial study

of the Bengali mentality and character—a work which reflects the

utmost credit on the candour, industry and learning of its author.
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In its kind his book is a masterpiece -modest, leifrned, thorough and

sympathetic Perhaps no other man living has the learning and happy

industry for the task he has successfully accomplished.”

From a review by Mr H. Beveridge m the Royal Asiatic

Society's Journal, Jan 1912—“ It is a very full and interesting account

of the development of the Bengali Literature He has a power of

picturesque writing his descriptions are often eloquent
”

From a long review by S X. Batcliffe in “ India,” London,

March 15, 1912—“There is no more competent authority on the subject

than Mr Dineschandta Sen The great value of the book is in its

fnll and fresh treatment of the pre-Enghsh era and for this it would

be difficult to give its author too high praise
”

From a long review by H Kom in the Bijdmgen of the Royal

Institute for Taal (translated by Dr Kein himself)--" Frmt of investi-

gation earned through many years highly interesting book the

reviewer has all to admire in the pages of the T\ork, nothing to criticise,

for his whole knowledge is derived from it.”

From a review by Dr Oldenberg in the Fi anlcfnrte) Zettunq,

December 3, 1911 (translated the late Dr. Thibant) “It is an

important supplementation of the history of modern Sanskrit Litera-

tore The account of Chaitanya’s influence on the poetical literature

of Bengal contributes one of the most bnlhant sections of the work ”

From a review m Deutsche Rnndschan, Apnl, 1912—“ The

picture which this learned Bengali has painted for ns with loving care

of the literature of his native land deserves to oe received with attentive

and grateful respect
”

From a review m Lusac’s Oriental List, London, May-June,

1912—“ A work of inestimable value, full of interesting information,

containing complete account of the writings of Bengali authors from

the earliest time It will undoubtedly find a plaoe in every Oriental

libraiy as being the most complete and reliable standard work on the

Bengali Language and Literature
”

From a review in the Indian Magazine, London, August, 1912—

“ For Mr Sen’s erudition, his sturdy patriotism, his instructive percep-

tion of the finer qualities in Bengali life and literatuie, the reader of

his book must have a profound respect if he is to understand \\ hat

modem Bengal is
”

From a long review in the Madras Mail, May 9, 1912, “ A survey

of the evolution of the Bengali letters by a student so competent, mo

exceptionally learned can hardly fail to be an important event in the

World of criticism.
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From a long icviow m the Pioneer, May o, 1912—“ Mi Sen is a

typical student such as was common in medicoval Europe—a lover of

learning for learning’s sake He must be a poor judge of characters

who can rise from a perusal of Mr Sen’s pages without a real respect

and liking for the writer, for hie sincerity, his industry, his enthusiasm

in the cause of learning
”

From a review in Englishman, April 23, 1912—“Only one who

has completely identified himself with the subject could have mastered

it so well as the author of this imposing book ”

From a review in the Empire, August 31, 1918—“ As a book of

reference Mr Sen’s work will be found invaluable and ho is to be

congratulated on the result of his labours It may well be said that

he has proved what an English enthusiast once said that * Bengali
’

unites the mellifluonsness of Italian with the power possessed by

Geiman for rendering complex ideas
”

From a review m the Indian Antiquary, Deccmbu, 1912, by

P G. Pargitdr —“ This book is the outcome of great lesearch and

study, on which the author deserves the warmest praise He has

explained the literatuie and the subjects treated in it v\ ith such

fulness and m such detail as to make the whole plain to any i eader

The folk-liteiature, the structure and style of the language, metre

and rhyme, and many miscellaneous points are discussed in valuable

notes The tone is calm and the judgments appear to be generally

fair.”



BANGA SAHITYA PARICHAYA
OR

TYPICAL SELECTIONS FROM OLD
BENGALI LITERATURE

BY

Rai Sahib Dineschandra Sen, BA
2 %ols, pp 1914, Royal 8vo, with an Introduction m English running

over 99 pages, published by the University of Calcutta

( With 10 coloured illustrations Price R* t2 )

Sir George Gnerson— 1“ Invaluable work That I have yet

read through its 1900 pages I do not pietend, but what 1 have lead

has filled me with admiration foi the industry and learning displayed

It is a worthy sequel to your monumental Histoiy of Bengali Litera

ture, and of it we may safely say “ finis ( oional opus
” How I wish

that a sitmlai work could be compiled for other Indian languages,

specially for Hindi
”

E B Saveli—“Two monumental \olumes horn old Bengali

Literature As I am not a Bengali scholar, it is impossible foi me to

appreciate at then full value the splendid results of your scholarship

and research, but I have enjoyed reading your luminous and most

instructive introduction which gives a cleai insight into the subject

I was also very much interested m the illustrations, the repioduction

of which from original paintings is very successful and creditable to

Swadeshi woik ”

K Beveridge—“ Two magnificent volumes of the Banga Sahityu

Fanchaya I have read with interest Rasa Suiidari's autobiography

m your extracts
”

P. K. Skrine—“ The two splendid volumes of Banga Sahitya

Fanchaya I am reading with pleasure and profit They are a ciedit

to your profound learning and to the University which has given them

to the world ”

From a long review m The Times Literary Supplement,
London, November 4, 1915—“ In June, 1912, in commenting ou Mr

Sen's History of Bengali Language and Liteiatuie, we suggested that
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woik might usefully bo supplemented by an anthology of Bengali

prose and poetrj Mr Sen has for many years been occupied with

the aid of other patriofcu students of the mediaeval literature of Bengal

in collecting manuscripts of forgotten or half.forgotten poems In

addition to these more or less valuable monuments of Bengali poetic

art, the chief popular piosses have published threat masses ou literary

matter, chiefly religious verse It can hardly be said that these piles

of wntten and printed matter have ever been subjected to a cntical

01 philological scrutiny Thou very existence Was barely known to

the Eutopeans, even to those who have studied the Bengali Language

on the spot Educated Bengalis themselves, until Quite recent times,

have been too busy with the arts and sciences of Europe to spare

much time for indigenous tieasuies That was the reason why we

suggested the compiling of a cntical chiestomathy for the benefit not

only of European but of native scholars The University of Calcutta

prompted by the eminent scholar Sir Asutosh Mookerjee, then Vice-

Chancellor, had already anticipated this need it seems It had shrunk

(rightly, we think) from the enormous and expensive task of printing

the MSS recovered by the diligence ind generosity of Mr Sen and

othei inquirers and employed Mr Sen to prepare the two bulky volumes

now before us The Calcutta Senate is to be congratulated on its

enterprise and generosity
”

From a review in The AthdQSain, January 16, 1915—“ We havo

already reviewed Mr, Sen’s History ot Bengali Language and Liteia-

ture and have rendered some account of his previous work in Bengali

entitled Bhanga Bhatsa () Sahitya Mr Sen non supplies the means

of checking his historical and cntical conclusions in a copious collection

of Bengali verse Here are the materials carefully at ranged and

annotated with a skill and learning such as probably no one else living

can command ”

From a review by Mr F G. Parglter—m the Royal Asiatic

Society’s Journal—“These two poitly volumes of some 2,100 pages

are an anthology of Bengali poetiy and prose from the 8th to the

19th century and are auxiliary to the same author’s History of Bengali

Language and Literature which was reviewed by Mr Beveridge in

this Journal for 1912 The Vice Chancellor of the Calcutta Uni.

versity who was consulted, decided that the best preliminary measure

would be to make and publish typical seleitions The University

then entrusted that duty to Babu Dmesh Chandra Sen ,
this work

is the outcome of his researches There can be no qnestion that

Dmesh Babu was the person most competent to undertake the task
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and in these two volumes we have without doubt a good presentment
A

of typical specimens of old Bengali literature The Btyle of the

big book is excellent, its printing is fine, and it is embellished with

well-executed reproductions in colour of some old paintings It has

also a copious index.



The

VAISNAVA LITERATURE OF MEDIJEVAL BENGAL

[Being lectures delivered as Reader to the University

of Calcutta]

BY

BAI SAHIB DINESH CHANDRA SEN, B A

Demy 8vo, 257 pages

WITH A PREFACF BY

J D ANDERSON, Esq, ICS (Retired

)

Price Re 2 only

Sir George Grierson —Very valuable book I am reading it

with the greatest interest and am learning much from it

William Rothenstein —I was delighted with your book, I can-

not tell you how touched I am to be reminded of that side of your

beloved country which appeals to me most - a side of which I was able

to perceive something during my own too short visit to India In

the faces of the best of your countrymen I was able to see that spirit

of which you write so charmingly m your book I am able to recall

these faces and figures as if they were before me 1 hear the tinkle

of the temple-bells along the ghats of Benares, the voices of the

women as they sing their saored songs crossing the noble river in

the boats at sunset and I ait once more with the austere Sanyasm

friends I shall never, 1 fear, see more But though I shall not look

upon the face of India again, the vision I had of it will fill my eyes

through life, and the love I feel for your oountry will remain *to

enrich my own vision of life, so long as I am capable of using it

Though I can only read you m English, the spirit in which you

write is to me so true au Indian spirit, that it shines through our own

idiom, and carries me, I said before, straight to the banks of yenir

sacred rivers, to the bathing tanks and white shrine and temples of

your well remembered villages and tanks. So once more I send you
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my thanks for the magic carpet you sent me, upon which my soul can

return to youi dear land Msy the songs of which yon write

remain to fill this land with their fragrance
j
you will have use of

them, in the years before you, as we have need of all that is best m
the songs of our own seers m the daik waters through which we are

steering

From a long review in the Timet Literary Supplement,

2nd August, 1917

The Vaisnava Literature of Mediaeval Bengal By Rai Sahib

Dmeschandra Sen (Calcutta - The Univeisity )

1 hough the generlisation that all Hindus not belonging to modern

reform movements are Saivas or Vaisnavas is much too wide, there

are the two mam divisions m the bewildering mass of Beets which

make up the 217,000,000 of Hindus, and at many points they overlap

each othei The attempts made in the 1901 Census to collect informa

tion regarding sects led to such unsatisfactory and partial results

that they were not repeated in the last decennial enumeration But it

is unquestionable that the Vaisnavas— the woishippera of Krishna

—

are dominant m Bengal, owing to the great success of the reformed

cult established by Chaitanya, a contemporary of Martin Luthei The

doctrine of Bhakti or religions devotion, which he taught still

flourishes in Bengal, and the four lectures of the Reader to the

University of Calcutta m Bengali here reproduced provide an instrne.

tire guide to its expression in the literature of the countiy during the

sixteenth and seventeenth centuries The first pait of the book is

devoted to the early period of Vaisnava literature, dating from the

eleventh century

'I he Hai Sahib is filled with a most patriotic love of his nation and

its literature, and has done moie than any contemporary countryman to

widen onr knowledge of them His bulky volume recording the history

of Bengali Language and Literature from the earliest times to the

middle of the nineteenth century is accepted by Orientalists as the

most complete and authoritative work on the subject

There is refreshing ingenuousness in his claim, “my industry

has been great,” and the “ forbearing indulgence ” for which he asks

if he has failed from any lack of powers, will leadiiy be granted in view

of the enthusiasm for his subject whuh somewhat uairows the strictly

critical value of his estimates, bnt does not impair the sustained human

interest of the book.
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Chaitanya clearly taught, as these pages show, that the Krishna of

the Mtthabharata, the great chieftain and ally of the Pandava brothers,

was not the Ktishna of Bnndaban The latter, said the reformer, to

Rupa, the author of those masterpieces of Sanskrit drama, the

Vidagdha Madhava and the Lalita Madhava, was love’s very self and an

embodiment of sweetness and the more material glories of Mathnra

should not be confused with the spiritual conquests of Bnndaban The

amours of Krishna with Radha and the milkmaids of Bnndaban are

staple themes of the literature associated with the worship of the God

of the sedactive flute But Mr Sen repeatedly insists that the love

discussed in the literature he has so closelv studied is spiritual and

mystic, although usually presented in sensuous garb Chaitanya who

had frequent ecstasies of spiritual joy
,
Rupa, who classified the emo

tions of love in 360 groups and the other authors whose careers are

here traced were hermits of unspotted life and religious devotion The

old passionate desire tor union which they tanght is still dominant m
modern Bengali literature not directly Vaisnava m import As Mr J

D Anderson points out in his preface, the influence of Ohaitanya’s

teaching may be detected in the mjstical verses ot Tagore

Chaitanya and His Companions

From a long iev»ew in the Times Literarv Supplement, 26th April,

1918 —
“This delightful and interesting little book is the outiomeofa

series of lectures supplementing the learned discourses which Mr Sen

made the material of his “ Baisnava Literature of Mediaeval Bengal"

reviewed by us on August 2, 1917

It is an authentic record of the religious emotion and thought of

that wonderful land of Bengal which few of its Western rulers, we

suspect, have rightly comprehended, not from lack of friendly sympathy

but simply from want of precisely what Mr Sen, better than any one

living, better than Sir Rabindranath Tagore himself, can supply.

It is indeed, no easy matter for a Western Protestant to compre*

hend, save bv friendship and sympathy with just such a pious Hindu

as MIt. Sen, what is the doctrine of an %stadevnta, a “ favourite deity"

of Hindu pious adoration In his native tongue Mr Sen has written

charming litile books, based on ancient legends, which bring us very

near the heart of this simple mystery, akin, we suppose, to the cult of

particular saints in Catholic countries Such for instance, is his

charming tale of “ Sati," the Aryan spouse of the rough Himalayan
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ascetic god Sir* The tale is dedicated, m words of delightfully

candid respect and affection, to the devoted and loving wives of Bengal,

whose virtues as wives and mothers are the admiration of all who

know their country. Your pions Yaisnava can, without any hesitation

or difficulty, transfer his thoughts from the symbolical amonsm of

Krishna to that other strange creation-legend of Him of the Blue Throat

who, to save God's creatures, swallowed the poison cast up at the

Churning of the Ocean and bears the mystio stigma to this day Well,

we have our traditions, legends, mysteries, and as Miss Underhill and

others tell us, onr own ecstatic mystics, who find such ineffable joy in

loving God as, our Hindu friends tell us, the divine Eadha experienced

m her sweet surrender to the inspired wooing of Krishna The im-

portant thing for us, as students of life and hteratnre is to note how

these old communal beliefs influence and develop that wonderful record

of human thought and emotion wrought for us by the imaginative

writers of verse and prose, the patient artists of the pen

When all is said, there remains the old indefinable charm which

attaches to all that Oinesh Chandra Sen wiites, whether m English or

his native Bengali In his book breathe a native candour and piety

which somehow remind us of the classical writers familiar to our boy-

hood In truth, he is a belated contemporary of, say, Plutarch, and

attacks his biographical task in much the same Bpint We hope his

latest book will be widely (and sympathetically) read
”

The Vaisnava Literature of Mediaeval Bengal

3. D Anderson, Esq —retired ICS, Professor, Cambridge Univei

sifcy ,—I have read more than half of it I propose to send with it, if

circumstances leave me the oourage to write it, a short Preface (which

I hope you will read with pleasure even if you do not think it worth

publication) explaining why, in the judgment of a very old student of

all your works, your book should be read not only m Calcutta, but in

London and Pans, and Oxford and Camnndge, 1 have lead it and am

reading it with great delight and profit and very real sympathy. Think

how great mast be the charm of yonr topic and yonr treatment when

in this awfnl year of anxiety and sorrow, the reading of your delightful

MS. has given roe rest and refreshment in a time when every pest,

every knock at the door may bring us sorrow.
<

I write this in a frantic hurry—the mail goes to day— in order to go

hack to year moat interesting and fascinating pages
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History of the Bengali Language and Literature

Extract from a long review by Sylvam Levi (Paris) in the “ Revne

Critique ” Jan 1916 , —(translated for the Bengalee)

One cannot praise too highly the work of Mr. Sen A profound

and original erudition has been associated with a vivid imagination

The works which he analyses are brought back to life with the con-

sciousness of the original authors, with the movement of the multitudes

who patronised them and with the landscape which encircled them

The historian, though relying on his documents, has the temperament

of an epic poet He has likewiso inherited the lyrical genius of his

race His enthusiastic sympathy vibrates through all his descriptions

Convinced ns every Hindu is of the superiority of the Brahmamc

civilization, he exalts its glories and palliates its shortcomings, if he

does not appiove of them he would excuse them He tries to be just

to Buddhism and Islam
,

in the main he i

a

grateful to them for their

contribution to the making of India He praises with eloquent ardour

the early English missionaries of Christianity

The appreciation of life so rare in our book knowledge, runs

throughout the work
,
one reads these thousand pages with a sus-

tained interest
,
and one loses sight of the enormous labour which it

presupposes
,
one easily slips into the treasure of information which it

presents The individual extracts quoted at the bottom of the pages

offers a unique anthology of Bengxli The linguistic remarks scattered

m the extracts abound m new and precious materials Mr. Sen hao

given to his country a model which it would be difficult to surpass

,

we only wish that it may provoke m other parts of India emulations

to follow it
”

The Folk Literature of Bengal, by Rai Saheb Dinesh

Chandra Ben, BA ,
published by the Calcutta University Demy

8vo, pp 362 With a foreward by W R Gourlay, M A
,
I.C 8 ,

C I E
,

C S I ,
from long review m the Times Literary Supplement,

May, 13, 1920
*' Those who are acquainted (we hope there are many) with Mr

Sen's other works, the outcome of lectures delivered to Calcutta

University under-graduates in the author’s function as Ramtanu

Lahiry Research Fellow in the History of the Bengali Language and

Literature, will know exactly what to expect of his present delightful

excursion into Bengali Folk-lore Mr Sen thinks m Bengali, he thinks

Bengali thoughts, he remains a pious Hindu, though his Hindu ideas

are touched and stirred by contact with many kindly and admiring

English friends He is the better fitted to explain Bengal to the outer
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world, for he loves hia native province %ith all his heart He has no

doubts as to the veneiabld ongins, the sound philosophy, the aitistic

powers, the suggestive beauty, all the many charms of the* Bengali

Saraswati, the sweet and smiling goddess, muse and deity alike, the

mspirer and patron of a long line of men of literature and learning too

little known to the self satisfied West

A Hindu he remains thinking Hindu thoughts, retaining

proud and happy memories of his Hindu childhood and of the ktnd

old men and women who fed his childish imagination with old world

rhymes, with the quaintly pnmitive Bengali versions of the

stately epics of Sansknt soriptuie, with tales even moie primitive

handed down by woid of mouth by pious mot hors, reins perhaps of a

culture which pieeeded the advent of Hinduism in Bengal What

makes Mi Sen’s books so delightful to us in Europe is precise!) this

indefinable Hindu quality specifically Bengali latbei than Indian, some-

thing that fats itself with exquisite aptness to what we know of the

scenery and climate of the Gangetic delta, wheie Mr 8en was born,

and where he has spent the life as a sdioolmaster in Eastern Bengal,

a land of wide sinning nures and huge slow moving rivers where the

boatman sings ancient legends as he lazily plies the oai and tho

cowherd lads on the low grass) banks of Meghna and Dhaleswari

chant plaintive rhymes that Wan en Hastings may haie heard as he

“ proceeded up country ” in his spacious “ bugderow ”

All these pleasant old rh) mes and tales Mr Sen loves with more

than patriotic emotions and admiration and this sentiment ho connives

to impart to his readeis, even through the difficult and laborious

medium of a foreign language ”

Jules Bloch—" I have just faniehed the romantic story of

Chandravati (given in the Bengali Llama) mas) May I congratulate you

on the good and well deserved luck of having discovered her after so

many others and having added that new gem to the ciown of Bengali

Literature.

I cannot speAk to you in detail of your chapters on the chaiac*

tenstios of the Beugah Ramayanas and on Tulsidas, I had only to learn

from what you say and thank you for helping me and maty others to

get a little of that direct understanding and feeling of the literary and

emotional value of those poems in general and Krittivis in particular

I hope your devotion to Bengali Literature will be rewarded by a

growing popularity of that literature in India and in Europe; and also

that young scholars will follow your example and your direction in

continuing your studies, literary and philological
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Sir Cteorge Gner»OH— ‘ I most write to thank you for your two

valued gifts of the “ Folk Literature of Bengal ” and “ The Bengali

Ramayanas ” T delayed acknowledging them till I had read them
through I have been greatly interested by both, and owe you a debt

of gratitude for the immense amount of nnpoitant information con

tamed m them

T add to this letter a tew notes v\ hich the perusal of > our books

has suggested to me Perhaps yon will find them useful

T hope that you will be spared to ns to write many more such

books ”

Dr William Crooke, C I E
, Editoi of “ Folk Loie”~“ I have read

them (Folk Literature of Bengal” and “The Bengali Ramayanas”) with

much interest They seem to me to be a very valuable contribution to

the study of the religion and folk lore of Bengal T congratulate you

on the success of jour work and I shall be glad to receive copies of

any other work which jou may write on the same subjects
”

H Beveridge—“ Of the two books I must say that I like best

the Bengali Ramayanas Yom book on Bengali folk lore is also

valuable (from a lettei of 12 pages containing a critical icuew

of the two books )

From the Times Literary Supplement, April 7, 1921

“The Bengali Ramayanas” by Rai Sahel) Dmcsli Chandra ^en

(published by the University of Calcutta)

The Indian Epics deserve closer study than they have hitherto

received at the hands of the average Englishmen of culture Apart

from the interest of the mam themes, the wealth of miagerv and the

beauty of many of the episodes, they are storehouses of information

upon the ancient life of India and a key to the origin of customs

W'hich still live. Moreover they show many curious affinities to Greek

literature which suggest the existence of legends common to both

countries The Rmg of Polycrates is reproduced in othei conditions in

the “ Sakuntala ” the Alcesti

*

has its counterpnit in the stor> of

Savitn, and the chief of Pandavas descends into hell in the manner of

Odysseus though on a nobler errand

The main theme of these lectures is the transformation ot the old

majestic Sanskrit epic as it came from the hands of Valmiki to the

more familiar and homely style of the modern Bengali versions The

Ramayana, we are told, is a protest against Buddhist monasticism, the

glorification of the domestic virtues, proclaiming that there is no nped

to look for salvation outside the home. The Bengali versions, which
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reducing the grandeur of the heroic characters, to the level of ordinary

mortals, bring the epic within the reach of the humblest peasant

;

they have their own virtues, just as the simple narrative of the Gospels

has its own charm, though it be different m kind from that of Isaiah's

majestic cadences Thus m the Sanskrit poem “ Kaufalya" Rama’s

mother is sacrificing to Fire when she hears of her son's exile ; she does

not flinch, but continues the sacrifice in the spirit of Gieek tragedy,

merely altering the character of her prayer In the Bengali version she

becomes a woman, giving vent to lamentations, such as one hears every

day m modern India In the Nibelungeulied one sees the same kind

of transformation from the old Norse sagas to the atmosphere of

mediebval chivalry

The author approaches his subject in that spirit of reverence which

is the due of all grenf literature, and to him Valmiki’s Ram ^rana is

the gieatest literature in the world The fact does not blunt his critical

faculty, rather does it sharpen it, for, as he says m the preface,

“ historical research and the truths to ninth it leads do not interfere

with faith," neither do they stand in the way of admiration He sees

more in the Ram£ynna than the mere collection of legends into a

Sanshnt masterpiece ftom which \nnous versions have been made

from time to time He shows us how, as the centuries proceeded, each

successive version w as influenced h> the* spirit of the age, how the

stoiv became adapted to the pui poses of religions propaganda, how m
the interests of the Vaisnaba cult the hero Rania became the divine

avatar of Vishnu, even at the risk of absurd situations He takes us

through the age of the Sakti influence, of Ramnnanda’s philosophy and

its levoll against Mahomedan iconoclasm, of the flippant immorality

ot the eighteenth centnrj
4 These Bengali Ramijanns” he sajs,

“ have thus quite an encyclopedic character, comprising, along wuth

the glory of Rama, current theologies, folktales and the poetry of

inral Bengal of the ago when they w'ere composed " To him the

Ramayan is a yellow primiose, but it is something more, # # # #

To the student of folk-loie these lectures aie to be ie< om mended as an

earnest and loving study of a fascinating subject
”




